


Abstract 
The aim of this study is to investigate how entrepreneurs in the creative industries tell narratives in                 

order to convey their organisational identity throughout the initial phases of their life cycle. The               

rationale behind the study is that narratives are especially crucial in the founding stages of a company,                 

where entrepreneurs form their core values while attempting to attract stakeholders. Furthermore,            

creative entrepreneurs have an extra dimension, as they appear to tell different narratives from other               

industries since their focus is especially rooted in the artistic values of their business. 

 

Through a literature review, the theoretical foundations of narratives and organisational identity are             

explored within different contexts. In addition, theory on entrepreneurial narratives and identity            

construction are merged and exposed through several notions, leading to a question of temporality in               

relation to strategy, identity and narratives. In order to gain insights into how entrepreneurs in the                

creative industries narrated stories to convey their organisational identities, we choose to deepen our              

knowledge through four startups that are previous winners of Creative Business Cup, a startup              

competition for creative entrepreneurs. Thus, through a qualitative study, we focus on Mystery             

Makers, GRØD, Twisted Leaf and Lapee and gain insight from the founders of these organisations.               

The data is collected through semi-structured interviews with the founders of the four startups as well                

as stakeholders, namely investors and employees of Creative Business Cup. The data have been              

coded, interpreted and presented through a narrative analysis with a theoretical lens. The discussion              

pulls together threads from the founders, stakeholders and relevant literature from the field of              

narratives and organisational identity. 

 

Based on the findings and the discussion, we reveal that creative entrepreneurs use narratives that               

draw on their individual creativity to convey an organisational identity and strategically address             

internal and external stakeholders. In addition, creative entrepreneurs tell narratives with an aim to              

change the norms and expectations of society. Their narratives consist of several factors that show               

how they attempt to legitimise themselves and provide narratives for the future by drawing on               

personal past experiences. Finally, their narratives prove to give rise to an organisational identity that               

is constantly evolving. 
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1. Introduction 
The recent growth of the creative industries has brought many novel endeavours into an otherwise               

traditional economy (Potts, 2011). Although creative spheres, such as media and entertainment, have             

been around for a fairly long time, it was not until the 1990’s that reports officially began recognising                  

creative industries as economic drivers (ibid). Today, they are said to consist of some of the fastest                 

growing sectors of the global economy, and because they draw on intangibles, there is no limit to their                  

potential (Bilton, 2007). The creative industries are seen as one aspect of a broader creative economy                

that has emerged through a focus on innovation and growth at multiple levels, and here               

entrepreneurship appears as a prevalent domain (Potts, 2011; Bilton, 2007). 

 

Lately, the notion of creative entrepreneurship has arisen to denote when artists exploit a business               

opportunity through their creative work (Svejenova, Slavich and Abdelgawad, 2015), a term that             

moves away from the perception of the “artist as a solitary genius” and rather sees artists as creators                  

of commodities and consumer goods (Deresiewicz, 2015). According to Caves (2000), creative            

entrepreneurs and their environments exhibit some unique properties as they are characterised as             

being deeply invested in their creative work and further face high uncertainty of both demand and                

creative output. Therefore, as creatives are genuinely concerned with their artistic values, conflicts             

often arise between art and commerce which can be challenging when they establish a business               

(Lampel, Lant and Shamsie 2000). 

 

Thus, when creative entrepreneurs move from a status as artists to entrepreneurs, they often struggle               

to professionalise themselves as their products and services tend to emerge from artistic integrity and               

passion that can hardly be compromised and seen through a business perspective. As a response to                

this, Creative Business Cup (hereafter CBC) was established in 2010 as a startup competition that               

“(...) puts a spotlight on new entrepreneurial businesses in the creative industries to motivate, hone               

and develop the entrepreneurs of tomorrow” (cbnet.com, Creative Business Cup, n.d.). Startup            

competitions are among the initiatives that support entrepreneurship as these provide a professional             

setup wherein entrepreneurs are gathered and prepared to present their business plans to initiate              

stakeholder investments (Passaro, Quinto and Thomas, 2017). Entrepreneurs must, therefore,          

formulate their exact purpose and vision for the first time leading to an identity formulation with                

strategic objectives. 

 

Consequently, it is essential for entrepreneurial businesses to create an identity within an early phase               
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to attract stakeholders and envision future endeavours. Here narratives serve as effective devices, and              

especially for creative entrepreneurs with no business experiences to draw on, as narratives can              

explore strategic issues while providing meaning and purpose among organisational stakeholders           

(Barry and Elmes, 1997). As the business matures, entrepreneurial narratives will eventually evolve as              

entrepreneurs will improve their competencies and modify the organisational purpose accordingly,           

and this may in turn influence the organisational identity. 

1.1. Research Question 

Intrigued by the above reflections, we aim to explore the following research question: 

 

How do entrepreneurs in the creative industries strategically use narratives to convey            

organisational identity? 

 

Further, we guide the research by the following sub-questions: 

● How do startups in the creative industries use narratives as part of their strategy in order to                 

attract stakeholders? 

● How do entrepreneurial narratives connect past, present and future to provide continuity in the              

organisational identity? 

 

Our motivation for choosing this topic is first and foremost that we both carry great interest in the                  

creative industries as we have a certain passion for arts and culture. We both believe that the creative                  

industries contribute with a different way of thinking that is crucial in a time where technology and                 

artificial intelligence become prevalent in the work-life. Creativity, we believe, is one of the few               

things AI cannot replace and, therefore, there will arise a need for creative minds for future                

problem-solving and development. Furthermore, we find that the number of new startups constantly             

increase and we think it is interesting then to discover how these portray themselves to stand out in                  

comparison to others. Finally, we believe that the enhancement of creative entrepreneurship is crucial              

to the survival of the creative industries, why we want to explore how they can overcome some of the                   

typical challenges they face. 

 

Our study is relevant to all those who want to gain an understanding of how creative entrepreneurs                 

build an identity through narratives. For scholars, it poses an empirical case of the temporal relations                

between entrepreneurial narratives, stakeholder engagement and identity construction in the creative           

industries. Potentially, the development of the creative industries and creative entrepreneurs may            

benefit from these insights about strategic narratives as well. Our study is thus of relevance for                
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scholars, creatives, investors, politicians and consultants who want to understand entrepreneurs’ use of             

narratives in the creative industries. 

1.2. Scope and Delimitations 

The scope of our thesis will take its starting point in CBC and its former winners. CBC is a Danish                    

startup competition for creative entrepreneurs, and it is relevant because of its highly professional              

setting and reach as it has expanded to include more than 75 countries with a global finale in                  

Copenhagen (cbnet.com/bright). As the competition has spawned several national and international           

winners who have later become well-known brands, we believe these past winners to be excellent               

cases to discover identity-building through narratives. Our thesis will, however, not attempt to have a               

great focus on the competition-pitch itself, although it was our initial idea. Due to the COVID-19                

virus, CBC was cancelled in 2020 and we were not able to observe the pitching by new entrepreneurs.                  

Hence, we use the narratives told by the entrepreneurs during interviews, which have taken place               

years after they each competed. 

 

Our theoretical frame includes literature on creativity and creative industries, and hereafter we focus              

on narratives and organisational identity as well as the interrelation between these. In alignment with               

our research question, the literature will revolve around how narratives convey identity, and we              

include other notions such as intertextuality, legitimisation, distinctiveness vs. familiarity and           

temporality to confine our theoretical view. 

 

Based on our theoretical field, we choose qualitative methods to discover narratives, namely             

interviews to better interpret the founders’ narratives, own perceptions and meaning of their             

endeavours. The interviews provided us with empirical data which set the basis for our further               

analysis and discussion of the founders’ narratives. 

1.3. Structural Overview 

This thesis is structured into six main chapters: introduction, literature review, methodology, findings,             

discussion and conclusion. Each chapter is structured into a set of additional sections which are               

summarised below. 

 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

The introduction describes the creative industries and how entrepreneurs, narratives and identity have             

come to be the topic of interest within the present thesis. In addition, the introduction leads to the                  
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problem formulation and explains the underlying purpose of the thesis, and further outlines its scope               

and delimitations. 

 

Chapter 2: Theoretical Exploration 

This section will present a literature review and start by examining entrepreneurship in the creative               

industries, hereby defining creative industries and presenting the notion of creative entrepreneurship.            

Furthermore, the review sheds light on narratives and how these can be used in different contexts.                

Subsequently, organisational identity is explained and introduced from different perspectives.          

Following these sections, a larger section reveals how narratives and identity are constructed and used               

by creative entrepreneurs through different sets of notions, i.e. how these are used to legitimise               

narratives by e.g. telling distinctive and familiar narratives. Finally, a temporal perspective will be              

presented determining how entrepreneurial narratives unfold over time in relation to identity            

construction. 

 

Chapter 3: Methodology 

The methodology chapter uncovers the methodological framework of the qualitative case studies that             

have been conducted. First, the researchers’ perspectives towards the study will be revealed and              

reasoned for. Second, the relevance of the selected cases and the study method is presented.               

Moreover, primary and secondary qualitative methods applied for data collection, semi-structured           

interview and observation, will be examined thoroughly, and the startup cases will be introduced              

together with additional stakeholder interviewees. An explanation of how we conducted data analysis             

of our empirical data and how it initially was coded to make sense and categories out of it is then                    

provided. Lastly, the quality criteria for qualitative research will be evaluated followed by the              

methodological limitations present in our study. 

 

Chapter 4: Entrepreneurial Narratives and Stakeholder Opinions 

The chapter is divided into four parts that separately tells the startup story of Mystery Makers, GRØD,                 

Twisted Leaf and Lapee. Here, their stories will be told through different narratives from the founders                

about their journey and organisation. A fifth section concludes the chapter, which presents the stories               

told from investors, CBC employees, including a juror, and a pitch coach. Here, all their perspectives                

are combined to summarise common perspectives from these. 

 

Chapter 5: Intertwining Founder Narratives and Theoretical Foundations 

The discussion will look into the four startup stories as a whole, and with a view to the literature                   

review, explore whether similarities or differences appear in the narratives used and how identities are               
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constructed. Furthermore, the chapter will also include the perspectives and opinions of stakeholders,             

and these are interwoven in the startup stories. The main takeaways are briefly summarised to provide                

an overview of our research contribution. The chapter ends with a discussion of the theoretical and                

practical implications of our research to be considered for the future. 

 

Chapter 6: Conclusion 

As the final chapter, the conclusion will summarise the key findings of our thesis and lastly, some                 

limitations and subsequent suggestions for further research will finalise the thesis. 
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2. Theoretical Exploration 

The following chapter will present the theoretical propositions that distinguish the underlying            

composition of the research. Entrepreneurship in the creative industries will open the section to              

expose the delimitations and contextual implications of the study. Creative industries are defined             

briefly, whereby the section will advance to the sphere of creative entrepreneurship as a joint term that                 

denotes entrepreneurs situated within the creative industries. Theory on narratives will narrow the             

research sphere even further as to explore how creative entrepreneurs and startups construct and use               

entrepreneurial narratives in order to attract stakeholders. Hereafter a section presents theory on             

organisational identity as perceived through different perspectives. Following this, a larger section            

takes both narratives and identity into consideration of creative entrepreneurs and touches upon the              

typologies of the field and the concept of intertextuality. It will also go into depth with the                 

legitimisation of identities through narratives and present the suggestion that narratives should be             

distinctive yet familiar in an institutional context. The last section will cover a temporal perspective               

on narratives, and how organisations over time tell legitimising narratives in order to create and               

sustain their identities. 

2.1. Entrepreneurship in the Creative Industries 

2.1.1. Creative Industries 

Creative industries cover a wide range of sectors that build upon the expressive value connected to                

creative or artistic work and activities (Schulte-Holthaus, 2018). Caves (2000) defines creatives            

industries as “(...) supplying goods and services that we broadly associate with cultural, artistic or               

simply entertainment value” (p. 1). Another well-known definition of creative industries formulated            

by the British Department for Culture, Media and Sports acknowledges them as “industries which              

have their origin in individual creativity, skill and talent and which have a potential for wealth and job                  

creation through the generation and exploitation of intellectual property” (DCMS, 2001, p. 5). Several              

studies have attempted to list the industries and identify the underlying dimensions that classify an               

industry as being creative. Within the present research, the definition of creative industries will be               

based on a list provided by Creative Business Cup (National Partner Guide, 2020, Appendix 1). 

2.1.2. Creative Entrepreneurship 

According to Caves’ studies (2000), ventures in the creative industries possess some unique properties              

that invoke a different view on business models, and which distinguish them from other industries.               
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Creative entrepreneurship has further been introduced as a term that describes when artists or              

creatives start up a firm in order to have more power over their work as well as to ensure an income                     

(Svejenova et al., 2015). Like any other firm, creatives need to develop a deliberate business model                

that reveals how they make a profit in order to address multiple stakeholders (ibid). As entrepreneurs                

are known for being innovative, the terms creativity and innovation are often juxtaposed and mirrored.               

Several scholars have attempted to define the two terms, among these, Bilton (2007) who perceives               

innovation to be a component of the creative process. Creativity, he says, is to consider how we make                  

or think something new, or we combine something that already exists in a new way. Innovation, on                 

the other hand, concerns the second part of the creative process wherein the product or idea is tested                  

beyond its novelty, hence demonstrating how it is useful and valuable in an external context (ibid). 

 

Scholars have defined entrepreneurship as “a process by individuals who discover, create, and exploit              

opportunities” (Schulte-Holthaus, 2018, p. 109). In opposition to the individual artist view, de Bruin              

(2005) defines entrepreneurship as the “process of adding value to creative inputs/creativity” (p. 145).              

Hereby she does not see entrepreneurship as stemming from an individual but rather a process that                

adds value, and thus a process that may require input from several angles. Caves (2000) likewise                

points to the fact that even though a creative product may rely on the output from a single creative                   

worker, the production often requires diverse skills and delegation of specialised tasks in order to               

perform a certain project, i.e. the motley crew property. Diverse tastes and preferences by team               

members may hinder artists to maintain their passion and integrity. Thus, the motley crew property               

likewise displays the complexity of team composition and coordination in creative production.            

Furthermore, linked to Deresiewicz’s (2015) notion of creative entrepreneurship, Bilton (2007)           

assumes that creativity is a much more complex and demanding process than bright ideas possessed               

by geniuses. 

 

As a characteristic of creative entrepreneurship, often unlike entrepreneurs in other industries, the arts              

and the artists are placed at the centre of the creative industries where a prevalent topic is a conflict                   

between the individual artistic production and commerce (Lampel et al., 2000; Schulte-Holthaus,            

2018). Tensions often arise between artistic values and commercial imperatives as artists are driven by               

their own need of artistic expression which does not comply with a traditional business model that                

seeks profitability as well as clearly defines the target market. Consequently, creative entrepreneurs             

tend to adjust their strategies according to their personality, talent and brand as an artist (Svejenova et                 

al., 2015). Caves (2000) emphasises these endeavours in the art for art's sake property as he reveals                 

that creative workers are passionate about their disciplines and care about the originality and              

aesthetics of their acts, and they would thus hardly compromise with their artistic integrity. Svejenova               
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et al. (2015) argue that growing interest in business models lacks attention within the creative fields.                

Deresiewicz (2015) argues, as Bilton (2007) does, that the notion of “the artist as a solitary genius” is                  

out of date. He suggests that the artist rather has been replaced by the creative who possesses multiple                  

artistic identities and disciplines. In addition, he characterises creative entrepreneurship as a new             

paradigm that has reshaped the notion of artists and art itself. Creatives compared to artists, are                

required to specialise in more than one field, and further demonstrate how their creativity can be                

turned into business and commodities. The story they tell might consequently be crucial to their               

business. 

2.2. Narratives in Context 

2.2.1. Defining Narratives 

Scholars tend to agree that narratives serve as conveying meaning, usually through text (Gabriel,              

2004) and can only be understood as a cultural product, interpreted collectively and thus as a narrative                 

construction of reality (Bruner, 1991). Gabriel (2000) argues that all stories are subsets of narratives,               

and thus stories are narratives but not all narratives are stories. The reason for this view is that he                   

considers other devices (such as clichés, reports, metaphors, symbols etc.) as part of narratives and               

that the primary purpose of storytelling is to entertain. In his book, he compares organisational stories                

to folklores and explains that they are developed with plots and characters from personal experiences               

of individuals within organisations (ibid). In narratives characters, action, goals, settings and means             

are involved in the story (Gabriel, 2004). Thus, stories told by organisational members are regarded as                

part of their overall organisational narratives in the combination with other devices to the sustainment               

and negotiation of meaning. As a broader conceptualisation, storytelling has been used in research to               

describe narratives and the method of which they are told. Bruner (1986) distinguished between two               

complementary, yet irreducible, modes of cognitive functioning, namely those of arguments and            

stories. These are both parts of ordering experience and construction of reality, but whereas arguments               

are purposely told to convince of the truth, stories are to convince of lifelikeness. Arguments               

(paradigmatic mode) are logical, employs categorisation and fulfils ideals of mathematical systems of             

descriptions and explanations (ibid). In opposition to this mode stands the narrative (mode) which              

tells good and believable stories, more human-like and structured primarily in sequences. In telling              

stories “we constitute the psychological and cultural reality in which the participants in history              

actually live” (Bruner, 1986, p. 43). 
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2.2.2. Strategic Narratives 

The perception of narratives highly depends on the story’s receiver, and different receivers will              

interpret it differently, and this can be used strategically by organisational actors (Barry & Elmes,               

1997). As organisations are often using data-driven approaches or official narratives, they are not              

natural storytellers (ibid). Barry and Elmes (1997) initiated an exploration of how strategic             

management can benefit from narratives. They contrast their narrative turn on strategy to the              

traditional conceptualisations of strategy that place the interest in areas such as fit, competition and               

prediction. In their opinion, traditional frameworks of strategy have ignored how language can play a               

critical role in strategic decision-making. They argue that language is used to construct meaning              

through stories that influence strategic thinking and actions, often unconsciously. Narratives can thus             

be used by organisations as an effective device in their pursuit of gaining shareholder trust or creating                 

sense-making internally and externally amongst the organisation’s stakeholders: “(...) the narrativist           

stance can encourage people to explore strategic issues in more meaningful ways. It might provide a                

deeper sense of meaning and purpose” (Barry and Elmes, 1997, p. 431). 

 

Furthermore, as in Bruner’s studies (1991; 1986), Barry and Elmes assume that narratives are              

discursive, portraying the social nature of strategies and their cultural and historical contexts, as they               

reflect them to be “(...) the simultaneous presence of multiple, interlinked realities, and is thus well                

positioned for capturing the diversity and complexity present in strategic course” (1997, p. 430). In               

addition, Barry and Elmes (1997) propose two perspectives on narratives, namely the structuralist             

view and the communication perspective. According to the structuralist view, narratives are linked to              

order and continuity as they are characterised by a symbolic appearance of a sequence of events                

related to subjects that become connected over time. Narratives from this stance are thus disseminated               

in their original form. The communication perspective, adopted by Barry and Elmes (1997)             

determines the interpretation and readership connected to narratives. These are rather focused on             

meaning-making and help individuals to see themselves in the big picture. Subjectivity becomes an              

important part of the narrative as the history and values belonging to those receiving the narrative, will                 

decide how they will interpret and make a sense of the narrative (ibid). 

 

As organisations grow over time, naturally there is a distinction between organisations and their              

desires contingent on their maturity. Barry and Elmes (1997) suggest that narratives and their              

interpretations develop depending on the organisational life cycle: “In our limited experience, it seems              

entrepreneurs and senior executives tell very different tales” (Barry and Elmes, 1997, p. 17). 
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2.2.3. Narratives and Entrepreneurs 

Following Bruner’s (1986) thought of arguments and narratives, Gartner (2007) argues that the             

narrative approach is a comprehensive ontology inevitably suited to comprehend entrepreneurship. He            

believes narratives play a role for entrepreneurs who try to convince others of themselves, their               

ventures and the founding of new organisations. This view is supported by Hjort (2007) who               

examines the creation of opportunities and posits that “the drama of entrepreneurship” is highly              

overlooked when juxtaposed with “the economy of entrepreneurship” (p. 722). In his article, Hjort              

(2007) explores what he calls “opportunity-creative time of the entrepreneurial process” (p. 713).             

Narratives here provide an opportunity for the drama and Hjort (2007) asks: 

 

Could we not think entrepreneurship as the desire to become the other, creating performances 

that multiplies the self, that is, which re-organises experiences in narratives so as to open up 

fields of possibilities for actions? (Hjort, 2007, p. 724). 

 

Entrepreneurship thus represents opportunities, and narratives the means to reflect and consider new             

possibilities, making them beneficial for creative and entrepreneurial processes. Hjort (2007)           

furthermore argues that narratives help to focus on the disruption of established power relations and               

the field of everyday practices and he thereby emphasises the tension between events and everyday               

practices. During an entrepreneurial process, narratives are used along with passion and politics to              

create events. These attract people to the entrepreneurial process and invite them to be part of a                 

relational reality constructed by narrative skills, thus becoming part of the creation process themselves              

(ibid). Thus, Gartner (2007) and Hjort (2007) have emphasised that narratives are beneficial in the               

entrepreneurial process as entrepreneurs can use narratives when convincing others of themselves and             

their ventures. In particular, narratives can serve as effective devices during the initial phase of the                

entrepreneurial process such as when giving a pitch presentation. 

2.2.4. Narratives and Pitch Presentations 

Whereas narratives are stories told in the individual meaning-making process, a pitch is both a story                

and an argument that aims at attracting and asking investors for money (Vance, 2005). These can take                 

the form of formal or informal presentations, and a pitch can have a set time and place, although                  

entrepreneurs must be capable of pitching informally at networking events or social gatherings.             

Pitches are essential to investors and a poor pitch may result in rejections albeit the company concept                 

is valid (ibid). 
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Apart from the formal requirements, a creative entrepreneur benefits from mirroring their behaviour to              

that of the expectancies held by their evaluators (Elsbach & Kramer, 2003). Pitches often act as first                 

impressions, and research suggests that people can judge and categorise others in less than 150               

milliseconds, which is why a first impression remains a crucial factor in venturing for capital               

(Elsbach, 2003). In their study of Hollywood pitches, Elsbach and Kramer (2003) found that experts               

assess the creative potential of a person through cues of their own self. Furthermore, they discovered a                 

relational determinant in the process actualised in experts’ social interaction with entrepreneurs. In             

pitching creative potential, successful pitchers sought to engage the judge in the process, thus              

addressing them as collaborators (Elsbach & Kramer, 2003; Elsbach, 2003). This reflects storytelling             

as a social construction in which interactions frame individual meaning-making (Bruner, 1986;            

Gabriel, 2004). 

2.3. Organisational Identity 

Whereas narratives can tell stories, convey messages or portray events about the strategy and identity               

within an organisation, organisational identity in itself intends to align the questions of “(...) who               

members think they are as an organization (Albert & Whetten, 1985) and how they believe they are                 

perceived—or would like to be perceived—by others” (Ravasi and Schultz, 2006, p. 433). A great               

amount of literature has looked into the implications of organisational identity, and throughout time,              

different perspectives have come to dominate the debate in organisational identity literature (Gioia             

and Hamilton, 2016; Ravasi and Schultz, 2006). Among them is the social actor view, wherein               

organisational identity is perceived as institutional claims. Building on the study of Albert and              

Whetten (1985), identity is reflected as:  

 

(...) explicitly stated views of what an organization is and represents—that are expected to 

influence its members’ perceptions of central, enduring, and distinctive features of the 

organization by providing them with legitimate and consistent narratives that allow them to 

construct a collective sense of self (Ravasi and Schultz, 2006, p. 435). 

 

Ravasi and Schultz (2006) argue that organisational identity in this view tends to arise from a                

sense-giving mechanism as identity becomes constructed through a “coherent guide” provided by            

organisational leaders that sets a frame for how members of the organisations should behave and how                

other organisations should respond (Ravasi and Schultz, 2006). Furthermore, organisational leaders’           

narratives are crucial in this regard in the fostering of collective meaning-making. Gioia and Hamilton               

(2016) support these reflections as they state that organisational identity in a social actor view evolves                

from “the patterns in an organisation’s formal commitments, actions and official claims” (p. 4). 
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According to a social constructionist perspective, organisational identity is rather directed towards            

sense-making (Ravasi and Schultz, 2006). Organisational identity within a social constructionist view            

emerges among the members of the organisation and their collectively shared beliefs and             

understandings of the aspects assumed to be central and enduring within the organisation. Members of               

the organisation construct the identity they perceive as fitting for themselves, which does not              

necessarily link to an organisation’s official narrative. Thus, self-reflection is essential for the             

organisational identity from a social constructionist stance, which further implies that narratives are             

not given but constructed by the individual member in the organisation. However, as stated by Gioia                

and Hamilton (2016), although the social actor and social constructionist perspectives appear as             

contradicting, the two views have been debated to be complementary as they serve two sides of the                 

same coin. 

 

A last perspective to mention is the institutional view on organisational identity that emphasises the               

influence of institutional forces. The identity in this view is still internally driven but because               

organisations are involved in broader social contexts, the identity must respond to strong external              

forces. Compared to the two latter perspectives, the institutional view does not focus on the               

distinctiveness but rather the sameness of identity as a means to legitimacy, making the relationship               

between external conditions and identity clear (Gioia and Hamilton, 2016). 

 

The above reflections considered the epistemological implications of organisational identity.          

Literature has likewise acknowledged ontological standpoints of the concept, questioning whether           

identity should be perceived as an entity or a process (Gioia and Hamilton, 2016). Gioia and Hamilton                 

(2016) point to the fact that most scholars have suggested that identity is intangible, hence not                

something that is made but something in the making. From an entity perspective identity becomes               

associated with a set of static organisational attributes that are attached to members’ conception of               

themselves. In processual terms, identity is rather dynamic and treated as continuous and ongoing              

development, thus reflecting traits within the epistemological standpoint of the social constructionist            

view (Ravasi and Schultz, 2006; Gioia and Hamilton, 2016). This further reveals how narratives              

become related to identity over time as multiple narratives may co-exist and end up constituting the                

organisational identity. Yet again, it is suggested that these two ontological views may be perceived as                

complementary as “(...) identity can be conceived both as an intangible entity and a process               

continuously in flux” (Gioia and Hamilton, 2016, p. 11). 
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2.4. Entrepreneurial Narratives and Organisational Identity in the Creative         

Industries 

2.4.1. Typologies of Credible Narratives 

Within their narrative perspective on strategy, Barry and Elmes (1997) argue that all effective              

narratives are achieved through credibility and defamiliarisation. Some key elements that can be             

applied to achieve credibility and further attract stakeholders are: materiality, voice and perspective,             

ordering and plots, and readership. First, materiality refers to the physicality of narratives which can               

be achieved through devices such as film, television or print. For instance, projecting a story on screen                 

will make it more fixed and clearer in its message. Second, voice and perspective consider the narrator                 

in particular, and the perspective the story is told from. Third, ordering and plots relate to the usage of                   

familiar storylines e.g. a story of a hero conquering obstacles. Fourth, readership relates to the               

meaning constructed by the reader, and how the intended meaning by the narrator is engaged with the                 

perceived meaning of the reader. These four devices can thus be used by strategists in order to create                  

credible narratives (ibid). 

 

Lounsbury and Glynn (2001) further extend the theory on strategic narratives towards            

entrepreneurship as they propose that stories play a critical role in the processes that enable new                

businesses to emerge: “Stories that are told by or about entrepreneurs define a new venture in ways                 

that can lead to favorable interpretations of the wealth-creating possibilities of the venture; this              

enables resource flows to the new enterprise” (p. 546). Another similar structural approach to              

entrepreneurial stories, is presented by O’Connor (2002) who, based on field research in a startup,               

classifies entrepreneurial narratives into three main types: personal, generic and situational.           

Corresponding to Lounsbury and Glynn’s studies (2001), she suggests that these stories help             

entrepreneurs to develop and manage a new company as they justify the existence of the company,                

convince investors to devote funds and contribute to decision-making in the short and intermediate              

term (ibid). As Lounsbury and Glynn (2001) examine cultural entrepreneurship, they present an             

integrative framework that brings institutional, identity and resource-based views together within the            

context of entrepreneurial storytelling. This they believe contributes to understanding how new as             

well as established firms acquire resources and create wealth. They perceive stories to be structured               

into three time-based components: beginning, middle and end. In addition, they suggest that             

entrepreneurial stories are characterised by three components (ibid). 

 

The first component is the narrative subject i.e. the individual entrepreneur or the new venture that is                 
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in search of an object (Lounsbury and Glynn, 2001). This relates to O’Connor’s (2002) notion of                

personal narratives that describe how stories can portray the individual life of the entrepreneur              

through vision and founding stories. For instance, an experience or incident occurred in the personal               

life of a founder may inspire an idea for creating a business. In terms of a creative entrepreneur,                  

personal stories may dominate the narrative, as according to the art for art’s sake property, the                

inspiration and origin of creative products come from the creative’s inner necessity and integrity              

(Caves, 2000). During a formal or informal pitch, entrepreneurs often use themselves and tell personal               

stories because they have not yet had any organisational experiences. 

 

The second component is the ultimate object or goal of the narrative which may link to profitability,                 

funding or a good brand or reputation among potential stakeholders (Lounsbury and Glynn, 2001).              

Generic narratives exist with this component which O’Connor (2002) describes as those displaying             

the business model of the startup. Potential investors call for storylines that reveal the market position                

and strategic direction of the company. Hence, subcategories of generic narratives are marketing and              

strategy. As previously noted, creative entrepreneurs in such cases, tend to build business models and               

strategies fitting with their personalities, artistic integrities and brand as artists rather than addressing              

areas such as profitability, competition and target market as within traditional business models and              

strategy frameworks (Svejenova et al., 2015; Barry and Elmes, 1997). 

 

The third component is the destinator story that represents the corporate and societal environment in               

which the narrative subject is situated (Lounsbury and Glynn, 2001). These are discussed as              

situational narratives by O’Connor (2002), and reflect economic trends and industry dynamics that the              

entrepreneur can hardly act upon. These narratives consider temporal storylines such as historical             

events or general beliefs by actors involved in a particular industry. Consequently, situational             

narratives distinguish how the individual entrepreneur constitutes a minor player within broader plots             

of history and conventions. In relation to this, it should be affirmed that the creative industries have                 

been claimed to be “one of the most rapidly growing sectors of the world economy” (UNDP and                 

UNESCO 2013, p. 10). Caused by their cross-linkages with the overall economy, the creative              

industries experience rapid growth, which potentially could influence the evolvement of narratives            

(ibid). Moreover, according to Caves’ (2000) nobody knows property, creative entrepreneurs face            

demand uncertainty and the value of the creative output to consumers cannot be predicted in advance.                

Entrepreneurial narratives in the creative industries can thus be perceived to fit with a process view of                 

identity construction as they appear to be dynamic in nature and further involve an ongoing movement                

continuously in flux required to adapt to changes and uncertainties (Gioia and Hamilton, 2016). 
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2.4.2. Intertextuality 

O’Connor (2002) reveals that the key competence of an entrepreneur is not only to develop credible                

narratives across the three dimensions of her typology. They are also required to develop an               

intertextual competence that not merely prevents story-clashes but also conceives synergies.           

Interaction among the entrepreneurial narratives are essential as they might show conflicts or             

contradictions which will threaten the business in the short term as well as the long run. Martens,                 

Jennings and Jennings (2007) support O’Connor’s perception of intertextual competence (2002) as            

they acknowledge that the narrative as a whole should be free of contradiction and rather show                

linkages between the story elements. However, if the interaction among them is strengthened, their              

synergies may become opportunities (O’Connor, 2002). In relation to this, O’Connor (2002) suggests:             

“Entrepreneurs must also imagine and investigate the stories constructed by investors, employees,            

customers and other important constituents who write them into their own constantly changing plots”              

(p. 52). Without exploring these stories any further, she claims that entrepreneurs and their business               

may end up becoming pure fiction (ibid). 

 

Considering entrepreneurs in the creative industries, conflicts between creative values and commercial            

imperatives could presumably trigger stories to clash among creative entrepreneurs and their            

employees, investors or other constituents (Lampel et al., 2000). However, since the notion of creative               

entrepreneurship merges creativity and business processes, creative entrepreneurs may realise that           

their product cannot only entrust their creative output and integrity. It must further imply innovative               

aspects that ensure it is useful and valuable within an external context (Svejenova et al., 2015; Bilton,                 

2007). 

2.4.3. Legitimisation 

As prevalent throughout the following section, narratives must seek to appear legitimate in order for               

stakeholders to buy into them. Organisations might tell narratives in order to shape their identities,               

which they e.g. create via cliché words that provide them with an attractive identity. Other scholars, as                 

shown below, explore how an organisation in all its forms create legitimate narratives. 

 

Navis and Glynn (2011) focus on all actors within the organisations and storytelling as an act of                 

legitimation. They define the organisational identity as “who we are” and “what we do” (p. 480) and                 

they posit that an organisational identity needs to be legitimate in order to positively influence               

investor decisions. The organisational identity-creation and narratives depend on whether the           

organisation finds itself in a new or established market since new market investors will look to e.g.                 

prototypical entrepreneurial characteristics, roles or activities as they cannot draw conclusions on an             
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organisational identity as previously seen in the market. Lounsbury and Glynn (2001) argue that when               

stories are used strategically, identities often become deliberately managed and exploited to create a              

favourable strategic position. However, they emphasise that entrepreneurial storytelling relies on the            

construction of a new identity and not a repositioning of an already established identity imposed by a                 

response to either opportunities or threats. 

 

Although entrepreneurial identities intend to gain credibility and legitimacy, they may not necessarily             

be strategic as they may aim to build plausibility and confidence in the ability to achieve their ultimate                  

object. Navis and Glynn (2011) also emphasise that plausibility is important, as organisations must              

tell plausible identity narratives for investors’ sense-making as these give more meaning and             

coherence to their identity claims. Martens et al. (2007) support the previous studies as they test and                 

claim that effective storytelling can facilitate resource acquisition in entrepreneurial firms. They            

emphasise that the way that the entrepreneurial firm’s identity is presented must correspond with the               

perception of the receiver (ibid). This is on a par with the notion of Elsbach and Kramer (2003) who                   

pinpointed the importance of presenting the creative organisation according to the expectations of             

investors and matching their behaviour to fit these. From these scholars’ views, it is thus important to                 

establish and tell a plausible narrative that investors can regard as plausible and legitimate. 

 

Adhering to the ideas of creating legitimate identities, Down and Warren (2008) discuss the use of                

clichés by entrepreneurs. Clichés in this context are told as ontological narratives wherein the              

entrepreneurs use them to construct an attractive self-identity. They are, however, “weak”            

constructions of an entrepreneurial identity as they tend to portray a “superhuman” image of oneself,               

which is not what entrepreneurs really are. Entrepreneurs thereby present clichés in order to construct               

an image of themselves and how they want to be as entrepreneurs. Thus, using clichés as narratives                 

may be seen as the self-construction of identities related to O’Connor’s study (2002) in which               

storytelling is applied to attract stakeholders. Using clichés may also be viewed as a way to match                 

what investors want to know as expressed by Elsbach and Kramer (2003). While an entrepreneur’s               

personal storytelling (O’Connor, 2002) can be used to tell a credible founding story, clichés do not                

provide credibility as they become too generic and “heroic”, and an entrepreneur should rather work               

hard for the organisation and its purpose (Down and Warren, 2008). 

 

Throughout their research, Down and Warren (2008) found some clichés used by two entrepreneurs to               

describe their journey: risk and bravery, ambition and growth, self-sufficiency and autonomy. Risk             

and bravery are used to emphasise their courage to start their own company. Ambition and growth                

clichés are used to bolster their identities as they aimed at “building an empire”. Finally,               
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self-sufficiency and autonomy were used as “excuses” to not collaborate with others as the              

entrepreneurs appeared too proud and independent. In the creative industries, some clichés that are              

used to describe the creatives are words like “talented individuals”, “creative innovation”, and             

“creative genius” (Bilton, 2007, pp. 3-15). These words are traditional terms to describe the creative               

individuals who create art and are not merely innovative, but also creative. But as stated above,                

creativity is much more complex (Bilton, 2007). 

 

In contrast to focusing on merely the founders (Down and Warren, 2008) or the organisation as an                 

entity (Navis and Glynn, 2011), Wry, Lounsbury and Glynn (2011) explore the legitimacy of              

collective identities in an organisation. Emphasis is put on identical or similar stories told by               

organisational members that are coherent and reflect the organisation’s core purpose and practices to              

portray legitimacy. When organisational members tell similar or identical stories, they not only             

develop culture and identity within the organisation, they also legitimise themselves to external             

stakeholders. Hereby, the legitimisation of collective identities in an entrepreneurial organisation           

reflects the notion of social constructionism and the idea that narratives and identity can be a social                 

construct of reality (Bruner, 1986; Gioia and Hamilton, 2016; Ravasi and Schultz, 2006). It also               

reflects the notion of “who members think they are as an organization” as discussed by Albert and                 

Whetten (1985). 

2.4.4. Distinctive, Yet Familiar 

Returning to Barry and Elmes (1997), they argue that narratives not merely need to be credible, but                 

effective narratives should also contain strategic defamiliarisation. Credibility is not enough for a             

narrative to succeed as they may likewise reflect novelty and be distinct from other narratives:               

“Narratives that are credible but overly familiar are unlikely to garner much attention” (Barry and               

Elmes, 1997, p. 438). Thus, Barry and Elmes (1997) support the notion of having distinctive but yet                 

credible narratives, and several scholars have subsequently proposed the balance of distinctiveness            

and familiarity as a way of legitimising narratives (Lounsbury and Glynn, 2001; Martens et al., 2007;                

Navis and Glynn, 2011). According to Bilton (2007), creativity itself is a balancing act of creating                

something new or combining components from an existing setting in a new way, and thus creatives                

draw from a frame to create something distinctive. 

 

Lounsbury and Glynn (2001) explore narratives as a product of distinctiveness and familiarity that              

balance to shape the identity and legitimisation of organisations. They propose perspectives through             

which entrepreneurial stories take their form and legitimise the identity of the firm. One perspective               

focuses on the distinctiveness of the new venture through the means of identifying its unique               
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characteristics. Albert and Whetten’s (1985) key attributes of what is claimed to be central, distinctive               

and enduring organisational characteristics are reflected in this perspective as well as the             

resource-based view seeking to identify what is distinctive, unique and valuable in order achieve a               

competitive advantage (Lounsbury and Glynn, 2001). As in Barry and Elmes (1997) and Lounsbury              

and Glynn (2001), Martens et al. (2007), too, investigate the influence of various narrative devices,               

and further divide these into identity constructions and persuasive appeals, familiarity and            

unfamiliarity and elaboration. They argue “that an entrepreneurial story will be most effective as a               

resource acquisition tool when it invokes these narrative devices in certain ways” (Martens et al. 2007,                

p. 1). This is e.g. expressed in their principle that stories must reflect distinctiveness, but not be                 

completely unfamiliar to the receiver. 

 

Navis and Glynn (2011) investigate organisational narratives in the context of competitors and argue              

that firms need both homogeneity, i.e. a shared sameness with other entities in the category of                

operation, and heterogeneity which highlights the differences between the firm and other entities in              

the category. They conclude that organisational identity narratives that take external conditions into             

account appear more plausible to investors: 

 

(...) when it is legitimately distinctive, consisting of legitimating claims that align the 

entrepreneurial endeavour with expectations arising from institutionalised conventions, as 

well as distinctiveness claims that make meaningful deviations from institutionalised 

conventions (Navis and Glynn, 2011, p. 492). 

 

Another perspective through which the entrepreneurial stories are created focuses on normative            

appropriateness of the new venture (Lounsbury and Glynn, 2001). Contrary to the former, it focuses               

on the relational and external contexts as the entrepreneurial identity tends to be based upon the                

institutionalised rules and norms that the new venture is situated within, such as an industry or a sector                  

(Lounsbury and Glynn, 2001). Gioia and Hamilton (2016) have followed this line in their institutional               

perspective on identity that refers to the influence of external forces, as mentioned above. According               

to Deresiewicz (2015), creative entrepreneurs tend to exploit creative disciplines in multiple fields.             

Thus, an institutionalised stance towards identity can be challenging when operating within creative             

industries as the business may come across different sectors and forces. However, as Navis and Glynn                

(2011) and Lounsbury and Glynn (2001) do, Wry et al. (2011) claim that organisations should               

position themselves within an institutional context in a distinctive manner. When the organisation             

grows, the members should align in telling identical stories on the organisation’s identity, and in order                

to avoid inhibition of growth, the stories must be consistent with the founding stories and agreed upon                 
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by members. By the addition of new members, growth may be productive and successful, thus leading                

to an elaborated collective identity-defining story. 

 

Thus, entrepreneurial organisations must strive to narrate an identity of both distinctiveness while             

highlighting institutional alignment. In this way, entrepreneurs may secure resources through their            

identity-creation. 

2.5. A Temporal Interplay between Strategy, Identity and Narratives 

Creative entrepreneurs do not merely tell stories in their early time to attract stakeholders. When               

entrepreneurs have built an organisation, their story-telling might change and will affect the way their               

ongoing organisational identity is created and establish sense-making among the stakeholders. A            

temporal perspective is here explored to emphasise how entrepreneurs use strategic narratives to             

connect past, present and future to ensure and maintain stakeholders, innovation and their             

organisational identity. 

 

While strategic success has been assumed to be a result of accurate forecasting, Kaplan and               

Orlikowski (2014) propose that narratives draw from the past to reimagine possible futures. They              

argue that to create an alternative future, organisations have to create stories about the past that                

connect to the future story. Crafting a strategic narrative involves rethinking the past, reconsidering              

the present and reimagining the future, thus making them all connected (Kaplan and Orlikowski,              

2014). The view that past experiences can influence the future is also explored by Bartel and Garud                 

(2009) who propose that there should be coordination of past, present and future to sustain               

organisational innovation. They argue that innovation narratives can capture “dynamic complexity” as            

innovation cannot be thought of chronologically (ibid). The same applies for creativity as it is               

considered a complex process (Bilton, 2007) and can thereby not be considered to be sequential in its                 

course. Each narrative matters as together they construct “the infrastructure within which innovation             

emerges” (Bartel and Garud, 2009, p. 114). Thus, it is important for organisations to construct               

multiple narratives as they all contribute in painting a fuller picture of innovation in the organisation,                

as can e.g. be done in the motley crew property where several people partake in the creative process.                  

Finally, it reflects back to Gabriel’s (2000) notion of individual organisational members drawing on              

personal past experiences to construct organisational stories. Narratives need not replace the past or              

forecast the future perfectly, neither do they need to be valid in the long term, but rather suitable for                   

the present and thus allowing the organisation to move forward (Kaplan and Orlikowski, 2014). 
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Kaplan and Orlikowski (2014) propose some criteria for a narrative to appear compelling to the               

stakeholders in the organisation. First, a narrative must be coherent, i.e. it must connect the past,                

present and future, in a way that makes sense to e.g. stakeholders or organisational members. Bartel                

and Garud (2009) also address the need to be coherent. However, as they focus on innovation                

narratives, they explain that these also need to be flexible, and the tension between coherence and                

flexibility must be managed. From a different point of view, Vaara, Sonenshein and Boje (2016)               

abandon the idea of narratives being coherent, and instead maintain that these are often only               

articulated in fragments. But narratives are also mobilised in several ways, making them important for               

stabilising and promoting or resisting change in organisations (ibid). 

 

Second, the narrative must be plausible in the way that it needs to consider external conditions as well                  

as internal use of resources and capabilities (Kaplan and Orlikowski, 2014). This is mirrored in               

Lounsbury and Glynn’s (2001) second principle of normative appropriateness of the new venture.             

Narratives here consider more external and relational aspects and must be plausible in terms of               

institutionalised rules and norms. However, this is especially difficult for creative entrepreneurs who             

often struggle with artistry vs. commercialism (Lampel et al., 2000). Garud, Schildt and Lant (2014)               

consider plausibility significant to the legitimacy of entrepreneurial narratives, as they have explored             

the ways entrepreneurs should continuously frame and reframe their past and future narratives to              

remain legitimate to stakeholders. If stakeholders doubt the plausibility of the venture, they could              

reconsider their support (Garud et al., 2014). 

 

Third, the narrative must be accepted and resonated internally in the organisation by the key               

stakeholders. What is important about acceptance in the organisation is the attempt to reduce conflicts               

and to resonate with the majority of stakeholders (Kaplan and Orlikowski, 2014). According to Garud               

et al. (2014), a way to achieve this is that entrepreneurs establish legitimacy and plausibility by                

appealing to widely accepted future expectations of stakeholders to avoid confusion and scepticism.             

According to Wry et al. (2011), this happens when social actors within the organisations tell the same                 

narratives, and these are thus accepted and communicated to internal as well as external stakeholders. 

 

The issue of temporality in relation to organisational identity is explored by Schultz and Hernes               

(2013) who examine LEGO as an example. As in other scholarly works, the study draws on Albert                 

and Whetten’s (1985) definition of organisational identity. They focus on organisational memory            

forms that can be used to take past memories and learnings and propose three memory forms: textual,                 

material and oral. The material form can be regarded as an offspring from Barry and Elmes (1997),                 

and are, as mentioned earlier, the physicality of narratives. The textual memory forms are formal rules                
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of organisations, and the oral memory form contains stories and narratives (Schultz and Hernes,              

2013). They draw our attention to two events in the history of LEGO where the company’s past was                  

evoked to influence the claims for the future. This results in a proposition of how LEGO used past                  

memories by way of the three memory forms to help expand as well as explore future and more                  

preferable claims of identities. In this setting, narratives could be seen as a “(...) form evoked and                 

validated in social interaction” (Schultz and Hernes, 2013, p. 6). This claim is supported by Vaara et                 

al. (2016) who group Schultz and Hernes (2013) with other researchers who all focus on the                

legitimisation of organisational identities. They conclude that legitimacy is more likely when            

members share and spread the same stories and that these can be used to promote specific                

organisational identities (Vaara et al., 2016; Wry et al., 2011). 

 

As suggested in the above section, temporality plays a role, not only in narratives of organisations but                 

also in the ongoing making of organisational identity. Here narratives, if coherent, plausible and              

acceptable, are useful to evoke past memories and point to the future. 

2.6. Summary of Theoretical Exploration 

The theoretical foundations of narratives and identity-building have been explored from several            

notions and perspectives within the context of creative entrepreneurship. One of the key takeaways              

from the chapter is that narratives can be used as strategic devices to gain stakeholder attraction. In                 

addition, we have looked into several standpoints in relation to organisational identity and how actors               

build an identity through different approaches. Moreover, we have examined research claiming that             

creative industries are characterised by some unique conditions and dynamics, that they struggle with              

artistry vs. commercialism and that they tell narratives that are distinct from other industries.              

Furthermore, we have explored various ways in which organisations can legitimise the narratives they              

tell, including how these should be distinctive and familiar. Finally, we have delved into a temporal                

perspective of narratives and identity that explores internal and external meaning-making as            

organisations attempt to connect past, present and future. The following chapters will expose how              

these propositions are apparent from our empirical cases. 
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3. Methodology 

This chapter will outline the methodological framework of the study by addressing the ways in which                

the data have been gathered and analysed. The methodological procedures and techniques applied             

throughout our research will concurrently be based upon the reflections within the research             

philosophy. The first section on research philosophy is a discussion of the researchers’ ontological and               

epistemological stances towards the case in question. The research strategy will elaborate on the              

nature of qualitative studies and further account for the structural process of linking theory with               

empirical data. The research design will look into the implications of doing a multiple-case study               

research and further clarify why it is relevant in terms of the present research phenomenon. In                

addition, the section of empirical data will look into the specific qualitative techniques applied and               

introduce the cases that have been selected and participated in order to conduct the study. The data                 

analysis will unfold how the collected data have been coded, interpreted and presented in the light of a                  

narrative analysis. Finally, quality criteria for qualitative case studies will be examined, and the              

chapter is concluded by the overall methodological limitations. 

3.1. Research Philosophy 

Ontological and epistemological assumptions lay the foundations of research and our views of the              

world when studying a phenomenon. While ontology concerns the nature of reality and how the world                

operates, epistemology concerns what we know and what then constitutes knowledge in the field              

(Willis, 2007: Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2012). 

 

In our study we adopt an interpretivist (by some referred to as social constructionist) ontological view,                

in which phenomena are created from perceptions, actions and interactions between social actors -              

hence reality is socially constructed. A phenomenon will be understood differently by social actors,              

and these interpretations influence the actions and nature of these actors. Ultimately, not only will               

actors be influenced by the environment but will seek to make sense of it through their interpretations                 

(Saunders et al., 2012). The interpretivist paradigm is a natural lens as we examine socially               

constructed mechanisms in the process of how entrepreneurs portray and interpret their identities             

through narratives and storytelling. Furthermore, using this paradigm for startups was appropriate as             

these are unique, complex and highly influenced by their environment. 

 

The goal of interpretivist research is to uncover and understand a specific situation or context (Willis,                

2007). Thus, it correlates with our research on CBC as a specific context where entrepreneurs use                
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their narratives to attract stakeholders and from that build an organisation and construct an identity.               

The interpretivist epistemological view aims at understanding the topic of a study in a context (Willis,                

2007: Saunders et al., 2012). It is important, as human action will always take place in context. This is                   

also true for the case of CBC as the narratives and pitches are adjusted to fit the audience of the                    

competition including a big stage with jurors and investors. It also applies to a one-on-one interview                

with us. Hence, as interpretative investigators, we acknowledge that we must strive to gain data               

sources close to the point of application and that we must understand that there are multiple                

perspectives and realities (Willis, 2007). Through the interpretivist epistemology, a diversity in            

methods can be used to obtain multiple perspectives. The interpretivist view accepts that each person               

can determine its own behaviour and group behaviour is determined by individualistic interaction             

inside (ibid). As researchers within the interpretive paradigm, we are not separated from the research               

process as it will be co-constructed between us and our subjects through interaction (Willis, 2007:               

Saunders et al., 2012). 

 

Thus, this study will take its stance from the interpretivist worldview and will be conducted with the                 

aim of gaining insights into narratives and their strategic purpose to form an identity and attract                

stakeholders. It will not seek to uncover a general truth but rather a reflective process of                

co-construction of knowledge between researchers’ and subjects’ pre-existing knowledge and          

interpretations. As researchers, we will focus on exploring social constructions through a multitude of              

individual behaviours and perceptions. Herein we will adopt qualitative approaches in an attempt to              

gain a deeper understanding of the world from our subjects’ viewpoints by discovering the underlying               

assumptions and perceptions behind their depictions. 

3.2. Research Strategy: Qualitative Research and Inductivism 

The interpretivist worldview naturally entails a qualitative approach that builds on case studies,             

interviews and observation, because those methods are suitable for discovering how humans interpret             

the world (Willis, 2007). In the interpretive worldview, people provide their own accounts of their               

behaviour and thus the interviewer will try to understand the world from their perspective (Veal and                

Burton, 2014). Quantitative research involves numerical data, in most cases statistics and evidence in              

order to test hypotheses or draw conclusions (ibid). In this way, numerical data may not provide                

depictions of each individual’s opinions and reflections (Saunders et al., 2012). Qualitative research             

instead is based on the assumption that people must be allowed to speak freely about their experiences                 

without too many interruptions from the researcher, as they are in the best place to describe                

motivations and experiences themselves (Veal and Burton, 2014). While it is said that quantitative              

methods are more generalisable, qualitative methods may study people more in-depth as they enable              
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researchers to get close to the data source, compared to quantitative techniques that would rather take                

a bird’s eye view. It would instead investigate data connected to a large amount of cases or subjects                  

(ibid) thereby neglecting the individual’s personal reflections in order to draw a more generalisable              

conclusion from many people. 

 

When linking theory to empirical data, different approaches determine the structure of the process.              

Qualitative methods are often associated with an inductive approach as the process is less standardised               

and more explorative in nature (Burton and Veal, 2014; Bryman, 2012). The outcome of inductivism               

is theory as it “involves drawing generalizable inferences out of observations” (Bryman, 2012, p. 26).               

Quantitative methods, on the other hand, are typically connected to the hypothetical-deductive            

approach that characterises a more linear process with confirmatory techniques where theory and             

hypotheses strictly guide the whole process of data gathering (Burton and Veal, 2014; Bryman 2012).               

In terms of our research, the process of data collection should mainly be considered inductive due to                 

the fact that our data is gathered from an exploratory research approach that seeks to investigate how                 

strategy, narratives and identity are constructed and related over time (Burton and Veal, 2014). 

 

The theoretical propositions presented in our literature review assist us as guidance towards the              

construction of meanings and new knowledge. When we looked at previous literature, we also found               

inspiration to our own study and whether our findings would show similarities, displaying a deductive               

element. However, we do not intend to test these existing theoretical propositions towards empiricism.              

We rather synthesise our findings with the reflections in the literature review in order to induce new                 

knowledge and expand the research field of entrepreneurial narratives and identity in the creative              

industries. Bryman (2012) proposes that research cannot necessarily be seen as either-or, as he              

expresses: “To a large extent, deductive and inductive strategies are possibly better thought of as               

tendencies rather than as a hard-and-fast distinction” (p. 27). Our research thus contains elements of               

both as we also have a theoretical framework by which we have been inspired to construct interview                 

guides and further frame the points of analysis. 

3.3. Research Design: Case Study 

The research is conducted through a case study design, defined by Yin (2003) as “(...) an empirical                 

inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context” (p. 13).               

He argues that a case study is a favoured strategy when researchers have little control over events and                  

when “how” and “why” questions are being studied (ibid). In addition, Flyvbjerg (2006) suggests that               

case studies, in general, are important for human learning as they have the ability to explore and                 

further create meaning of complex issues. He emphasises that concrete experiences are important to              
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study as they give a nuanced view of reality since it is always influenced by context and subjective                  

perspectives (ibid). In view of our research, all founders have participated in the specific context of                

CBC and their experiences have been shaped hereof and evolved as we intend to analyse and interpret                 

the socially constructed realities of individuals. 

 

The research is designed through a multiple-case study of four creative startups where the unit of                

analysis is narratives used by the founders and entrepreneurs who are also previous winners of CBC.                

We study each startup by replication in the pursuit of exploring similar results, however not               

neglecting that findings could turn out contradictory (Yin, 2003). In addition, the respective startups              

are examined through a holistic design (ibid) as no attention is given to potential subunits such as                 

employees or departments within the organisation but solely the founders of these. Contrary, the case               

of CBC that serves as an additional and overall case setting the context of the selected startup cases, is                   

examined through an embedded design (ibid) as perspectives are included from both employees and              

investors that are involved in the organisation. 

 

Finally, it should be noted that the overall study is cross-sectional as it refers to a single point in time                    

(Bryman, 2012). However, it also distinguishes between different positions in time in order to              

investigate how narratives may have affected the organisational identity of creative startups in the              

process of maturation. 

3.3.1. Creative Business Cup 

Creative Business Cup is a startup competition for creative and innovative entrepreneurs. It is part of                

the organisation Creative Business Network, founded in Copenhagen by Rasmus Wiinstedt           

Tscherning who is also the Managing Director (cbnet.com, Our Story, 2020). Their goal is to               

empower and connect creative startups with investors and global markets in order to strengthen their               

innovative capabilities (National Partner Guide, 2020). CBC has occurred as an annual event since              

2010 (globally since 2012), where national finalists are chosen in more than 75 countries in order to                 

compete in the international finale in Copenhagen. The winners of the competition, decided upon by a                

jury, will ultimately receive a cash price to empower their further development (ibid). 

 

Every year 20 startups are shortlisted from the application process to participate in the national               

competition in Denmark. As pointed out by Diego Jaén, the Global Network Manager at CBN, the                

screening proceeds through an online application of 24 questions and three main screening “criteria”:              

innovation, creativity, and whether the startup have the potential to use their innovation for a global                

movement. The 20 finalists selected will participate in a two-day boot camp named “Creative              
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Business Academy”. Here they will be taught by experts to successfully communicate and pitch their               

story to the jurors and investors. Following the boot camp, the national competition in Denmark takes                

place where the finalists present and pitch their businesses to the jurors. The Danish winner will                

hereafter advance to the international finale (Interview, Jaén, 2020). 

3.3.2. Case Choice 

Due to the focus on creative entrepreneurs and narratives in our research, CBC was a natural selection                 

for discovering these. Their expertise and vast experience with startups in the creative industries let us                

into a fruitful network and provide us with valuable insights. Through CBC we were able to connect                 

with four previous winners, which allowed us to gain multiple perspectives on how their narratives               

both have been constructed, used and maintained since the competition. Moreover, we were connected              

with employees, investors and a pitch coach taking part in CBC who gave us other angles on                 

narratives through their work and experiences with startups. CBC is thus an organisation with great               

experience and their national as well as international scope gives them credibility as being a solid                

ground for our research. Furthermore, their focus on the creative industries gives a new perspective on                

venture cups that fits with our common interest for this industry. Our initial intention was to observe                 

the competition live and discover how contestants would pitch and tell their narratives. However, due               

to COVID 19, it was cancelled and unfortunately no longer an option. 

3.4. Data Collection 

The data collected were primarily conducted through semi-structured interviews. Observation took           

place to a minor extent, thus considered as secondary data. The procedure of these will be explained                 

below as well as the rationale for our choice of methods. 

3.4.1. Interviews 
In this thesis, interviews are used as a primary source of data collection as it allowed us to gain an                    

in-depth understanding of the interviewees’ perceptions of the phenomenon under scrutiny           

(Bloomberg and Volpe, 2008). We believed the best possible way to understand and learn about the                

previous winners, their experiences and their narratives, was to meet with them and let them tell us                 

their story. This was preferable to solely reading about them because during the interviews we could                

ask them the questions we wanted answers to and hear stories they would not necessarily publish on                 

their websites. As previously mentioned, interpretivist views tend to favour case studies and methods              

of interviewing and observing as these are beneficial when the researchers aim to understand how               

people see the world around them (Willis, 2007). This is supported by Kvale (2007) and Bloomberg                

and Volpe (2008) who argue that the worldviews of humans are best explored in qualitative interviews                
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where they are able to tell their stories concerning their own experiences and thoughts. These might of                 

course also have been told to us to portray themselves more favourably and we cannot fully trust the                  

reliability of their stories. We experienced their narratives first-hand when we had them tell us their                

stories and perceptions directly as well as their own opinions about their journeys. The research               

interview serves as a conversation where knowledge is constructed in the interaction between             

researcher and interviewee (Kvale, 2007). Here we were able to gain information and insights into               

how the interviewees perceive the world, and we could thereafter interpret these meanings and              

learnings to gain a holistic picture of the interviewees. We did this by locating our own perceived                 

categories in the interviewees’ stories. Due to the conversational form, the interviewees also reflected              

on the topics set forth in the interviews. As for founders, we primarily wanted to know how their                  

journey had evolved and thus how their narratives reflected these, and as for stakeholders we were                

interested in their views and perceptions of creatives. 

3.4.2. Selection of Interviewees 

Prior to the interviews, it was difficult to determine how many interviews to conduct. According to                

Kvale (2007), the answer is: “Interview as many subjects as necessary to find out what you need to                  

know” (p. 44). However, it was not solely a matter of getting the right number of interviews as time                   

and resources limited the interview period, and therefore this was important to consider in the process                

(Kvale, 2007). Our intention was to gain insight into the minds of all roles during the CBC, and                  

thereby we sought to obtain interviews from the following roles: Employees of the CBC, including a                

juror, investors and the pitch coach of CBC and finally previous winners. These roles each have their                 

own focus areas and thereby the interviewees were more likely to embody an expertise role within                

their field. In this way, we were able to gain perspectives from all involved parties of the competition                  

and thereby we sought to gain a more comprehensive view of how narratives were perceived by the                 

different actors involved. Moreover, having different angles and insights from entrepreneurs together            

with investors, in particular, proved beneficial for our selection, as our study concerns narratives in               

the founding phases, which are likely to attempt to gain the attraction of investors. 

 

In qualitative research, it is common to get approx. 15 interviews ± 10 depending on the availability of                  

time or resources (Kvale, 2007). In our study, ten interviews were conducted. Through Jaén,              

communication was initiated with the interview subjects that fell into the categories of the              

above-mentioned roles. The interviewees were thus proposed by him based on our interview-criteria,             

and the availability of these determined who were interviewed. Only one entrepreneur was             

unavailable for interviews, and thus our response-rate proved to be high. 
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Employees at CBN 

Karoline Haulund, Vice Director at CBN, was our first interviewee who provided us with some               

general information about CBC and CBN that formed the foundation of our problem formulation.              

Haulund has a master’s degree in Film and Media Studies from University of Copenhagen. Next, we                

interviewed Diego Jaén, the Global Network Manager, who has a background in Communications             

from the University of Costa Rica. Lastly, we had an interview with Amy Cosper, Content Strategist                

and Editorial Chief at CBN who has also been a juror and a speaker at CBC. Cosper lives in Colorado                    

and is former Editor in Chief of Entrepreneur Magazine. 

 

Pitch coach at CBC 

During the two-day boot camp at CBC, a pitch coach is teaching the entrepreneurs to perfect their                 

pitch presentation. We interviewed Gleb Maltsev, who is based in Tallinn, Estonia, where he travels               

and helps organisations and entrepreneurs in pitching. He has been the pitch coach for CBC for                

several years. 

 

Investors 

A number of investors are present at CBC in order to identify new investment opportunities and                

initiate collaboration with the contestants they find interesting. In general funding rounds, investors             

are the ones entrepreneurs pitch to, and their role in the success of a startup may be crucial. We have                    

interviewed two investors, Cathrin Frisemo and Yrjö Ojasaar. Frisemo is Swedish and has a              

background in medical science and worked for a marketing company before she decided to become a                

creative entrepreneur herself. She is a sweat equity investor within the creative industries. Ojasaar is               

an Estonian investor with a background as a defence lawyer in the USA. He moved back from the                  

USA to help local companies through pre-seed and seed investments, where he primarily focuses on               

tech companies. 

 

Previous winners 

Mystery Makers 

Mystery Makers was the first winner of CBC in 2012. The business was initiated after the founder,                 

Mads Lind, searched for a different way to create a bachelor party for his friends, which resulted in a                   

scavenger hunt around the city. He began selling it as “Mystery Hunts” and as it turned popular, he                  

entered into CBC. From here the business took off, and in 2014 he further expanded with the                 

“Mystery Room”, a so-called escape room, where the participants must solve riddles and clues to find                

the key and exit the room. They combine riddles and fun in their own description of what they do:                   

Enterbrainment (mysterymakers.dk, About Us, 2020). 
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GRØD 

GRØD was founded by Lasse Skjønning Andersen who opened the first store in 2011 in the                

Nørrebro-district of Copenhagen. Here he started to sell porridge and later risotto, congee and daal               

were added to the menu (groed.dk, About GRØD, 2020). Andersen won the Danish finale of CBC                

with his new take on porridge in 2014 (Interview, Andersen, 2020). In the past years, he has expanded                  

the business to seven stores, a webshop, cookbooks and products sold at 7/11 and the Danish                

supermarket chain Irma. The goal is to expand to the rest of Denmark and the world (groed.dk, About                  

GRØD, 2020). 

 

Twisted Leaf 

Twisted Leaf (previously AM Breweries) was created by Anders Lauritsen and Magnus Harrison who              

won the national CBC in 2017. They produce a light alcoholic drink made from leftover leaves from                 

coffee farmers in Kenya. It has been planned to be officially launched in April 2020 (Interview,                

Lauritsen, 2020). After their national win, they succeeded to the international finale where they              

received a special mention for their delicious and sustainable drink, which simultaneously help small              

scale farmers in Kenya (cbnet.com, Meet the Winners of CBC 2017, 2017). 

 

Lapee 

Alexander Egebjerg and Gina Périer were 2019’s winners of the Danish and the international finale of                

CBC with Lapee, a female urinal. Lapee builds on a mission to improve gender equality by providing                 

a clean and safe environment for women to pee during festivals and outdoors events (Lapee.dk,               

About, 2020). Lapee is the world’s first industrialised female urinal that is designed to be distributed                

to organisations and events. Since their journey started in 2017, the business has expanded and now                

distributes urinals in 14-15 countries (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). 

3.4.3. How the Interviews Were Conducted 

Prior to the interview, we explained who we are and what the research is overall exploring, without                 

explicitly stating what we wanted from the interviews. This was done to avoid that the interviewees                

should attempt to answer what they believed was the right answer (Kvale, 2007). Furthermore, we               

asked to record the interview prior to the interview and provided consent forms (Appendix 2). The                

interviewees also had any questions clarified, regarding us as researchers or the research itself, before               

the interview began. 
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The interviews were conducted as semi-structured interviews in which we had an outline prepared              

with suggestions for questions, as addressed by Kvale (2007). Our first question for every interview               

was: “Can you start by telling us a bit about yourself and your background?” (Appendix 3), which was                  

followed by a question about their motivation for their participation in CBC. Such questions would               

enable the interviewee from the beginning to build up a story about themselves that not only would                 

relate to their life span but also the interconnection between particular events and episodes (Bryman,               

2012). Thus, as narrative researchers, we did not intend to directly stimulate storytelling such as “Can                

you tell the story (...)?”. We were receptive to the possibility that the interview could go in alternative                  

directions and followed up on these with questions if the topics seemed interesting or relevant in order                 

to gain new angles or information for our research. This is in alignment an exploratory interview,                

which “(...) is usually open with little pre-planned structure” (Kvale, 2007, p. 40). We sought to ask                 

few but open questions to allow the interviewees to tell stories themselves, as is often preferred by                 

interpretivists (Willis, 2007). In this way, we believed the interviewees would feel more comfortable,              

which might inspire them to speak more freely about their experiences as entrepreneurs, investors or               

employees at CBC. 

 

Some interviews took place physically in the interviewees’ own offices (meeting rooms), while others              

took place on Skype or Zoom, due to the interviewees being based in other countries as well as due to                    

COVID-19. Every interview was recorded on a phone and subsequently transcribed. All interviews in              

Danish were transcribed directly by the interviewers, whereas interviews conducted in English were             

transcribed with the use of transcribing technologies. One English interview used the service “Temi”              1

while the remaining English interviews were transcribed by “Otter” . All transcriptions were checked             2

through, word for word, by the researchers to ensure that the transcriptions were accurate. The Danish                

interviews were not fully translated except for direct quotes used in the findings. These were               

translated by us to our best abilities with the use of dictionaries when necessary. An overview of                 

interviewees is presented below, and transcriptions can be found in Appendix 4-13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 https://www.temi.com/  
2 https://otter.ai/  
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Name Titel/role Date and time 
(GMT +1) 

Duration Setting 

Karoline Haulund Vice Director at 
CBN 

12/11-2019 at 
16:00 

52.9 minutes Phone call 

Diego Jaén Global Network 
Manager at CBN 

24/1-2020 at 15:00 47.53 minutes In person at CBN 
office/meeting 
room 

Gleb Maltsev Trainer of startups 
(training CBC 
participants in 
pitching) 

7/2-2020 at 16:00 67.5 minutes Skype call with 
video  

Cathrin Frisemo Sweat Equity 
Investor  

13/2-2020 at 11:00 68.45 minutes Skype call without 
video 

Amy Cosper Content Strategist 
and Editorial Chief 
at CBN 

13/2-2020 at 16:00 28.21 minutes Skype call without 
video 

Mads Lind Founder, Mystery 
Makers 

21/2-2020 at 10:00 47.12 minutes + 
9.01 minutes 
(while giving a tour 
of the office) 

In person at 
Mystery Makers’ 
office 

Anders Boserup 
Lauritsen 

Founder, Twisted 
Leaf (AM 
Breweries) 

25/2-2020 at 09:30 60.26 minutes  In person at 
Twisted Leaf office 

Yrjö Ojasaar Investor 25/2-2020 at 16:00 31.51 minutes Zoom call without 
video  

Alexander Egebjerg Co-Founder Lapee 20/3-2020 at 14:00 70.03 minutes Skype call with 
video 

Lasse Skjønning 
Andersen 

Founder GRØD 23/3-2020 at 13:00 31.22 minutes Phone call without 
video 

 

Table 1. Overview of Interviewees 

3.4.4. Secondary Data: Observation 

Observation is our secondary source of data collection. The aim was to discover how the previous                

winners of CBC would present themselves in an informal conversation with us and how they would                

formally present themselves in a different contextual setting. 

 
Data collection took place through descriptive observation and narrative account (Robson, 2002). The             

descriptive observation concerns mostly details of the physical environment, events happening and            

attendant processes of the observation. Then the researchers present this in a narrative account where               
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we as researchers seek to explain with a theoretical foundation what is happening (ibid). In               

collaboration with a student organisation (CBP Network), CBC held a talk at Copenhagen Business              

School which sought to shine a light on how to become a successful entrepreneur in the creative                 

industries. The two representatives were the founder of GRØD (Lasse Skjønning Andersen) and the              

co-founder of Lapee (Alexander Egebjerg). Thus, we participated in this event as it was a great                

opportunity to experience and observe their narratives in another setting. During the event at CBS, we                

did not find it necessary to explain our reason for observing as all attendees would come to listen and                   

learn from their experiences as entrepreneurs. While our purpose would not be the same as a regular                 

attendant this would not be revealed as we would simply partake in the crowd. Moreover, during the                 

end of the interview with Mads Lind from Mystery Makers, we were offered an office tour and thus                  

we were able to observe the work environment as well as meet and interact with employees. 

 

Field notes depicted what was happening and how the researcher felt about the things taking place in                 

observation (Appendix 14). We as researchers were encouraged to scribble down as much as possible               

about the events transpiring (Fine, 2015). The event at Copenhagen Business School was held in an                

auditorium that contained approximately 30 participants who could actively engage with the speakers             

after their presentation by asking questions. We sat among the audience and during the presentations               

and question-rounds one of us made field notes on a computer while the other added to these                 

throughout with comments. Throughout the office tour at Mystery Makers, one of us carried a phone                

that audio recorded as field notes would distract us from interacting with the employees along the                

way. 

3.6. Data Analysis 

As argued by Bryman (2012), one of the main challenges with qualitative research is that it very                 

rapidly produces a large amount of data in terms of field notes, interview transcripts and documents.                

Even though qualitative data is attractive in its richness, it can be difficult to draw analytical paths in a                   

large amount of data. The following section unfolds how our primary data has been coded and                

processed through narrative analysis in order to expand the theoretical propositions posed and bring              

new knowledge on entrepreneurial narratives and organisational identity in the creative industries. 

3.6.1. Narrative Analysis 

When analysing qualitative data, several approaches can be adopted, among these, a narrative             

analysis. Bryman (2012) presents narrative analysis as an approach that can be applied when              

researchers aim to explore how people make sense of certain happenings. The intended effect of the                

stories told, also serve as the focus of attention as Bryman (2012) states that “stories are nearly always                  
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told with a purpose in mind” (p. 582). A narrative analysis of the data collected therefore seemed                 

appropriate for our research as we explore how creative entrepreneurs use narratives when they tell               

their stories and further, how these are perceived through a process of continuity (ibid). When               

analysing, the entrepreneurial stories would thus be the centre of attention. Moreover, as researchers,              

we could retell each individual story through our theoretical lenses, and further expose how other               

parties such as CBC and investors engage in these stories. Nevertheless, the narrative perspective on               

analysis was also chosen as it corresponds well with our interpretivist standpoint of studying a               

phenomenon through different perceptions. 

 

After our interviews were conducted, a large amount of unstructured text material with various              

elements for interpretation took form. In order to unravel the content of the material and find                

analytical paths within the narratives, the data was coded. Miles, Huberman and Saldaña (2019) state               

that “codes are prompts or triggers for deeper reflection on the data’s meanings” (p. 64). Thus, coding                 

is a task where researchers discover the essence of their collected material by assembling pieces of                

data that fit together, and further incorporate these into analysable units. As linked to first cycle                

coding and second cycle coding (ibid), our coding technique was carried out in two steps. First,                

through open coding we were “breaking down, examining, comparing, conceptualizing and           

categorizing data” (Strauss, and Corbin, 1990, p. 61). This was followed by axial coding wherein we                

looked for relationships between the categories posed during open coding (ibid). 

 

First, each interview transcript was carefully read in order to identify and code the different aspects of                 

the entrepreneurial narratives constructed. In order to identify the underlying aspects of the narratives,              

our coding technique was guided by ten categories as linked to our literature review, respectively:               

Creative Industries, Creativity/Creatives, Personal Narratives, Generic Narratives, Situational        

Narratives, Intertextuality, Organisational Culture, Legitimisation, Distinctive, Yet Familiar and         

Temporality. Every quote or passage in the interview that would fit into one of these categories, was                 

colour-marked. After open coding all ten interviews, the second step of axial coding gathered all the                

colour-coded quotes within their respective category. Thus, a table for each category was prepared              

where each of the ten interviewees was listed next to each other with a short summary of their                  

individual accounts in connection to the category. 

 

Through our colour-coded categories, we found similar statements that together provided coherent            

narratives about different values and experiences of the founders and stakeholders. Hence, the sections              

of our findings included quotes from across the categories to portray full narratives and thereby being                

viewed from different theoretical lenses. While a quote might belong to one theoretical term, it could                
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still be paired with quotes that belonged to other categories as these together would comprise a                

narrative. 

 

Below is an example of how different category quotes contributed to an overall narrative. In this                

example, three quotes, which came from different categories fused into an overall narrative, told by               

Mads Lind from Mystery Makers: 

 

Overall Narrative: Organisational Control: Maintaining Perfection - While Keeping it Fun 

Quote Category 

“(...) you cannot just be free in your creativity and          

just come up with some sort of riddle, you always          

have to think backwards” 

Creativity/creatives 

“(...) so we strive for perfection because if there are          

any issues, we refund all the money and now we          

have an error rate of 0.2 percent, so it is rare that            

something happens” 

Legitimacy 

“On one side we are quite a cosy organisation in          

many ways. We do a lot together and we have a lot            

of lovely creative people and we support each other         

and go to each other’s drag shows, concerts and         

whatever. But we are also a super professional        

organisation, because if you want to do what you         

love, then you need to protect it and be serious” 

Organisational Culture 

 

Table 2. Coding Technique 

 

As stated, our literature review guided us in the selection of categories and thus they mirrored the                 

notions of other academics. The coding technique furthermore stemmed from our interpretivist stance             

as the categories were created from our own perceptions of the narratives used by the interviewees.                

The interview questions were open and lead to different topics that represented different categories              

whereupon it appeared that an interviewee’s story would contain reflections that would later constitute              

an overall narrative. Through our coding technique, we believed that we would capture the essence of                

the narratives while retaining our subjective interpretations and emotional connection to the            
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interviewees compared to more standardised coding procedures that could possibly overlook details            

and deeper meanings. 

3.6.2. Data Presentation 

The data presentation will follow the format and procedures of a multiple-case study. According to               

Yin (2003), the multiple-case report will contain several chapters or sections where each case will be                

presented separately. For the founders, the data analysis resulted in a complete story about them and                

their organisations, which is why they will be presented separately so as to showcase one founder’s                

story after another. The stakeholders addressed several identical themes that will be combined in a               

final section. Yin (2003) proposes that a cross-case analysis with results follows these sections, which               

is why our subsequent chapter will seek to develop such a cross-case analysis where we intertwine the                 

founder stories with theoretical notions to discover similarities and contrasts between them. 

3.7. The Issue of Trustworthiness 

In order to evaluate the trustworthiness of our data, we apply some “alternative” criteria for qualitative                

research (Bryman, 2012). These are credibility, transferability and dependability, and they will be             

explained below. 

3.7.1. Credibility 

Credibility concerns confidence in the “truth” of the findings (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). It parallels to                

the quantitative internal validity and concerns whether the participants’ perceptions match how            

researchers portray them and it e.g. entails that the researchers carry out good practice to make it                 

believable (Bloomberg and Volpe, 2008; Bryman, 2012). In our research, we have made sure to carry                

out good practice by getting consent from all interviewees and to record the interviews and write field                 

notes as to be able to look back and recollect what was being said or what happened. We also attempt                    

to ensure that the interviewees’ opinions will be presented without twisting their words. However, as               

we do take an interpretivist stance, it will not be possible to obtain a “truth” in the findings as it will                     

be our interpretations and socially constructed reality - and not necessarily the same truth as the                

interviewees have. This is due to the interviews being constructed in social interactions between us               

and the interviewees (Willis, 2007). Each reality will thus be perceived as the truth, and credibility is                 

established by individual perceptions. 

 

Another way of assessing the credibility criteria is by triangulation (Bloomberg and Volpe, 2008;              

Bryman, 2012). Triangulation is usually used as a term covering the application of multiple methods,               

but it can, however, also be the use of multiple observers, theoretical perspectives or sources of data                 
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(Denzin, 1970). In our research, triangulation is first and foremost achieved as we apply multiple               

theoretical perspectives on narratives and identity. The observational method in our research only             

serves as secondary data, and since we were not able to conduct proper participant observation, we do                 

not triangulate our data collection methods. However, observation still contributes to a more complete              

understanding of our studies as it enables us to interpret the subjects in multiple contexts (Veal and                 

Burton, 2011). The data collection furthermore reflects triangulation, as we are two researchers, and              

thereby we are able to compare field notes and perceptions during interviews and thereby ensure that                

we overall get an overview of what is observed and told. 

3.7.2. Transferability 

Transferability corresponds to the parallel of external validity and it concerns whether the study can               

be transferred to other settings. While it does not seek to be generalisable to all possible settings, it                  

might be transferred to some other research projects (Bloomberg and Volpe, 2008; Lincoln and Guba,               

1985). Instead of generalising, it is suggested that researchers should provide a great amount of data to                 

allow the reader to decide whether similar processes can be used in other settings by getting an                 

understanding of how these have occurred in the research (Bryman, 2012; Bloomberg and Volpe,              

2008). We would argue that it is difficult to transfer our exact case as many social realities have been                   

constructed, but that the study of narratives in an entrepreneurial setting could be transferred to other                

studies, dependent on the context (Bryman, 2012). In connection to this, Yin (2003) claims that “case                

studies, like experiments, are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to populations or             

universes” (p. 10). This implies that our case study on CBC cannot be generalised statistically, but it                 

has the ability to expand and generalise theory, a so-called analytical generalisation. We could              

presumably generalise to the extent of case studies in other contexts, such as other industries, or even                 

broader in terms of other countries, economies and cultures to show comparative findings. 

3.7.3. Dependability 

Dependability parallels the quantitative criteria of reliability, and it involves consistency in the             

knowledge generated and to the extent that another researcher would be able to come up with the                 

same findings and conclusions if the exact same procedures were followed (Yin, 2003). It can also                

reflect whether the processes can be tracked, which is why detailed and thorough explanations should               

be provided on how data is collected (Bloomberg and Volpe, 2008). Within our research, complete               

replication and reliability cannot be achieved (Bryman, 2012) because we as interpretivists perceive             

findings to be socially constructed, thus depending on the contextual settings and subjective             

perspectives. Hence, it would be difficult to determine whether any procedures have been followed              

(ibid) as the social construction of reality between researchers and subjects will be different every               
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time. While we could have asked the same initial questions, the social construction of the conversation                

was different in every interview. Thereby, each interview flow would never be the same as the                

previous one and if other interviewers would ask the same questions, the social construction would               

again be different. 

3.8. Limitations of the Research 

The thesis poses some methodological limitations. As the paper focuses on narratives and storytelling,              

it appeared important to target founders of the creative companies for interviews, although additional              

interviews with employees could prove useful in order to gain multiple perspectives on the narratives               

told by the organisations. Multiple interviews within an organisation could help to gain an insight into                

the individual realities each person had and whether these aligned in the organisational storytelling.              

This might also have been brought into light during a focus group interview with employees, where                

we could discover how they constructed collective meaning-making through interaction with each            

other. However, due to a focus on the foundation of the organisations and subsequent              

identity-building, we believed it was preferable to gain the perspective of a founder. 

 

Moreover, the interviews conducted on Skype and Zoom did not provide the same authenticity as the                

interviews conducted in person, especially the ones without video, as body language often is a part of                 

storytelling and self-presentation. We still chose to include Skype and Zoom interviews as it helped us                

to gain an international perspective and as the interviewees and their narratives still appeared clear. 

 

Another limitation is of a temporal kind as the research would have benefitted from conducting a                

longitudinal study. Since we only interviewed previous winners, they all had a success story with the                

competition, and their narratives could consequently not be compared with those that they told years               

ago during their participation in CBC. We could thus not determine, whether they had embellished               

their stories as their success had commenced, strategies shifted, and actions possibly changed.             

However, since we took the interpretivist stance, we did not seek to gain a clear and factual image of                   

their stories but rather their individual perceptions of the preceding events. The issue of not               

conducting a longitudinal study was due to the time restrictions as connected to the format of the                 

thesis. 

 

Finally, a critical limitation came across our studies as we were not able to observe or be present at                   

CBC 2020 as the event was cancelled due to COVID-19. This would have enabled us to observe the                  

event and meet the contestants that would pitch during the competition since we initially planned to                

include perspectives from this year’s contestants in the research. As we study narratives and              
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identity-building, we wanted to focus on pitching, and here it would have been relevant to observe the                 

pitch presentations as to see the differences in perceptions of stakeholders and creative entrepreneurs. 
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4. Entrepreneurial Narratives and Stakeholder Opinions 

The upcoming chapter is divided into five parts. The first four parts will separately tell the story of the                   

startup cases: Mystery Makers, GRØD, Twisted Leaf and Lapee. Here their narratives are divided into               

sub-themes wherein the founders’ depictions of experiences, organisations and visions are explored.            

Pictures of the founders and their products are found in Appendix 15-18. In addition, stories told by                 

stakeholders, respectively, investors, CBC employees/jurors and a pitch coach will finalise the            

chapter. During this part focus will be on how the stakeholders view creative founders’ attempts to                

win competitions and obtain investments as well as how these startups navigate in the creative               

industries. 

4.1. Part 1: Mystery Makers 

Mystery Makers create experiences in Copenhagen through escape rooms and location-specific           

treasure hunts. The company was founded in 2010 by Mads Lind (mysterymakers.dk, About Us,              

2020). 

4.1.1. Becoming a Creative Entrepreneur 

The following section will present Lind’s founding story of Mystery Makers, and how an incident in                

his personal life triggered him to start up the company. He characterises these endeavours as a classic                 

story of an entrepreneur and for that reason, he does not perceive his story to be completely unique.                  

He further presents himself as a brave founder who takes chances and bets on himself while narrating                 

how he as a creative has faced obstacles. Winning CBC has been a key to his journey as this                   

legitimised his creative idea and gave him the belief in himself. 

 

The Classic Story of an Entrepreneur 

In his past, Lind had two friends who were getting married. He experienced difficulties in arranging a                 

bachelor party as he thought there were no “cool” options on the market: 

 

It was such a hassle everything, and then I made this treasure hunt as a present for them. And 

then everyone loved it, so for fun, it was put up for sale on the internet, and then it turned out 

that people actually found it, and I hardly know how they did that (Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

He points out himself that his company was founded through “some kind of need that you have                 

experienced in your own life and then you solved it differently” which he expresses as the “classic                 
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story of an entrepreneur” (Interview, Lind, 2020). Hence, when narrating how his company had been               

founded, he does not believe his story to be special and different from that of other people, as it would                    

be a similar story any other entrepreneur would tell. Moreover, he expresses the founding as a                

coincidence as initially, it was just “for fun” and not an inner passion that he wanted to act on. While                    

he does not mention anything but a foundation by him alone, it is evident from Mystery Makers’                 

webpage and articles that they initially were two founders (mysterymakers.dk, Mystery Makers’            

History, 2020; Rahbek, 2012). 

 

Risk and Bravery 

Lind tells how selling the treasure hunts started out being a “hobby” for him, but with time, he                  

realised it was difficult to balance this hobby with his regular nine-to-five job. When he heard about                 

CBC, he decided to participate while promising himself that if he won, he would go all in and turn his                    

treasure hunts into a business. If he lost, he would continue focusing on his current job. Thus, when                  

narrating how he decided to go all in and let the outcome of CBC decide his future career, he uses                    

narratives to describe his “risk and bravery” emphasising the courage to start his own company and                

bet on it to win. Yet, in 2012 he ended up being the first winner of CBC. Since then, he describes how                      

everything has been “more fun” and “a lot better” compared to his past profession in communication                

and advertising. Moreover, Lind expresses that winning has been important for his own confidence as               

an entrepreneur: “(...) much of what it takes to succeed as an entrepreneur is that you dare to go all-in                    

on it, because at some point, you have to let go and lose sight of the coast and lose your footing”                     

(Interview, Lind, 2020). Hence, Lind describes how it requires lots of courage to be an entrepreneur as                 

you need to take chances and at times you simply have to trust your gut feeling. For Lind, winning                   

CBC thus finally gave him the strength and confidence to actually believe in himself. 

 

In particular, he emphasises that his participation in CBC has been crucial due to the focus on                 

creativity and the acknowledgement of being creative. He felt honoured that he received an award as a                 

creative entrepreneur, as he argues that creative businesses in general, extending beyond him, are hard               

to fit into the external systems and conditions that are already established which he also reveals as a                  

challenge that CBC is facing: 

 

But what meant something to me, was the fact that it is a creative entrepreneur award, and 

after all, I know that this is what Creative Business Cup deals with, in reality, that they do not 

fit into that whole system (Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

Hence, through Lind’s stories, a great disappointment towards the way creatives are perceived and              
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treated in society, appears. His reflections give rise to the fact that creative industries are suppressed                

compared to other industries and sectors. He further elaborates that he often had come across certain                

prejudices from people who had the impression that creative people are a bit “silly” and that creativity                 

is not something that you can make a living from. Therefore, CBC was a key to his journey as his                    

business idea and entrepreneurial skills were valued and recognised by jurors and several experts in               

the creative field. By winning CBC, he demonstrated that his creative experience could prove great               

without fitting into defined boxes, thus succeeding “against all odds”. 

4.1.2. Legitimisation 

The next section will explore how Lind narrates strategic stories of Mystery Makers in order to                

legitimise his business. Through authenticity and originality, he legitimises his narrative as being             

distinctive yet familiar, as he tells how he has built a company that provides real-life treasure hunts for                  

adults through an innovative business model. Moreover, Lind exposes how Mystery Makers use             

customers to build and legitimise the products, and by narrating the use of customers he attempts to                 

portray how he listens to other opinions. 

 

Enhancing Authenticity and Originality 

Through Lind’s procedures and control, Mystery Makers has grown organically without the influence             

of tech and apps which he thinks “annoyingly” is a business requirement today: 

 

And I have gone through a sort of typical growth path, and that is also annoying, that 

normally in our days, the reality is equal to tech. It actually also takes me some time to 

convince people that I actually do not make an app, but something in the physical world 

(Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

The physicality creates a magical experience for people as they get a feeling of being a part of a                   

real-life mystery. In addition, he notes their ability to create a moving experience as people feel smart                 

after solving a riddle. Hence, Lind puts a great emphasis on telling how Mystery Makers does not                 

provide a product but an event in box wherein people are present and engaged in the real world and                   

not with any sort of technology. What he makes is original because it is authentic and customised: 

 

But I, in reality, do not think I make events, I feel more like I make games, understood in the 

way, that it essentially is a mass-produced product. But all my products are tailored, but they 

are not tailored to the customer but tailored to the location, and that results in that you have 

some sort of customised experience (Interview, Lind, 2020). 
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Lind presents an idea that is new and different, but recognisable still, as treasure hunts have been                 

made before. However, he makes it location specific with clues and riddles for grownups, thus               

narrating legitimate narratives that are distinctive, yet familiar. 

 

Legitimising Through Different Practices 

Lind describes how creativity unfolds through their product design as they create treasure hunts              

through specific locations for which authentic artefacts are used to solve riddles. Yet, the whole               

business is built on innovation as Lind reflects: 

 

(...) we make some really fun products, but we also have some really exciting business 

models. The entire way we think about it and develop the business model and the funding of 

it, I think we are pretty innovative in doing (Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

Unlike a more typical use of “thinking out of the box” he believes that what is especially different                  

from other organisations is his way of being innovative with the funding of his business model. By                 

being innovative on how to obtain profits he can rely less on external stakeholders who would gain                 

more control over his organisation. However, Lind reveals that externalities had, in fact, influenced              

him to compromise with some of his values, as he narrates how he started to provide escape rooms                  

because he knew this would create attention in the public in comparison to his treasure hunts. Thus, he                  

admits that this was simply a strategic attempt to brand Mystery Makers (Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

Moreover, Lind thinks that Mystery Makers is different from others in terms of their interplay with                

their users. They do not make a game for themselves that their own bright minds can be challenged by                   

and entertained doing. Rather they make the games for the audience and by listening to their opinions: 

 

It is always an art to meet people where they are and not where you are yourself, which is 

something we have made a completely integrated part of our culture and that we use in all 

possible ways incredibly much (Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

In this sense, Lind reflects on how they imagine the stories of customers and interact with them in                  

order to co-construct products and experiences. They let the customers write their own stories into the                

story that Mystery Makers is narrating: “It is a relatively great part of our games that is developed by                   

customers who just say great things when you work on it, and then we are just not too arrogant to                    

accept it” (Interview, Lind, 2020). Hence, the feedback from customers and test-persons helps to              
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legitimise Mystery Makers as a company that is creative and open to suggestions, as it appears                

plausible to customers because they have been heard in the process. This is also reflected on their                 

website in which they emphasise their good relationship with consumers: “Customers turned into             

friends when they offered their ideas and thoughts” (mysterymakers.dk, Mystery Makers’ History,            

2020). Moreover, Lind reveals that by integrating the customers into the process they are “never               

nervous when they enter the market” because they have tested the products all the way through, and                 

therefore they know what the response will be (Interview, Lind, 2020). If they get poor feedback, they                 

would have changed it in a previous stage before launching. 

4.1.3. Control and Integrity 

The last section uncovers how Lind’s control and artistic integrity influence his stories of Mystery               

Makers. First, organisational control looks into Lind’s narrations of a culture that is fun and creative                

while striving for perfection and professionalism. Second, unmanageable control narrates how           

demand uncertainty and volatility have been a prevalent obstacle for Lind that further portrays how               

situational stories unfold over time to which he is required to adapt. Third, Lind’s scepticism and                

preconception of investor involvement are displayed which prevents his business to scale. His artistic              

integrity is used to justify the control he carries out in his organisation. 

 

Organisational Control: Maintaining Perfection - While Keeping it Fun 

Lind exposes how Mystery Makers’ culture has been constructed through fun and professionalism to              

allow creativity to influence good experiences. He believes his employees to be like a family               

(although he found it nauseating when organisations use that metaphor) and that the work pleasure               

was quite high, which is why people in average stayed longer in their employment than the average                 

student position and why they would compromise for their relatively low salary (Interview, Lind,              

2020). According to Lind, Mystery Makers balance the good mood and casual conversations with              

being very professional and an ambitious organisation, as he states: 

 

On one side we are quite a cosy organisation in many ways. We do a lot together and we have 

a lot of lovely creative people and we support each other and go to each other’s drag shows, 

concerts and whatever. But we are also a super professional organisation, because if you want 

to do what you love, then you need to protect it and be serious (Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

He hereby expresses the “who we are” to which he described that there are many different types of                  

people with many different backgrounds (as no one can be educated to create treasure hunts). In                

relation this, they state on their website that they are a community of “game designers, concept                
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developers, museum people, theatre people, anthropologists and even criminal detectives”          

(mysterymakers.dk, Mystery Makers’ History, 2020). Lind thinks this diversity contributes to a great             

environment (Interview, Lind, 2020) and while taking a tour at their office, several of his employees                

emphasises that it is a fun place to be, as they are making jokes together with Lind along the way. 

 

Lind believes in professionalism and only hires people he thinks can work in the professional               

environment and who are skilled and ambitious, and thus he claims to be able to provide a lot of the                    

freedom in the work they do. However, as everything has to fit together perfectly in their treasure                 

hunts, he emphasises that it requires a lot of effort and therefore you cannot always just simply act                  

through your own creative intuition. You have to go back and forth in the process of creative thinking,                  

continuously: “(...) you cannot just be free in your creativity and just come up with some sort of                  

riddle, you always have to think backwards” (Interview, Lind, 2020). Consequently, manuals are             

developed for nearly everything they do through best practice, and from this, his employees gain               

freedom to work and be creative, which further sets a frame for “what we do”. The quality of the                   

experiences is a major issue for Lind when training his employees. Employees at Mystery Makers are                

only allowed to perform the tasks for which they are trained. An example being the case with packing                  

boxes with treasure hunts inside, as he explains: “(...) so we strive for perfection, because if there are                  

any issues, we refund all the money and now we have an error rate of 0.2 percent, so it is rare that                      

something happens” (Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

Unmanageable Control: Industry Dynamics and Demand Uncertainty 

Lind’s growth path with Mystery Makers has been subject to the fact that museums were not ready for                  

his business at the time he founded the company: 

 

This is a bit of a different journey, it is more organic and I am fine with that but it has also 

been something about there having been a world that had to mature a bit, and it simply took 

some time because museums are operating within such a world that does not move fast 

(Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

Lind tells us how he has been placed within a situation where he faced conditions that he hardly could                   

act upon. His business comes across multiple forces and industries with institutionalised rules and              

norms that are separated from his own business, which has prevented Mystery Makers from growing               

faster than wanted. Hence, time has been necessary in order for museums to mature and realise the                 

potential in his treasure hunts. However, contrary to the time when he started, he is now facing the                  

challenge of dealing with high demand: 
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The big challenge we are facing compared to then, it is the fact that at the time we would like 

to grow with the treasure hunts, the museum industry was not really ready (...) and now I have 

the opposite problem, that everyone wants to have a hold of this (Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

Consequently, from having museums being sceptical of the whole concept, Lind and Mystery Makers              

are now being approached by the National Museum of Denmark and Versailles in France, with               

requests to produce a treasure hunt location-specific to them (Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

Sharing Control: Including Investors? 

Due to his refusal of compromising with the quality of his products, Lind tells us how he must now                   

consider new stakeholders in his venture. In order to bring his organisation to new levels and scale                 

more internationally, he needs more capital, which he can get from investors. However, he is not                

interested in someone who will get control over the organisation and “make it into an app” (Interview,                 

Lind, 2020). He reasons the more organic growth to be due to the world of museums having to grow                   

and evolve and claims that he does not mind that his company has grown more organically than                 

several of his friends’ companies that have received millions in funding (ibid). While he is now facing                 

challenges of being able to scale at a fast pace, he has come to the realisation that this will not be                     

possible to do purely organically. However, he leans more toward taking a big loan in the bank than                  

getting an investor on board who does not understand his business: “Because this is a kind of fun and                   

peculiar business, and I would not be completely cool with bringing an investor on board if it was not                   

because it was someone who truly understood what the business was about” (Interview, Lind, 2020).               

As it is, he has merely experienced it once or twice that investors, who were on the same page as him,                     

were the case. 

 

His fear is that an investor will propose making it into an app, which would be to take a step back for                      

Lind, although he admits that when he finds the right person, he will be relieved to have someone to                   

share the burden with. He claims that he is not afraid to deal with people who know more than him,                    

and he knows something has to be done if no one else should intervene and “steal” some of the                   

locations he wishes to make mystery hunts for. Therefore, he knows that time is of the essence in                  

order not to “become number two at something you invented yourself” (Interview, Lind, 2020). His               

idea is to expand on his small department in Budapest, as it is cheaper, in order to increase production                   

but also use their creative resources and capabilities to create new mystery hunts. He does, however,                

perceive internationalisation as a challenge, since he does not have the proper experience: 
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I have never had management training or wanted to be a manager, and now I have 45 people 

to manage, and that’s cool, but it would be quite nice to have someone on board who has tried 

to expand internationally and everything (Interview, Lind, 2020). 

 

Thus, to further expand and scale his business, it would accelerate faster if he let go of some of his                    

control and brought external experts into his business to help him with what he does not have the                  

experience to do. 

4.1.4. Summary 

Mads Lind has told a story about succeeding through originality and authenticity. It all started with a                 

simple bachelor party that he put out on the internet “just for fun”. When it started selling, he gained                   

the courage to go a step further. He has a clear opinion about not involving tech and apps into his                    

business as he believes the full experience is better, and in this way, he does not compromise with his                   

integrity. Moreover, he has narrated about a culture that builds on fun and creative intelligence. At the                 

same time, he follows best practices as he strives for perfection and professionalism. He is navigating                

in a world where such experiences are usually digital, and museums evolve slowly, and thereby he is                 

trying to bring the future into the present. In order to further expand his business internationally and                 

not fall behind on his own invention, he must now consider receiving help from professionals to get                 

the funds he needs. 

4.2. Part 2: GRØD 

GRØD is the world’s first porridge bar. The company was founded by Lasse Skjønning Andersen who                

opened the first store in 2011 in the Nørrebro-district of Copenhagen (groed.dk, About GRØD, 2020). 

4.2.1. Overcoming Personal Struggles and Discovering a New Passion 

Andersen explains how he faced personal struggles in his past and while he changed his lifestyle, he                 

overcame these. Through this change, he found his passion from which he founded GRØD. Thus, he                

portrays himself as having overcome obstacles to become successful and get acknowledgement            

through CBC. Furthermore, he believes that even though GRØD might not necessarily belong to the               

creative industries, they are doubtlessly more innovative than “normal” restaurants as he claims they              

have conceptualised a product never seen before. 
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Founding GRØD 

GRØD is based on Andersen’s personal past experiences. As a young teenager, he weighed too much                

and in general, he thought that he did not have control of his life. He drank, smoked weed, painted                   

graffiti and he was initially not estimated to be qualified for Danish gymnasium (Presentation,              

Andersen, 2020). He decided to do something good for himself and therefore he began eating porridge                

to lose weight, so he was able to “kiss with all the ladies”. Although he connected porridge with being                   

boring, he also believed it to be healthy, and when he started to eat it daily, he succeeded in losing                    

weight. He then finished high school, and he thought he was going to be a musician but with a                   

shoulder injury, that dream was discarded. He enrolled at a college in London but dropped out in order                  

to start GRØD with a friend. Because he ate porridge every day, he had started to experiment with                  

making more exciting versions of porridge and he became passionate about the experimentation and              

results: “(...) so it was kind of the passion for porridge that resulted in my opening this business at the                    

time with a high school buddy where we made a company we owned 50/50” (Interview, Andersen,                

2020). He managed to turn his lifestyle around and founded GRØD as a result of a newly discovered                  

passion as he became “completely obsessed with porridge” (groed.dk, About GRØD, 2020). 

 

In 2014, GRØD won CBC. When asking about his motivation to participate in the competition, he                

hesitates a bit, but then answers that it was in order to be acknowledged both “mentally” and                 

“physically”. He elaborates: “Mentally in the way people pat you on you on the shoulder and tell you                  

that you are good, and physically in the way that there is a pool of money” (Interview, Andersen,                  

2020). The acknowledgement of his skills was important to him as well as the opportunity to continue                 

his adventure with monetary funds. In the competition, the way he was convincing people about               

GRØD during the pitch helped himself to understand why he was doing what he did. In this way, it                   

brought him closer to understanding why GRØD existed. Although he won CBC, Andersen does not,               

in particular, consider whether GRØD is part of the creative industries as he does not know the exact                  

definition. However, while he does not necessarily perceive the restaurant industry as a whole to be                

part of the creative industries, he argues that GRØD is more creative than “just another burger or                 

pizza chain” entailing that they just do what everyone does but in a slightly different way (Interview,                 

Andersen, 2020). In fact, he thinks GRØD is different because no one else has commercialised               

porridge the way they do in terms of their creative conceptualisation: 

 

We bring in a product that no one else has conceptualised in any other way and turn it into a 

business. I think this is quite creative in fact. But still, we just make food, if you look at it 

more normally. So we just make food, and that is not particularly creative, the way we make 

food. But the ingredients or what we serve, is culturally quite creative because that has not 
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been seen before (Interview, Andersen, 2020). 

 

Thus, it is not the fact that they make food that is creative but rather the way they make food that no                      

one else has attempted before. This shows that his skills were not merely used for something ordinary                 

but that through his personal struggles he managed to tap into a creative conceptualisation of food                

unlike any other. 

4.2.2. Prejudices and Trends 

Andersen tells us about the many prejudices he has to overcome. All Danes have connotations to the                 

product he serves, and he wants to help them as he was helped himself by porridge. He must struggle                   

against the preconceptions that it is a ‘feminine’ dish not suitable for men. Nevertheless, he has                

managed to tap into societal trends, which is a great strength of the business as consumers are                 

attracted to the values that GRØD represents due to their situational fit. 

 

Prejudices About GRØD 

Andersen emphasises that the national conditions and trends were important for his business to              

succeed. Porridge is not merely a dish but a part of Danish culture: “(...) it is such a powerful part of                     

our understanding as humans, in Denmark especially, I mean the word ‘grød’ is” (Interview,              

Andersen, 2020). Hence, GRØD contributes to individual and national emotions that have been part of               

childhood memories and hence very relatable. GRØD can then exploit these and with the name, he                

already creates product recognition in his customers: 

 

I think most people who see us, who do not know us before, they see what they feel about the 

word porridge. And that is what is special about us, we have a word that is a product that 

everyone knows. Everyone has an intuitive feeling about porridge because we have grown up 

with it (Interview, Andersen, 2020). 

 

He states that people due to past perceptions of porridge, show a tendency to have an “emotional                 

connection” to porridge in the way they see it as inexpensive and something you eat when you are                  

sick or poor. Thus, some people may have a negative preconception as they will equal the word                 

“GRØD” to boring porridge. However, for Andersen, porridge is not merely boring, but something              

that has helped him in his past to overcome some obstacles and therefore he wants to pass on that                   

same passion, energy and experience that he had. 
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Because of the knowledge and connotations with porridge, there are some obstacles and prejudices              

about porridge and his business, and people may find it overpriced to pay 45 DKK for a portion of                   

oatmeal. Furthermore, the brand does not resonate with all people, where men, in particular, are               

perceived to be biassed towards oatmeal. Andersen believes that most men perceive oatmeal to be a                

“feminine dish” and they instead want “real food” such as beef. Thus, he expresses how they are                 

challenged by the fact that most people may already have a certain view on GRØD before they enter                  

their stores and taste their products: 

 

So the weakness is, that people already have judged us before they enter our stores, and for 

that reason I think a lot of people may not come into our stores. Because they already have a 

preconception about who we are (Interview, Andersen, 2020). 

 

However, this portrays how Andersen reflects upon customer behaviour and explores the stories             

constructed by them. He knows that he has to fight against the preconceptions of porridge and create a                  

synergy through a new and positive experience. 

 

Tapping into Societal Trends 

Due to these trends and prejudices, he wants people to actually experience the product before they                

would judge it: “It is actually a great story for them to tell to their friends and family, and in this way,                      

there is huge marketing value in getting people to try it, that is, they get a good experience”                  

(Interview, Andersen, 2020). Hence, he believes that by changing the negative connotations towards             

GRØD into positive ones, he will simultaneously obtain a greater customer base. With GRØD,              

Andersen wants to tell Danes and the world that porridge is not a boring dish: “The dream was as you                    

know, it is per se, to show the Danes and the world that porridge can be something else than just                    

boring, sticky porridge” (Interview, Andersen, 2020). This was his own initial perception and now he               

wants to eliminate this prejudice amongst Danes and the world. GRØD gives people a new experience                

with porridge that they do not normally have. This is the entire idea of the Nordic cuisine and he                   

follows this trend of renewing and presenting traditional Nordic ingredients in new and innovative              

ways. 

 

The trend furthermore emphasises health and sustainability, and this focus in society is part of what                

has inspired Andersen. He mentions examples such as Claus Meyer, Noma, Geranium as great food               3

personalities and restaurants that led this movement: “I was very inspired by that, so GRØD is also a                  

product of that time I would say” (Interview, Andersen, 2020). With GRØD, Andersen is trying to                

3 Successful Danish frontrunners of New Nordic Cuisine  
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reinvent this feeling to rather be focused on embracing and refining old culinary traditions while               

bringing in local and seasonal features to create a tasty and trendy dish. This he believes, is the core of                    

their brand, as these values will resonate with customers as well as potential stakeholders: “I think that                 

what sells, is the fact that it is healthy, it is delicious and kind of sustainable. Maybe in the order:                    

delicious, healthy, sustainable. I think this is our strength in reality” (Interview, Andersen, 2020). 

4.2.3. Envisioning Expansion 

For his business to grow, Andersen visualises an expansion for the future as he struggles more now                 

than before. This expansion has further come from a change of mission, i.e. the reason they actually                 

exist. This, however, puts some pressure on Andersen to be a great manager and leader, although he                 

has no experience in this. In general, he likes being creative and innovative with his meals but                 

explains that he tries his best to be the leader his employees deserve while struggling to keep the                  

initial passion. 

 

Changing the Why: From Delicious to World-Saving 

Even though GRØD is met with positive and negative responses, Andersen draws attention to the fact                

that the preconceptions are both a strength and weakness, as they together constitute the identity as a                 

whole. As a matter of fact, GRØD wants people to reconstruct their perceptions of porridge in a                 

distinctive and surprising way that further turns into stories that customers pass on to others. More                

than that, he explains how they had come across a new philosophy and approach to “why they exist”.                  

When GRØD started, they wanted people to eat porridge and realise it can be delicious. However,                

with time, they have come to focus on a bigger picture, as they want to tell the world that porridge can                     

create a better place. Andersen adds that their focus is now the arrangement of the product rather than                  

the product in itself: 

 

So, it is the whole package. The whole staging around the porridge and not just the porridge 

itself, and in that way, it has changed since we have grown. And that does not mean that the 

porridge is not important, it is at least as important, but it just means that we struggle a little 

more than we have, I have at least got a different understanding of why we do, as we do 

(Interview, Andersen, 2020). 

 

Hence, porridge is still important, but the holistic experience and the energy you retrieve from               

porridge is what they want to build their stories on. Porridge is not merely there to prove that it can be                     

cooked in a delicious way that will alter all prejudices about it, but it can contribute to making the                   

world a better place, and consequently they need to scale: 
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But the dream is clearly that we have to grow as big as possible, because if the core 

philosophy is that the world becomes a better place while GRØD exists, then we practically 

have a commitment to grow as big as we can (Interview, Andersen, 2020). 

 

Thus, in order to achieve their mission, Andersen feels committed to scale and to convey GRØD’s                

message even further. 

 

Changing the How: From Passionate Founder to Manager 

Andersen built GRØD without any formal education to “back him up” and is a self-taught chef and                 

manager, which can be challenging, but something he considers important: “There are a lot of               

competencies that I have to teach and guide myself in and master somehow” (Interview, Andersen,               

2020). Consequently, he states that it has been hard to maintain the same passion as in the beginning.                  

In line with GRØD’s growth over the past years, the business and its mission have not only                 

developed, but also Andersen’s role and his perception of his work: 

 

It is a completely different role I have, going from being on duty in some of the stores and just 

being a part of the daily business and making porridge, and then after all, it has become much 

more strategy and development and such overall management, and middle management 

between me and some of the stores (Interview, Andersen, 2020). 

 

As noted, Andersen has taken on the role as CEO and therefore gained the responsibility of the overall                  

management of GRØD. However, he doubts himself a bit in the role of CEO and he wondered                 

whether it is the right role for him (Presentation, Andersen, 2020). He misses the passion from when                 

he started where he was a part of the daily operation: 

 

So, after all, insanely much has happened. And sometimes it is great and sometimes it is very 

annoying. Because I may also miss to, or yes, I miss to be in touch with what was the reason 

why I started. Like the everyday (Interview, Andersen, 2020). 

 

Furthermore, Andersen mentions that he thoroughly contemplates and thinks about his own abilities             

as a leader. He attempts to be the best version of himself towards his employees, and for that reason                   

he also has a business coach to advise and guide him. In the last couple of years, he has realised that                     

management is a skill that he needs to practise as a muscle in order to overcome new challenges and                   

to this he elaborates: “This awareness, I have had for some time. It does not mean that I am good                    
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enough yet and that I do not find it hard, but it means that I have a feeling that I am in a process”                        

(Interview, Andersen, 2020). Thus, as a leader and manager he is still evolving with the aims to                 

improve himself and to overcome the challenges he needs, not only as a founder, but as a manager. 

4.2.4. Summary 

Andersen has told a very personal story of great individual change and development as a human                

being. The “boring” porridge became his saviour and as he began experimenting with it, he found                

himself having reinvented this basic dish in a new and creative way. Creating a brand named GRØD                 

brings both positive and negative connotations as it is a highly known and relatable dish in Danish and                  

Nordic culture, which needs to overcome some prejudices. He intends to change the perception that               

porridge is boring and sticky and therefore have people emotionally connect with it and lose the                

attitude in regard to it being merely for women. Furthermore, he has tapped into a “Nordic Cuisine”                 

trend and responds to societal wishes for health and sustainability, which contributes to a great               

recognition and rebranding of porridge. As his business has grown, he finds that GRØD can               

contribute to making the world a better place and in order to achieve this, he needs to scale and                   

expand. Thereupon his passionate experimenting has turned into managing and excel sheets, a             

challenging new role that he must overcome to remain the leader of GRØD. 

4.3. Part 3: Twisted Leaf 

Twisted Leaf is Danish, and the world’s first provider of a sustainable drink made on coffee leaves.                 

The company was founded by Anders Boserup Lauritsen and Magnus Meyer Harrison, who will              

launch their product in 2020 (twistedleaf.dk, Velkommen til Twisted Leaf, 2020). 

4.3.1. The Passion of Creating 

Lauritsen narrates the story of how he always had an urge to create something, no matter what it was.                   

He had many experiences throughout his youth and here he tells how a friend from school became his                  

partner in a new adventure. Lauritsen attempts to legitimise himself and his experiences by telling               

about his successes and how this can benefit him at Twisted Leaf. Being a creative entrepreneur is a                  

prominent part of his identity and he believes that creatives should be considered as valuable as other                 

entrepreneurs because these are the people who can actually think out of the box. Hence, they must                 

unite to change norms. 

 

A Craving for the Unordinary 

Anders Lauritsen grew up in Odense as a very energetic child who had difficulties being calm. While                 

he excelled in his classes, he was bored with topics such as math as it was too easy and consequently                    
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he favoured the classes where he could unfold his creativity. He found it fun to create something as he                   

did when he took over the party committee and managed to turn a deficit of DKK 40.000 to a surplus                    

of DKK 50.000. This opened his eyes to a talent he had of managing. After high school, he joined the                    

military and was sent to Iran. When he came back, he had the feeling that he wanted to make a                    

difference but that being a soldier was not something he should do forever. He began working in a                  

restaurant but quickly applied for officer school. Unfortunately, he got a knee injury and he had to                 

discard the army altogether (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). He then started studying economics in             

Odense, but as his friend Magnus Meyer Harrison told him that he had to get out of that small city, he                     

decided to move to Copenhagen and study his master in economics and psychology. 

 

After graduation, he had the opportunity to continue with a PhD but rejected it to follow his                 

entrepreneurial dreams. It all began when he moved into a student dormitory where he and a friend                 

found an issue in getting cheap alcohol for the parties and started a business called               

“Studenterbolaget”. The purpose was to provide student bars with inexpensive alcohol by buying in              

bulk from the big providers. He continued with his organisation, where he acts as CEO, and has lived                  

off Studenterbolaget since 2012. Consequently, when Harrison told him he was tired of working for               

an NGO, and not really achieving anything, Lauritsen advised him to go into the private sector as                 

there are more money and more opportunities to make an impact. After working for a coffee brewery,                 

Harrison decided to begin a brewery for a sustainable coffee-based drink and wanted Lauritsen to sell                

it in his bars. Lauritsen advised him to add alcohol and to participate in CBC to gain some business                   

knowledge and clarity of the project. Lauritsen himself joined CBC to assist in the pitch and together                 

they created AM Breweries (later Twisted Leaf). They won the Danish finale and during the               

international finale, they got a special mentioning for sustainable products in the food and beverage               

section. 

 

Creatives Should Be Considered as Equals 

As Lauritsen considers himself a classic entrepreneur and has worked as such, he believes that he now                 

is part of the creative industries with Twisted Leaf. He adds that this group of entrepreneurs is not                  

recognised in the same manner as other entrepreneurs. There are several prejudices about creatives              

and how these are not as financially successful as other industries, which is why they cannot have as                  

great an impact as large conglomerates. However, Lauritsen believes that it is the creative people who                

add value to the economy because they are not merely financially focused but rather think differently.                

Because they do so, they add more value and give a lot of themselves to fulfil their projects. The                   

creative element makes it possible to “(...) break the norms and boundaries for what is possible”                

(Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). However, according to Lauritsen, the creative industries are still not             
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getting the attention and respect they deserve: “(...) the respect, the acknowledgement of being in the                

creative industry is contemplated still, in my view, as a taboo” (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). 

Twisted Leaf can change the whole way of conducting business and use other creatives to pull                

together and stand against the big conglomerates whose idea of innovation is purchasing smaller              

organisations as Lauritsen believes. He also believes that the time for conglomerates to own              

everything is over and that the creative entrepreneurs will get more attention and together become a                

competitor to the big conglomerates “(...) that makes us a big organisation without ownership or               

earning money on each other, where you say, how can we join hands” (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). 

4.3.2. Legitimisation 

By verifying and underlining the sustainability part of their business, Lauritsen explains how they              

could prove to people that they were making a difference, and thereby legitimise themselves to               

consumers. They want to do this to become frontrunners and set an example for other companies to do                  

the same. First, however, they must also legitimise themselves to multiple consumer groups as there               

are prejudices about their product, but these are not as important as the societal trends, which they can                  

tap into and thereby they identify their target group. 

 

Sustainability and Transparency 

Lauritsen and Harrison’s journey started with Charles, a coffee farmer from Kenya, who did not               

understand why they wanted to buy his garbage; the coffee leaves of the coffee plants that are not                  

usually used for anything. He agreed to sell them the leaves and when they had bought them a few                   

times, he finally started contacting them and asked when the next shipment should be. It turned out,                 

that when they purchased his leaves, they doubled his earnings of the year and he was able to send his                    

children to school. This was a turning point for them, Lauritsen says: 

 

(...) and then it occurred to us that not only could we make these beverages that taste 

delicious, but we are going to have a gigantic impact for small coffee farmers who make no 

money. We are actually going to create a product that will make a difference in the world 

(Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). 

 

They figured that they needed to focus on the sustainability and the differences they could make.                

Harrison focuses on telling the impact stories about Charles and other farmers, while Lauritsen is in                

charge of the commercial aspects. So far it has been a journey that they now can verify: 

 

Our pitch today is more about saying that what we said three years ago, that has become a fact 
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because it has happened. It has been a journey to figure out how it could be done, but now we 

basically have access to 150,000 coffee farmers in Kenya who really wants to sell their coffee 

leaves (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). 

 

They can thus prove that their goal and vision to make a difference has been verified and their journey                   

has paid off. They have doubled Charles’ income and are now working with 1500 Coop stores in a                  

collaboration with Danish supermarket Irma. 

They realised that they can use blockchain to verify their leaves and control the process and base their                  

risk analyses on these when they start receiving tons of coffee leaves for production. Furthermore, to                

show users that they are part of a sustainable journey, they are considering a QR-code where people                 

can scan and “follow the journey of the leaf” (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). By being completely               

transparent, they prove to users that what they drink is 100 % verifiable and that they can trust that it                    

is a completely natural product. In addition, it would change the way the market thinks where they                 

attempt to hide information in the packaging (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). The logo on their bottles               

and cans furthermore represents the sustainability of the drink as it shows the coffee leaf with three                 

rings around it: “(...) symbolising coffee, earth, with Denmark in the North and Africa in the South,                 

and then one that binds it all together, and this logo is a red thread on the different products”                   

(Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). Additionally, they also use the Kenyan escutcheon on all of them to               

signify the place they have obtained their leaves and where they are making a difference. 

The Modern Consumer 

The modern user wants to be sustainable and make a difference, because “everyone knows that we                

cannot carry on with the way we are treating the world” (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020) as Lauritsen                

explains. Thus, when they thought about what to put on the label, they were unsure of whether to use                   

buzzwords as “sustainable beverage blend” as that can come back to haunt you if you are not right                  

about it. However, they chose to claim that with Twisted Leaf, as they could vouch for their product:                  

“We are not promising anything we cannot keep, we are not telling a lie that it is a 100 % natural                     

product” (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). 

Although sustainability is a current societal issue that consumers care about, the presentation of their               

product had met prejudices from, especially men. Lauritsen told the story of his cousin’s wedding as                

Twisted Leaf is also served as a substitute for wine and can be used as welcome drinks at big events.                    

His cousin wanted to drink Twisted Leaf all night as it would not get her completely drunk but cause                   

her to simply have a “buzz” going the whole time. The wedding included “big farmer men” who                 

thought the drink was “Copenhagen-bullshit” and preferred big pints. But when they had had a large                

and heavy meal with red wine and beer on the side, they ended up approaching Lauritsen and asked:                  
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“‘Do you have more of that Copenhagen-bullshit?’ ‘Why’ [asked Lauritsen] ‘oh but it could be really                

delicious and refreshing to drink right now’” (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). In this way, he makes it                

clear that Twisted Leaf is truly for everyone regardless of preconceptions, but it may appeal more to                 

women than men until they actually drink it and realise that even though it is more feminine, it is very                    

refreshing after a night of drinking more heavy drinks. 

Although Lauritsen states that men also enjoy Twisted Leaf, they have chosen to retain focus on “(...)                 

women, 25-40 years old. The quality-conscious consumer who has an education or is okay with               

spending a little extra, when it costs 25 DKK in the shops” (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). This target                 

group was in mind while designing the cans and bottles for the drink, being light green or light pink                   

and the cans being smaller than usual, a “small, cute and feminine can” (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020).                

The reason is the fact that, according to Lauritsen, women find it masculine to drink from cans, so                  

instead, they can have a smaller and cute-coloured one, where they can insert a straw. Hence, they                 

wish for men to buy the drink but they acknowledge that they will gain more success if they adhere to                    

the prejudices and narrow their target group. 

4.3.3. Expecting Success 

Lauritsen expresses his expectations to be very successful due to his past experiences and network and                

because they have already overcome to change formal import rules and permissions to the coffee               

leaves use. He is not afraid to express his true ambitions, and although they also included concerns                 

about creating a sustainable world, his biggest dream is to become the biggest brand within their field.                 

Therefore, he is not afraid to admit that he would need experts to guide him, and because of his                   

ambitions, they have to be the best experts he can find who ultimately could help Twisted Leaf to gain                   

success. 

Overcoming Expectations 

Twisted Leaf has already changed several concrete things, e.g. those of having the coffee leaf               

officially recognised as a food product. Lauritsen and Harrison spent two and a half years getting                

permission from the EU, so they could not launch it before April 2020. People around them told that                  

they were crazy and that it was impossible to get the permission, but they received it early 2020.                  

However, at the time of the global finales for CBC Lauritsen and Harrison received a large shipment                 

which was stopped by the police. The leaves had been identified as khat and they were taken to the                   

police station for questioning. Here the police actually believed them, to Lauritsen’s surprise, and              

eventually, they were proven to be coffee leaves. Following this, the whole procedure had to be                

changed so coffee leaves would not be identified as drugs when imported into Denmark. This event                

and change were part of the determination that gave them the permission to use the coffee leaf in their                   
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drink, which now means that “all other food administrations must accept too that the coffee leaf has                 

come to stay” (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). Twisted Leaf has already overcome many expectations             

and changed the conditions which they operate in and their future expectations are as great as their                 

confidence due to past accomplishments. 

Ambition and Growth 

Lauritsen is not afraid to shoot for the stars, and he does. He already founded and built up                  

Studenterbolaget, and he knows that he would have to take it far if they are going to carry on with the                     

brewery project. They both agreed to make something grand for the world, but none of them had the                  

experience. However, that does not stop them from wanting to be the greatest, and Lauritsen has a                 

goal to be the next big drink within the next five to ten years. Not merely that, but he also wants to be                       

the first really sustainable brand that changes the way the market works, and thereby becoming               

“pioneers” (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). Because, as he says, now they set the standard so if people                

want to copy them, they will have a hard time doing so, because they set the standard quite high.                   

Lauritsen’s expectations and worries for the future are expressed as “luxury problems”: 

 

To not being able to keep up actually. We are actually quite worried about that because we are 

matching everything that is fashionable right now, what people want. If we then actually have 

a product that can deliver and make a difference (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). 

 

Thus, he perceives their product to have the possibility to become almost too popular for them to keep                  

up and this would pose as a “problem” for them. The ambitions are thereby high, and the national                  

means of production are simply too small. Due to his previous experiences within the alcoholic               

beverages market in Denmark, he does not perceive it as a challenge to launch the product in his                  

homeland: 

 

Because we can easily build it here. We can easily do it in Denmark, sell a lot, get great 

success, because we have a big network, we have everything we need, distribution, stock, 

everything is in place, but it is just the next step. How do you then build a global 

organisation? (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). 

 

The real question and challenge for them has thus been to think big from the beginning, and to open                   

up the possibilities for an international success to be able to actually make a difference. To do so, they                   

already know they need outside help from experts who have the knowledge they need. 

 

The experts are meant to help them raise the level and work towards a potential series A funding in a                    
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few years and an international brand. It is important for them to be surrounded by the best people to                   

appear professional and serious about growing fast as a company. They do this e.g. by having an                 

auditor for public accounts with a large network and knowledge about raising money, latest by               

facilitating the sale of “Nets” in Denmark. Furthermore, they have a lawyer with a specialty in the                 4

beverage industry in regard to e.g. labelling as well as a communication bureau. They were               

recommended to bring in Peter Husted, who had a lot of experience with branding and had created the                  

whole brand of “Lakrids by Johan Bülow” , although he was not keen on just working with anyone.                 5

Therefore, they wanted to convince him of their success: 

 

So, we approached him and said ‘you are going to work with us’. And he was a bit like ‘nah’ 

but we said, ‘you might be Peter Husted, but we are the first in the world to make a drink 

based on the coffee leaf, this is going to be fucking insane, it is going to be bigger than the 

venture of Lakrids by Bülow’, and then he got curious (Interview, Lauritsen, 2020). 

 

Hence, they expressed their confidence and ambitions towards the people they wanted help from, and               

Husted accepted to work with them. With a constant focus and by not lacking self-confidence,               

Twisted Leaf has got some industry experts helping the company with fulfilling the ambitions of               

future growth and internationalisation. 

4.3.4. Summary 

Lauritsen has told a story of how he always wanted to create something big and make a difference in                   

the world. With his friend they have embarked on this adventure to change the whole market and to                  

make a difference for coffee farmers in Kenya. They want to demonstrate that you can make                

all-natural products and not hide anything from consumers unlike large corporations, and together             

with other creatives they can create a strong network to overcome the need of conglomerates. They                

started with a purpose to help a farmer and they have managed to help many since then and verify                   

their story. Since their journey began, they have already changed a lot about the industry as they have                  

managed to get the coffee leaf approved as a food commodity as well as changing import procedures.                 

Even though it is a highly feminine product, they want to show that men can enjoy it just as much.                    

Their ambitions are high as they fully believe and aim to make their product the next big thing in the                    

world, so that they can both enjoy their lifestyle while changing the world to a more sustainable one. 

4 A large Nordic provider of payment-, card- and information services located in Denmark 
5 Popular luxury licorice and chocolate brand that has gained national as well as international success 
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4.4. Part 4: Lapee 
Lapee is the world’s first mobile urinal for women. The company was founded in 2017 by the two                  

architects, Alexander Egebjerg and Gina Périer, who invented the product design (lapee.dk, Press Kit,              

2020). 

4.4.1. Implementing a Solution through Design 

The principal section looks into how Lapee was founded by Egebjerg and Périer. Egebjerg narrates a                

personal story of how they came across a problem during a project at Roskilde Festival which they                 

started to solve as a design task. Without knowing what exactly the end-product will bring, they soon                 

realised that this could grow into a business. 

 

Two Architect Friends Identify a Need in the Market 

Egebjerg tells about his personal background and how Lapee emerged through friendship and passion              

within the field of architecture (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). Egebjerg graduated as an architect from              

the Royal Danish Academy in Copenhagen in 2017 and during his studies he became friends with                

Périer. They worked together as student workers at COBE architecture office where they did “slave               

work” as is common for architecture students (lapee.dk, Press Kit, 2020; Presentation, Egebjerg,             

2020). However, they acknowledged each other’s skills and figured out they worked well together as a                

team. While studying, Egebjerg was asked to make an installation at Roskilde Festival. He asked               

Périer to join him, and the two started volunteering as architects where they had to manage their first                  

budget. During the time they started building the first installations at Roskilde Festival, they suddenly               

started wondering why there were only “those grey male urinals” and not something for women               

(Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). 

 

Without knowing exactly how to solve the problem, they started solving it as a design task. Very fast                  

they had developed a conceptual design where they considered the whole product-cycle as in terms of                

the industry, commercial potential and the end-user, which Egebjerg argues is a normal approach              

when you are an architect. He further elaborates on how they unconsciously tapped into an               

entrepreneurial process: 

 

What we did not know that we had learned, it was actually that it was quite smart to first 

observe a problem, find a logical solution to it, talk to people, ask them whether they also 

think it is a problem or if it is just something you think is a good solution, gather data from 

festivals, mobile toilet renters, end-users, manufacturers (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). 
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While this process took place, they had established a company which they planned should be a                

drawing office where Lapee then would be the first commercial project. However, they soon realised               

that they had to rearrange the company to focus solely on Lapee as they predicted it would gain more                   

success. In addition, Egebjerg stresses that he and Périer would not have been able to build up Lapee                  

if it was not for their architectural skills which had helped them through the creative process during                 

the initial stage of the business: 

 

We could not have done this if we were not educated architects, then we would not have 

drawn that product. And I think the good part about being architects, it is the fact that the 

problem-solving and the product development came at first, and then the business got 

established because you know those kind of people who say, now I have ironed my shirt, 

now I am going to make money, now I need to come up with a good idea (Interview, 

Egebjerg, 2020). 

 

With this, the emphasis is put on the fact that they were not what he perceives to be “money-hungry”                   

entrepreneurs who merely wanted to become successful without actually having found a problem to              

solve. Egebjerg rather distinguishes the journey as an incidental happening that has turned out to be a                 

great business opportunity. 

4.4.2. Building a Company 

The next section explores how Egebjerg narrates the business journey with Lapee after designing the               

product. Egebjerg and Périer face a challenge when they have to create a business model as this is                  

completely out of their comfort zone. However, they are willing to learn and with time they pursue                 

being successful entrepreneurs who are eager to scale. The brand is enhanced through a focus on                

gender equality and women’s right as they tap into this current debatable topic in society that appeals                 

to women all over the world. In line with scaling, their business has left the creative process behind,                  

and now instead they have become an international production company. 

 

Creating a Business 

“The first time we were asked if we had made a business model, we were like, what the hell is a                     

business model?” (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). Egebjerg says that their biggest challenge with Lapee             

has been the “business” part. Fortunately, they found it interesting and he compares it to playing                

chess, a game he frequently plays. He further specifies that when they made the first Lapees they had                  

no idea of how to manage the products, as they thought that the festivals would take care of this part.                    
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When they participated in the competition Danish Tech Challenge, which Egebjerg sees as a kind of                

military camp for businesses with no business knowledge, he says that they were “forced” to build up                 

a business around their product if they wanted to “become something” (Presentation, Egebjerg, 2020;              

Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). They started to look into the business perspective, i.e. they started              

considering the cash flow and supply chain, based on the type of product, who sells it, who is the                   

renter, who is the user and how many products do they need to rent out. A year after they made their                     

first sketch, they closed an investment. This meant that they both could get paid and further start the                  

production. Hence, they bought the first products for the festival season in 2019 which Egebjerg               

confesses was not without challenges “but also with bigger success than they ever would have               

expected” (Egebjerg, Interview, 2020). As soon as their products entered the Danish festival market,              

and the Danish and international press had written about Lapee, they were approached by toilet renters                

all over the world. 

 

Enhancing the Brand 

In terms of their roles, Egebjerg describes Périer as the public image, whereas he is taking care of                  

production, optimisation, logistic, partnerships, law, communication and long-term sale. He further           

mentions that Périer’s primary task is to talk to people and strengthen their network because people                

want in particular like to talk with her because she is “truly the picture of why and how” Lapee exists                    

(Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). In order to establish a network and create awareness, he and Périer               

realised that they had to participate in venture cups. Périer discovered CBC, and in 2019 they decided                 

to participate in the competition which resulted in victory. Egebjerg further notes that participating in               

cups is always important for your network ties, but he also simply finds it fun because they have this                   

“niche product”, which is fun to pitch to an international jury. Thereby, he learned about the                

importance of explaining it step by step in terms of the setting, the problem in question and how it is                    

solved. He sums up the problem: 

 

Imagine you are standing at a festival and there are 10 minutes until the next concert. You just 

finished two beers and there is a line of 100 metres to the toilets, and the boys are just 

standing over there peeing because there are lots of urinals (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). 

 

Egebjerg concludes that then it makes perfect sense what Lapee is doing, as women should not be                 

treated differently, they should “of course have the option of a quick solution as well” (ibid). In their                  

pitch at CBC, they further referred to Distortion and Roskilde Festival, which he believes made it                

easier for especially Danes to relate to the problem. 
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Consequently, Lapee has developed a focus on gender equality and women’s rights, and for that               

reason, Egebjerg stresses that they tap into the current time as this is a debatable topic that society is                   

currently facing. However, in addition to this, he points out: 

 

You do not need to be feminist to think that women may have the opportunity to pee under 

the same circumstances as men. It is just as normal to pee as it is to drink water. It is just not 

as commercial because there is more money in selling people water or beer than there is in 

providing them with the opportunity to pee (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). 

 

Hence, Egebjerg explained how they first and foremost want to tell people that there is a “basic need”                  

and thus women should not interpret it as a lower priority by going from a toilet to a Lapee. Instead,                    

they should see it as an opportunity that makes it easier and faster for them to pee while preventing                   

“the dilemma of getting in an insanely long queue or, an improvised, unsafe, unhygienic and very                

degrading backup plan commonly known as ‘hiding between two cars’ or ‘hiding behind the bushes’”               

(lapee.dk, Press Kit, 2020). Furthermore, this in, turn moves the queue from the toilets to the bar,                 

which Egebjerg also sees as a marketing trick (Presentation, Egebjerg, 2020). In addition, he mentions               

that many people find it chauvinistic that Lapee is bright pink, however, he thinks it is the best                  

decision, as they have to be realistic in the way that it represents “a feminine product in a masculine                   

world”, and thus they have to make sure that women know it is for them and not for men (ibid).                    

Moreover, he believes that safety is also an important value, as you are covered and protected when                 

you use a Lapee while you are still not alone. This he explains, could prevent the issue in for example                    

refugee camps where women are mistreated in closed toilets, which is why they consider this as the                 

next step in their business. Thus, Lapee derives from several value aspects that reflect the present time                 

where gender equality and women’s rights are enthroned. Egebjerg reveals that their aim is to become                

a kind of “stamp of approval” in a way where festivals sort of complying with gender equality if they                   

have Lapee: “after all, we intend that women at some point more or less start to say ‘we do not want                     

to come to your stupid festival unless there are female urinals’” (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). 

 

Scaling the Business 

Egebjerg reveals that the initial plan with Lapee was to stick to the Danish market during the first                  

couple of years. However, Egebjerg did not expect that business would grow that fast, and already in                 

fall 2019, they started to reorganise Lapee in order to sell products internationally, with the result that                 

they now operate in 14-15 countries (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). 
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Egebjerg reflects upon the overall journey with Lapee up until now: “I actually think it has been quite                  

painless to start Lapee, in general. There have not been some crazy lockdowns. I think we have been                  

quite lucky all the way” (Interview, 2020). Adding to this, he elaborates on the simplicity of their                 

business model, as they in fact more or less have copied an established business model in a                 

well-defined market: “Because the industry we operate in, it has already existed in a lot of years, and                  

the ones we are targeting are the ones who already have the male version, and if you have that then                    

you also need ours” (ibid). However, Egebjerg argues that they are still trying to expand the market                 

and ensure that they further increase the sales and awareness of Lapee. They need to further train their                  

distributors to sell Lapee, as Egebjerg describes those operating within the mobile toilet industry as a                

bit “old” and “conservative”. Thus, he and Périer are still in charge of communicating and spreading                

Lapee’s message. However, Egebjerg does not doubt that the distributors in time will strengthen their               

abilities to sell Lapee, and in turn, he points out that the distributors have a huge customer portfolio,                  

which makes them essential in order for their business to grow even further. 

 

Finally, Egebjerg mentions how they have moved away from the creative process, and in reality have                

become a production company focused on scaling: “In reality what we do it is hardcore industry (...)                 

in a way it is just about producing and selling” (ibid). Thus, he wants to say that even though they                    

have a creative product, he would not see Lapee as operating within the creative industries. 

4.4.3. Maintaining Integrity and Control 

The final section elaborates on how Egebjerg has acquired a passion for entrepreneurship and how he                

has managed to retain control throughout his journey even though his function as an architect is                

situated within the design process. His creative urge is as great as his urge to create something bigger,                  

and thus he has realised that he cannot let go of a project before the company and market is designed                    

and the message is properly conveyed. 

 

Creative Integrity, Entrepreneurship and Control 

Egebjerg argues that he and Periér have “egos” and are certain “types” of people who have great joy                  

in drawing and creating. However, he states that this creative urge is also affected by an urge to build                   

an “empire”, thus they also want to control and lead their projects further and not only be a part of                    

creative conceptualisation. In connection with this Egebjerg says that they initially received a call              

from a governmental institution asking them whether they wanted to pass on their product and get a                 

royalty deal instead, with the reasoning “(...) because you are certainly architects, and don’t you just                

want to continue drawing?” (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). Egebjerg makes it clear that this was an               

impossibility and adds: “So I think that we figured out that the design process in Lapee was not                  
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ending before the company as well as the market was designed” (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). In this                

way, he shows how curiosity, pride and control paved his way into entrepreneurship. 

 

Egebjerg continues: “I like it when things are made glossy, but it is incredibly exciting to start your                  

own company, starting in a small scale, and then take step by step” (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). This                 

is deviating from the Royal Danish Academy in Copenhagen, which he describes as being “very               

lightly entrepreneurial” and “less commercial” as it is “all about art”. Furthermore, he mentions that               

he has been giving some thoughts about becoming employed in a drawing office in his future years.                 

However, he adds that this probably would be difficult as he easily has become used to being “his own                   

boss”. He further explains that he would not have been as dedicated if it was not his own business, as                    

everything is a lot more exciting when you are in charge of the whole business yourself: “(...) when                  

you own the company and you have built it from scratch, then there are a lot of things that can be                     

exciting that not otherwise would have been that exciting” (Interview, Egebjerg, 2020). In fact, their               

ability to internationalise gives Egebjerg a great satisfaction which he says compensates for not being               

able to draw every day. 

 

Moreover, when Egebjerg talks about the process of international sales, he states that the overall               

information and brand flows are very important to their business. Egebjerg and Périer want to keep in                 

touch with rental companies as often as possible because they need to make sure that the product is                  

used and understood correctly. Egebjerg adds that they received a lot of inquiries from people outside                

the industry who want to buy their products, and this he finds annoying “because they cannot manage                 

our products and treat them with the respect they require. And that is very important” (Interview,                

Egebjerg, 2020). Hence, they spend a lot of time creating a dialogue with the events they collaborate                 

with in order to prevent any misinterpretations of the product, thus implying how they continuously               

want to maintain the control and integrity. 

4.4.4. Summary 

Alexander Egebjerg, the founder of Lapee, has told a story about two friends who came together                

through their architectural skills and solved a problem that rapidly turned into an international              

production company. During a project at Roskilde Festival, Egebjerg and Périer wondered why urinals              

were only for men and thus identified a need for a female urinal. They began an entrepreneurial                 

process where they drew and implemented a solution through design. They want festivals to see Lapee                

as a “stamp of approval” in gender equality, and so to say, convince women that they should not                  

accept that festivals do not have Lapees, but the business part showed to be their biggest challenge.                 

However, through curiosity and the longing to create something big, they started to build up a                
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business model and a brand with the potential to scale. With time Egebjerg has left his role as an                   

architect behind and instead strives to become an entrepreneur as he likes the control of following the                 

project to the end. Thus, their current focus and challenge are to further expand the market and convey                  

the message with Lapee. 

4.5. Part 5: Stakeholders 

The following part will merge the stories from different stakeholders, among these, three employees 

of the management team in CBN, including a juror, two investors and a pitch coach taking part in 

CBC. 

4.5.1. Creative Industries 

During this first section, the stakeholder perceptions towards the conditions in the creative industries              

are presented in order to expose what separates these industries from others. The stories touch upon                

the economic potential, high barriers of entry, prejudices and unpredictability that creative startups             

yield. 

 

Creative Industries and Creativity 

When describing the creative industries, Karoline Haulund, Vice Director at CBN, puts a great              

emphasis on the economic potential of creative startups. She perceives them to be less vulnerable than                

startups working with tech and apps, as she thinks they are composed in another way. This, she backs                  

up with the fact that during the financial crisis in 2007, it was subsequently revealed that those                 

entrepreneurs that did the best were the ones operating in the creative industries (Interview, Haulund,               

2019). She further argues that what separate them from other businesses is that they can tell great                 

stories that create strong brands: “They [the creative industries] can create these incredibly powerful              

narratives that give rise to some giant brands eventually” (Interview, Haulund, 2019). Diego Jaén,              

Global Network Manager at CBN, finds creativity to be crucial for society as “creativity is the only                 

thing that robots cannot replicate” (Interview, Jaén, 2020). Furthermore, Jaén clarifies that creativity is              

a process whereas the innovative part is when you use the creativity to create something that people                 

accept. Moreover, Haulund adds that cross-sector innovation is something that characterises creative            

industries and creative entrepreneurs, which the investor Frisemo also explains is a valuable skill for               

entrepreneurs. Crossing borders and learning from different disciplines can mix techniques and            

business models that lead to different ways of thinking that might bring new solutions to the table                 

(Interview, Frisemo, 2020). 
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Investor, Yrjö Ojasaar, reflects on the conditions in the creative industries from another perspective.              

He notes that the barriers of entry are quite high compared to other industries such as FinTech, as                  

these tend to have a business formula for how to succeed, and as a result, the barriers are low in terms                     

of learning and understanding the business process. He views the creative businesses as unpredictable              

and refraining from using business formulas and planning. He thinks that tech people are better at                

raising money and that they are more systematic in telling their story and expressing the important                

points. Thus, contrary to Haulund, he thinks creatives are not as “talented” at telling their stories as he                  

usually hears the more “standardised” pitches from tech startups. However, using Spotify as an              

example, he clarifies that they can still be successful: “I mean, look at Spotify coming to Sweden, and                  

changing the entire world, the music, right, and they have twice as many paying users as Apple does                  

for their music” (Interview, Ojasaar, 2020). 

4.5.2. Creative Entrepreneurs 

The next section delves more deeply into the characteristics of creative entrepreneurs in order to               

explicate how they present themselves and further how this is perceived by stakeholders. When              

creative entrepreneurs present themselves, they meet prejudices and challenges, and these are here             

approached from the stakeholder angle as well. 

 

Creatives 

Frisemo stresses that society and the way of working are changing to more dynamic ones, and thus                 

creatives and freelancers fit well into this setting because of their mindset. She also believes that                

artists and creatives can fulfil several roles in one, and she always asks herself the questions: 

 

Is this an entrepreneur? Is this an innovator or an artist? Whatever, the innovator, I call it the 

innovator, but you could always also call an artist. Is this an entrepreneur? Is this an artist? Or 

is it an entrepreneur, and artist, or entrepreneur and innovator in the same person? (Interview, 

Frisemo, 2020). 

 

As she perceives herself to be both an entrepreneur and an artist, she can relate to not knowing, which                   

role to identify with. She thinks conversations with creatives are more pleasant because she considers               

tech people to not have the same conversational or behavioural skills. Even though Ojasaar believes               

that creatives are not talented at telling their stories as tech people, he also declares that creatives are                  

better conversationalists. He thinks they are more interesting as he often has a hard time with                

“hardcore AI or big data guys” due to the communication, and thus he has experienced that he has                  

more in common with the creatives. 
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Cosper, Content Strategist and Editorial Chief at CBN, has the perception that creative founders put               

heart and soul into their business: “There is an ownership and a pride in the creative industries, like                  

the founders, they do not want to leave, it comes from their heart and their soul and they want to stay                     

with it” (Interview, Cosper, 2020). Hence, she finds that creative industries consist of people with a                

certain passion and “fire in the belly” compared to other industries. She further argues that no bad                 

story will emerge from the contestants at CBC. She is very impressed every time she is a juror at the                    

event: “I'm so inspired by the creatives I meet at the CBC every year, it really restores my faith in                    

humanity in a way that other industries do not” (Interview, Cosper, 2020). In relation to this Frisemo                 

argues that an inner drive is essential when you are an entrepreneur, although if nothing works out,                 

entrepreneurs need to “give up the idea just go do something else, but you have to have this in the                    

drive and in just not pitching and winning money or pitching and say ‘yay’ I got this big investment’”                   

(Interview, Frisemo, 2020). 

Coping with Prejudices and Challenges as a Creative Entrepreneur 

Besides being creative, Cosper emphasises the ability to manage one’s business: 

 

It is awesome if you are a Salvador Dali painter, but until you can learn how to manage your 

business and increase and amplify your message, if you are not making money, as an 

entrepreneur or as a creative, it is a hobby, right? (Interview, Cosper, 2020). 

 

Thus, she emphasises the need for creatives to have the skills to turn their creativity into an actual                  

business. As pointed out by Haulund, it is where CBC comes into the picture, as they help creatives                  

with the business part of their entrepreneurial businesses. She also argues that it is normal for                

creatives to be very passionate about their field but not necessarily good at the business part which                 

explains why they often partner up with others. Ojasaar expresses similar opinions and perceptions              

that often the artist will do the art and then someone else does the “money part”, which is why he                    

thinks that they lack experience: “Creatives have a more difficult time with startups and finance”               

(Interview, Ojasaar, 2020). 

 

Moreover, Cosper claims that fundraising for creatives is more challenging than for other industries,              

because you have to prove the case, and the business model and numbers have to be extra tight.                  

Additionally, she believes that creative companies often face the challenge of being taken less              

seriously because they do not follow the stream of tech innovation: 

 

(...) sometimes the creative industries and founders of creative companies are not taken 
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seriously because it sounds kind of light, right? It does not sound like hey, I created this new 

software platform (Interview, Cosper, 2020). 

 

Furthermore, similar to Cosper, Jaén presents two main challenges for creative startups, respectively,             

having creativity as an asset and bringing the business to a degree. In connection to this, he                 

emphasises the importance of the creativity angle in CBC: 

 

I think of the angle, the creativity angle, and I think that's really important because here we 

have a platform that can give, that can somehow help startups that have not had a proper voice 

before (Interview, Jaén, 2020). 

 

Thus, Jaén reflects upon the fact that CBC enables creatives to gain a voice to further prove their                  

worth as a business and overcome these challenges as previously marked. 

4.5.3. Leaders and Teams 

Having a strong team is something the jury finds essential when they evaluate the creative startups                

during CBC. The following section presents different stories that expose the important aspects of              

composing a team with multiple and complementary skills. Yet, over time good leadership is key to                

success as the team should continuously be inspired by the same story that further becomes               

strengthened as the startup matures and adapts to its experiences. 

 

You Need a Great Team 

Haulund says that during boot camps and seminars CBC puts a great focus on teaching creatives to                 

compose a strong team that covers all competences which is something the jury further pays attention                

to when they evaluate the contestants during the competition. In connection to this, Jaén notes that                

from what he has seen in his past experiences, the best combinations of people are often “the most                  

diverse ones”, as he believes different characteristics of people could actually “bake the best cake”               

(Interview, Jaén, 2020). Moreover, as previously emphasised, Cosper affirms that because creatives            

often lack experience in developing a business, they need to team up with those who have the skills                  

that they do not possess in order to complement each other (Interview, Cosper, 2020). She points out                 

that creative brains need to match with business minds. 

 

A strong emphasis from investors is also made on having a great team in startups. However, Ojasaar                 

and Frisemo have slightly different perceptions of how many should be part of the team, although                

they, in general, both state that it would usually be more than one person. Ojasaar believes that single                  
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founder startups could succeed but would always prefer a team of minimum of two people: “It worries                 

me if you've never convinced anyone else you know to join you. Are you an egoist or what's up?”                   

(Interview, Ojasaar, 2020). Thus, he believes there are some human qualities connected with founding              

a business with someone else than when founding it alone. Frisemo consider that the important thing                

is to have a team that possess knowledge within leadership, sales, marketing and finance, i.e. the                

business mindset experienced with business models: “(...) sometimes you're lucky enough, maybe it's             

in one person, maybe it's in three persons or maybe and you need to have those skills in order to run a                      

company. So that's a good team” (Interview, Frisemo, 2020). 

 

Great Leadership 

When a startup is maturing, Cosper explains that great leadership is important in order to inspire a                 

team: “Great leadership means that you are inspiring a team, you are not micromanaging a team, you                 

are down there rolling up your sleeves and being a part of the story you want to tell as a founder”                     

(Interview, Cosper, 2020). Hence, the story told by the founder should continuously inspire the team               

and further unfold as it will become stronger by adapting to experiences and lessons learned during                

the startup phase. Cosper further adds that good leadership is key to establishing a “culture of                

excellence” and further it is important in all stages of the company, as leadership “will determine                

every single thing that happens, success, failure, culture” (Interview, Cosper, 2020). Moreover, in             

relation to the importance of leadership, she reflects on the success of the past winners in CBC. She                  

mentions that 80-85% of the winners go on to raise money and become very successful, and she added                  

that most of the founders are still CEOs “(...) just because the success stories are so great” (Interview,                  

Cosper, 2020). 

4.5.4. Pitching 

Pitching is an essential part of CBC and the different stakeholders had different expectations to these                

pitches. It is the full experience of pitching that is important to stakeholders, including personal               

stories, visuals and appearing honest. Although not all stakeholders are equally attracted to the              

concept of pitching, they all see opportunities for discovering great startups and believe that the               

entrepreneurs can use pitching as a way of professionalising their organisations. 

 

The Art of Pitching 

Jaén explains how CBC trains the contestants in perfecting their pitch, highlighting their competitive              

advantage and guiding them in how to use their value proposition as a selling tool. Maltsev helps the                  

entrepreneurs to feel uncomfortable in order to feel the pressure of presenting in front of investors and                 

judges, and he has three pillars of pitching: 
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One is content. So, writing the things you’re going to say. The second is delivery, which 

you’re referring to partially is how to deliver that. And for instance, under stress, you know, 

the spoken words, vocal inflexions, gestures, facial expressions, movements. Well, that’s what 

tradition is called this delivery for visuals [PowerPoint, video, PDF] (Interview, Maltsev, 

2020). 

 

Thus, it is not merely important what is delivered but how the entrepreneurs deliver their pitch on                 

stage, in total it is the “full experience”. What pitches can help with, according to Ojasaar, is that they                   

can help an entrepreneur get his or her thoughts together and force them to be concrete about why and                   

what their business is about, what is possible through some pillars of pitching. Jaén notes that                

contestants need to balance numbers with potential sponsors, the target audience and further their own               

experience. In particular, he addresses the importance of the target audience, or so to say, the                

narrative’s receiver. In addition, he takes into account the past winners, and how most of these appear                 

to have a focus on the target audience. Thus, he recognises a certain pattern in the winners and their                   

way of presenting their stories, using Lapee, last year’s winner as an example: “So you can actually                 

see that last year for example, it was all about what this product is going to do for the main audience                     

and why they are the ones that should develop it” (Interview, Jaén, 2020). Moreover, from Cosper’s                

experience as a juror she argues that “clarity is key” during a pitch, and like Jaén, she also uses                   

Lapee’s pitch presentation as an example: 

 

And they had like this rhythm and they have the clarity. And, you know, it's a pink porta potty 

toilet for, you know, concerts. And it was just, there was no confusing what it was like you 

knew exactly what they were pitching. They told their story clearly and they were there 

(Interview, Cosper, 2020). 

 

Thus, Cosper notes that the pitch must be short and precise while she adds that Lapee impressively                 

told it in a shorter amount of time than three minutes due to their confidence and authenticity. 

 

A Dislike for Pitching 

Neither investor is fond of pitching or the whole concept of entrepreneurial pitching. Frisemo believes               

that in general there is too much focus on pitching in competitions and too much focus on                 

competitions and winning money. Ojasaar believes pitching is artificial and merely creates the first              

impression that you cannot make an investor-decision based on: 
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It's like choosing your wife based on, I forgot, some dating site (...) I mean, just having one 

photo and saying, Oh, I'm gonna marry this person is crazy, right? So, it's the same thing with 

startups that you can coach somebody who doesn't even have a startup to give the perfect 

pitch (Interview, Ojasaar, 2020). 

 

He admits that pitches indeed can make an impression on him, but that it does not necessarily mean he                   

would go further with them. Frisemo agrees that pitching is not her preferred method of interacting                

with entrepreneurs: 

 

So, to be honest that's my honest opinion. I don't like the pitching at all. I like to have one to 

one meetings with startup and that's what really interesting to me because you can ask the 

right questions (Interview, Frisemo, 2020). 

 

However, Maltsev thinks that even though investors claim to be good at identifying good investment               

opportunities and not be fooled by pitching, it is not always the case: 

 

Investors have a say a lot of BS things, not because they're mean or whatever. Sometimes they 

don't know why they invested, just felt like it (...) sometimes it is very rational. VC funds tend 

to be occasionally more rational because they have associate quants and all that. But early 

stage you don't have the data (Interview, Maltsev, 2020). 

 

Here he stresses that even investors will be controlled by emotions and impulses and they will, in                 

general, be more rational as companies grow larger. But as startups in competitions do not have a lot                  

of data, the choice to invest in them will always be irrational, and thus he does not believe all the                    

“bullshit” investors posit about their selections of startups. 

 

The Honest Story 

Maltsev emphasises that in a pitch, a narrative could provide meaning especially in the vision part, i.e.                 

what difference it would make in the world. The goal for Maltsev to teach is to get people to tell the                     

story about their business and how they are part of it, i.e. “personal narrative” (Interview, Maltsev,                

2020). The narrative can help to attract potential investors and judges in CBC because they are more                 

memorable, as Maltsev explains: 

 

We find it difficult to remember bullet points, we find it very difficult to remember data 

depending on who the individual is. It is much easier to retain narrative. So, if it's emotionally 
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charged (...) I think it's related to hypothalamus. The structure of a narrative, hasn't it? It's a 

long-winded story (Interview, Maltsev, 2020). 

 

He thus believes that it is part of the human brain to respond better to narratives rather than data and if                     

emotions are involved, narratives will relate more to the individuals listening. 

 

Jaén characterises creatives as “bohemians”, and personally he finds it fulfilling working with             

creatives as he perceives them to be more passionate and personal in their stories. Cosper likewise                

argues that creatives tend to tell personal and impactful stories and here she memorises a story told by                  

a past contestant, a Finnish fashion designer, who loved rock and roll. She mentions how she went                 

deaf, which was a big loss for her, and because she was in fashion, she came upon the idea to turn the                      

hearing aids into jewellery and then started a business. Cosper was amazed by this story and expresses                 

how “cool” she was, and one you would like to “hang out with”. Nevertheless, the personal stories she                  

also finds to be the ones that appeal to investors, as thus the story of the founder is essential: “It is not                      

just about your company and your product, it is about what your story is. And because investors invest                  

in people, they do not invest in just business plans” (Interview, Cosper, 2020). 

 

Maltsev mentions how the narrative was a complicated story, and thus sometimes the more              

appropriate forum for these were those of private conversations. Jaén notes that through pitching,              

entrepreneurs can leave a lasting image of them as people although they might not be as talented off                  

the stage: 

 

So, people don't only remember what you were talking about but remember you as a person. 

So, it's, can you see like the main difference there? It's, it's really interesting on how people 

can be amazing on stage and terrible at one on one conversations. I've seen that happen, not 

with Lapee though, they actually pretty great in everything (Interview, Jaén, 2020). 

 

The investors preferred to have conversations where the entrepreneur sits down with them and have an                

honest conversation with them. They also believe that conversations can teach them more about the               

people they are investing in, and while they will need some numbers and slides at some point with                  

more specific questions, the conversation is “what it’s about” (Interview, Ojasaar, 2020). Frisemo             

furthermore argues that the most important thing between the investor and entrepreneur is trust: “It's               

about building trust it is about building a relationship. And a good relation is about trust                

communication” (Interview, Frisemo, 2020). Thus, this would not be something she could gain from a               

pitch but rather staying in contact and having conversations that could build up a relationship. 
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4.5.5. Adapting to Societal Demands 

Stakeholders in all their forms expect to hear about how entrepreneurs attempt to fit into the current                 

societal issues and demands. Investors have an expectation that entrepreneurs will go out and make a                

difference in the world and thereby change the external conditions around them as well as they expect                 

them to care about issues such as sustainability and gender equality. This goes along with what the                 

CBC employees have experiences with, and they also underline the importance for startups to tap into                

current trends and include it as a presentational feature. 

 

Making a Difference 

Stakeholders expect to hear stories of navigating through societal demands that entrepreneurs must             

adapt to and attempt to make a difference in. These demands are trending dependent on current issues                 

that people are concerned about. The two investors further express that they were looking for startups                

that could change something or react to current issues. Ojasaar notes that he is looking for someone to                  

make a difference and be ambitious about internationalising their startup “because in order for a               

startup to make it global, and we only invest into projects that we see have a global reach and literally                    

will change the world. That's ambitious, and it's a lot of work” (Interview, Ojasaar, 2020). He also                 

emphasises that it is essential to realise and be aware of what you are changing, which is why you                   

should know about the field you are in to know what you are changing. In this way, you change the                    

way things worked which is what he himself invests in: 

 

(...) we're looking for what's the project that's going to change something so that people will 

do things totally differently, buy, consume, see, discover whatever it is, but they're going to  

do something differently because of this project (Interview, Ojasaar, 2020). 

 

Ojasaar, therefore, looks for ambitious projects that can become a global sensation and change the               

whole way things are working in terms of all stakeholders. When investors are listening to pitching                

and entrepreneurs attempt to attract them to their specific project it is important that their visions are                 

aligned, which they will not always be in the same way as when judges of a competition are the main                    

stakeholders. Maltsev explains: 

 

(...) a good combo will be, you know, the incentives of an entrepreneur to change things in the 

world and the incentives of the investor would be aligned ideally and closely related. And 

morality isn't always the case. There's a lot of greed. So, the process is very different 

(Interview, Maltsev, 2020). 
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Because there is money involved with investors, they will look for different things from entrepreneurs               

and they will seek to seize market opportunity, as Maltsev states. 

 

Responding to Trending Issues 

Presently, stakeholders expect to hear narratives where sustainability is prevalent and addressed. Jaén             

argues that a topic such as sustainability has come to be a factor that everyone needs to address, no                   

matter which business or industry you operate within: “Everything is more sustainable. Everything             

should be more into sustainability, more into what people are, the social impact that you got. Because                 

right now people care more about what is out there” (Interview, Jaén, 2020). Frisemo emphasises that                

in order to create a sustainable world some issues have to be taken seriously and entrepreneurs “need                 

to do good, but can do [financially] well also” (Interview, Frisemo, 2020) to be able to make a                  

difference. She also highlights that she sees issues of gender inequality for entrepreneurs and              

investors, and thus focus should be put on this as it is a current concern. Thus, as an investor Frisemo                    

expects to hear narratives about issues such as sustainability and gender equality and stresses that a                

company must be financially equipped to take on such challenges. Financial success is important for               

all startups, but Haulund has the experience that creative industries often are perceived to be cultural                

projects without financial success, and to this point, she argues that tech and apps tend to garner the                  

investments: 

 

(...) creative industries are usually seen as cultural projects in a way, I think, that it will not 

make a lot of money. There is much focus on tech, and if you have made an app and you have 

some users, then you can get investments, whereas if you made a jewellery collection or a 

game somehow, or a film for that matter, then it is much harder to get it funded (Interview, 

Haulund, 2019). 

 

Tech is a large concern for many creative entrepreneurs, although their own industry is not clearly                

defined, and thereby tech can still be perceived as part of it. Cosper stresses that there is tech in the                    

creative industries, but in a more humane way and thus she displays that creatives have a distinctive                 

take on tech: “(...) there is technology in the creative industries, but it is, it is just sort of that                    

passionate, there is a soul to it, which is kind of on the softer science side of things here” (Interview,                    

Cosper, 2020). 

 

As the investors believe it is possible to change the industry completely by tapping into trends,                

Haulund contributes to this with her reflection on GRØD and how Andersen has tapped into “Nordic                
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cuisine” wave to his advantage: 

 

(...) GRØD is also about the narrative, of course, it also tastes good, otherwise, you do not 

come far in this world, that’s the way it is, but it is also the narrative and the branding about 

going back to the Nordic roots and profile this, and then I’m sure, he also caught a great wave 

of the Nordic Way (Interview, Haulund, 2019). 

 

Hereby, she affirms that it is possible to attract the attention of stakeholders by mirroring the current                 

trends within one’s industry. The different stakeholders perceive the strengths of adapting to external              

trends differently, but some societal issues are of importance to all of them. While investors want                

entrepreneurs to make a difference, both they and the CBC employees mention several societal trends               

that should affect the way entrepreneurs narrate their stories to include a consideration of these               

external trends. 

4.5.6. Summary 

The stakeholders have shared similar reflections as those narrated by the four entrepreneurs. Creative              

entrepreneurs have been characterised as being very personal in their stories, and they are said to have                 

a certain passion and integrity. They have further argued that creatives are met with prejudices and                

challenges that question their economic potential compared to other industries as e.g. tech. In addition,               

stakeholders also see the importance of assembling a great team with complementary skills, and they               

believe that founders should continuously focus on being great leaders. However, they do not all agree                

on the number of founders that made the best organisation or whether these should, in fact, stay as                  

leaders. Furthermore, while several of them find pitching helpful for entrepreneurs in order to create a                

coherent understanding of their business, as well as to attract stakeholders. The investors themselves              

are not fond of this context for narratives and prefer informal conversations. What they all agree on                 

was that entrepreneurs must take into consideration the societal trends and issues. 

4.6. Summarised Findings 

It has become evident that the four founders draw heavily upon their personal backgrounds,              

experiences and creative outlets in the founding stages of their organisations. Two out of four of the                 

organisations are controlled by one person while the others are co-founded and co-controlled, further              

building the organisational identity through multiple experiences. Thereby, it was easier for the             

co-founders to share control while maintaining artistic integrity, whereas the ones, who solely controls              

the organisation, battle more to not merely letting go of control but also to evolve from artists to                  
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managers. Their own personal struggles and challenges have led to the construction of an initial but                

processual organisational identity, and they have used narratives about these challenges and            

overcomings to attract stakeholders. It is also the perception of the stakeholders that creatives use               

themselves to brand their products and services although they also believe that creatives struggle more               

due to several perceptions of the industry in comparison to others. This is supported by two of the                  

founders, who feel that the prejudices against creatives slowed their entrepreneurial process. Finally,             

all founders seem to put great attention on their consumers and actively engage them throughout their                

narratives. 
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5. Intertwining Founder Narratives and Theoretical      

Foundations 

The findings presented different narratives that were divided into sub-themes. Overall these narratives             

draw attention to personal experiences, passion, artistic integrity, control and prejudices. They then             

move into the business domain while the entrepreneurs narrate their business model, brand identity,              

professionalism and future expectations such as internationalisation. Altogether, overlaps occur in the            

narratives told, and here the broader environment also comes into play at different layers influencing               

the entrepreneurial strategies. Throughout this chapter, we will now discuss how these entrepreneurial             

narratives aim to attract stakeholders resulting in identity-building. As presented in the literature             

review, the chapter takes its inspiration from the typologies proposed by O’Connor (2002) in              

conjunction with the narrative components of Lounsbury and Glynn (2001), as to further explore and               

induce new knowledge on how entrepreneurial narratives are used within different spheres: personal,             

generic and situational narratives that together convey an organisational identity. 

5.1. Creative Entrepreneurs and Personal Narratives 

According to O’Connor (2002), personal narratives portray the individual life of the entrepreneur, told              

through vision and founding stories. During this first section, we will discuss how creative              

entrepreneurs use personal experiences to construct meaning as well as to attract the attention of               

stakeholders, especially in the early phase. 

 

5.1.1. The Founding Decision 

Through narratives, we find that the founders bring past experiences with them into their organisations               

and use them to construct their organisational identities as mirrored in the proposition by Gabriel               

(2000). As is demonstrated, their personal experiences and subsequent narratives play a large part in               

how they choose to organise their startups. Out of the four, Andersen has the most personal story of                  

all; the story of a teenager who overcomes personal struggles, resulting in the startup of a successful                 

restaurant chain. He is the protagonist in the story about his motivation and founding of his company,                 

reflecting typical storytelling according to Gabriel (2004). He showcases an example of an             

entrepreneur with a personal problem that inspires him to develop a solution that will also benefit                

others. Lind’s story of a bachelor party also mimics the personal-incident-that-inspires-notion,           

although it appears as an incident rather than as a passion for the product and a personal desire to                   

solve a problem. The fact that he considers giving up his organisation unless he could win CBC,                 
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mirrors Frisemo’s conception that you should fight for your startup until a certain degree, at which                

point you need to recognise that you should move on. 

 

Both these founders have embarked on their adventure alone after separating from their co-founders              

and they feel a close connection to their organisations and the artistry behind it, reflecting the art for                  

art’s sake by Caves (2000). Lind furthermore proves to highlight himself as a sole founder, since he                 

does not mention his co-founder during the interviews and tells how he was the one to develop the                  

concept alone. Nevertheless, Andersen and Lind both show a passion for the work they do and the                 

idea they had, telling the cliché ‘heroes’ tales about their brave and risky journey from a creative with                  

a great idea to being acknowledged through the victory of the competition. We find that these clichés                 

are used and help the founders linking their personalities to the organisational identity, which in turn                

corresponds with their artistry. This further correlates to the research done by Down and Warren               

(2008), who also found clichés used to form identity claims. It also reflects the notions of the                 

stakeholders who identified creatives to tell very personal and impactful stories, as Cosper mentions.              

The acknowledgement they have received and obstacles they have overcome, however, contribute to a              

perception of self-importance. Hence, although they lack managerial skills, they have remained CEOs             

since the foundation. 

 

Lauritsen instead joined Harrison’s business idea when he discovered the potential of the sustainable              

drink and became a co-founder of Twisted Leaf. As an alternative to having a personal incident trigger                 

the idea of Twisted Leaf, he draws on his educational background, as well as his other organisation.                 

He attempts to legitimise his self-proclaimed talent for creating and his passion for the entrepreneurial               

life by narrating the story of how he had built up Studenterbolaget. The story of his educational                 

background and rejected PhD opportunity is furthermore used strategically to create a favourable and              

plausible image of him as an entrepreneur although it has little connection to the foundation of                

Twisted Leaf. Hereby we propose that personal backgrounds can also be used to strategically              

legitimise, which compares to the research done by Lounsbury and Glynn (2001), and Navis and               

Glynn (2011) who suggest that it is organisational narratives that create legitimisation. His successful              

other organisation does, however, create a plausible image of him as a successful entrepreneur. He has                

used this for legitimising his involvement in starting a firm in the beverage industry to the                

stakeholders at CBC as was also proposed by Elsbach and Kramer (2003). He is the one of the four                   

founders who best describes what Egebjerg thought was the “money-hungry” entrepreneur looking for             

a way to create a business due to his constant pursuit of creation in all its forms. 
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Egebjerg himself draws on his education as reasoning for why he and his co-founder were able to                 

solve the problem they discovered. Although his story does not include a personal struggle (this would                

be truer for his female co-founder), he explains how two architect student friends had the talent to                 

design a solution that would solve a gender-based problem and afterwards build an organisation              

around it. This finding is theoretically supported by Svejenova et al. (2015) as they also find creatives                 

to create a business around their artistic work. It tells a cliché of the ambition and autonomy, clichés                  

that Down and Warren (2008) also found. They embrace these clichés to move out of their comfort                 

zones and become entrepreneurs with all the learning it entails. Egebjerg and Lauritsen both have               

co-founders, and this would appear more attractive to stakeholders, as Ojasaar reasons. Furthermore,             

their story of founding is based on more than one personal narrative and thereby the identity is a                  

product of these combined experiences. 

 

All founders perceive themselves as taking risks in order to construct an organisation around the               

creative product or service they were passionate about. What will show from the next section, is that                 

while they can generate an income from their creativity, they struggle to overcome prejudices              

experienced in the creative industries. 

5.1.2. Prejudices About Creatives 

Stories from stakeholders reveal that creative entrepreneurs are met with the prejudices that creative              

businesses are financially less successful than e.g. tech companies. Lind feels that prejudices are              

prominent and his narratives express beliefs and prejudices about creatives that influence his ability to               

legitimise his business, as he feels less respected as a creative entrepreneur because of his different                

mindset. However, he also believes that his different mindset is an advantage as his products could not                 

have been created without it. Prejudices are further prevalent throughout Lauritsen’s stories of             

Twisted Leaf, as he also finds that entrepreneurs in the creative industries lack respect and               

acknowledgement. Nevertheless, he believes that their focus on originality and artistry to a greater              

extent than profits added more value to society. Thus, he thinks that creatives are strongly needed, and                 

he personally believes he could better succeed because he is not solely seeking profit but is instead                 

prioritising to add value. 

 

This is the same perception Cosper has, as she explains how the creative industries are downgraded                

due to the ‘lightness’ compared to e.g. tech companies. The creativity focus of CBC thus proves                

essential for Lauritsen and Lind’s participation and the acknowledgement of being creatives.            

Especially, Lind reveals that winning was a turning point for Mystery Makers as his creative idea                

became legitimised against prejudices he had struggled with. Jaén agrees that an important             
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contribution of CBC is to give creatives a voice, which they struggle to obtain. This shows how                 

synergies between founder narratives and that of stakeholders are not always present, which is echoed               

in Martens et al. (2007), although they emphasise that there should be no contradiction. We find that                 

the synergies and prejudices here instead show that despite misalignment and contradiction, the             

founders continue telling stories of their creativity and how it adds value. 

 

Contrary to this, narratives used by Egebjerg and Andersen do not seem to tell the same prejudices as                  

Lind and Lauritsen. The participation in CBC was merely an opportunity to compete and the creative                

aspect is not the only aspect they identify with. However, as Egebjerg refers to his profession in                 

architecture, he personally identifies as being a creative and how this has taken him to the point of                  

becoming an entrepreneur. Indeed, he admits that his product would not have been invented without               

his educational background. Hence, over time his creativity has been commercialised to indicate             

innovative aspects as to further strengthen it externally in order for the business to scale. This, Lampel                 

et al. (2000) and Schulte-Holthaus (2018) have suggested is difficult for creatives although it reflects               

the creative process suggested by De Bruin (2005). Andersen perceives the creative process to take               

place and considers himself to be a creative mind in terms of inventing recipes but does not                 

necessarily consider his business part of the creative industries since he is not convinced of how it                 

should be defined. 

 

The prejudices about creatives result in challenges to be taken seriously and proof of their legitimate                

function and use. Nevertheless, the founders believe their products and services to be invented              

through a creative process and further emphasise how creativity contributes to add value to their               

organisations. 

5.1.3. Integrity and Control 

Several of the founders perceive their products to be their ‘baby’ and thus they will not compromise                 

with their artistic integrity. This leads to issues of preserving or letting go of control, which in turn                  

shapes the identity of their startups. 

 

All founders have stayed on as either CEO (Andersen and Lind), COO (Egebjerg) or business               

developer (Lauritsen), fulfilling Cosper’s perception that creative founders want to stay on as leaders              

and managers of their companies due to pride and ownership. While this is assumedly not exclusive to                 

the creative industries, the four founders consider themselves as creatives and several of them              

maintain their artistic integrity as an excuse of control. This ultimately decelerates their pursued              

growth and expansion. Artistic integrity or pride hereby appears like a cliché that speaks to the                
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identity of the founders and the organisation. However, here the creatives use their artistic integrity to                

excuse control, which separates them from ‘normal’ entrepreneurs who, according to Down and             

Warren (2008), only seek control to be independent and not because they also need to protect their                 

creative idea. 

 

This excuse for control is exercised by the founders of GRØD, Lapee and Mystery Makers, whereas                

Lauritsen with Twisted Leaf stands out as the only one actively seeking professional assistance. He               

does not assume a more or less organic growth for Twisted Leaf but rather prioritises large                

investments to expand globally. Moreover, he is also the only founder who joined the startup without                

a personal story to explain the invention of the product, which could be an explanation for why his                  

ambitions are more significant than his artistic integrity and the need for full control. In general, he                 

perceives himself as very ambitious and talented, which appears as entrepreneurial cliché words to              

legitimise his vision of becoming a world-renowned pioneer, acknowledged for his superiority within             

his industry. Furthermore, it mirrors the classic entrepreneur’s desire to build an empire as proposed               

by Down and Warren (2008). This is also the case for Egebjerg, as he tells us how he and his                    

co-founder were driven by the urge to ‘build an empire’ due to self-proclaimed egos and they decide                 

to carry on with themselves in control of their organisation, rather than letting professionals buy them                

out (although they have received investments). Thereby he uses the exact same cliché as the one                

proposed by Down and Warren (2008), and thus portrays similar identity-building as classic             

entrepreneurs. 

 

Andersen and Lind have maintained control over their organisations since the beginning, reasoning             

that they founded it and therefore want to maintain the creativity and original ideas. This has resulted                 

in a coherent narrative connecting past and present, but it constrains their future narratives as they                

envision growth but do not necessarily have the managerial capabilities to do so. They are furthermore                

hesitant to emancipate control to investors and their desire for international growth does not currently               

seem plausible unless they can share power over their organisations, adding to the notion of achieving                

plausibility for future narratives as discussed in Kaplan and Orlikowski (2014). Altogether, Lind’s             

pursuit of maintaining control and creative integrity shows linkages to a social actor view on identity                

(Ravasi and Schultz, 2006) because meaning-making in the organisation is established through e.g.             

the best practice guides that inhibit his employees from solely acting on creative intuition. This shows                

how he not only sets a frame for how stakeholders should respond to his narrative but also how his                   

employees are expected to behave. Hence, identity arises through sense-giving in the way Lind              

induces collective meaning-making through his own narrative as a leader (ibid). 
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These founder narratives of artistic integrity strongly influence the organisational identity of their             

startups as they are used in the initial stages to convince others of them as founders and their ventures,                   

as argued by Gartner (2007) and Hjort (2007). However, while the integrity acts as a value for                 

identity-making it also leads to a possessive view of control and some of the founders must realise that                  

creativity is more complex and does not merely stem from their own ideas, reflecting back to Bilton’s                 

(2007) notion of ‘creative geniuses’. 

5.1.4. From Entrepreneur to Manager 

Some of the founders attempt business operations alone while others rely on several people. While               

Frisemo believes that the majority of skills needed can be found in just one or two people, the                  

remaining stakeholders stress the importance of assembling a team with complementary skills. Here             

the motley crew principle comes into play as the diverse skills are essential to the production of                 

artistic goods (Caves, 2000). Lauritsen and his partner have taken on different roles as well as they                 

distribute their business areas to experts, showing recognition for diverse knowledge areas as also              

Jaén emphasises. We see that Lauritsen’s ambitions overshadowed his ego and self-confidence, which             

shows a strategic narrative to lead to a more growth-oriented organisational identity. We also identify               

a division of roles within Lapee and the two co-founders, where Egebjerg takes charge of business                

operations while his co-founder appears as the image of the organisation and spends more time on                

networking. In contrast, Lind and Andersen solely control the organisation. Lind and Andersen             

initially co-founded their companies and thereby had another person join the journey as Ojasaar              

considers essential to prove the legitimisation of the idea. However, they have since chosen to go solo,                 

which has e.g. resulted in Andersen hiring a business coach for sparring. Lind expresses how he is not                  

too proud to accept help from others who have more knowledge than himself and uses his employees                 

for sparring, but nevertheless the overall leadership of his firm is in his hands. 

 

Several of the founders express difficulties in switching roles from the creative to the manager of the                 

organisation although this is normal according to several stakeholders. Ojasaar and Haulund mention             

that the finances and business part of creative entrepreneurs’ ventures are not as well-developed as               

e.g. tech companies. Because all founders, except Lauritsen, do not have experience with this they               

struggle to adjust to new responsibilities. Nevertheless, both Lind and Andersen have managed to              

build up organisations, although, with the anticipation of growing internationally, they both doubt             

their own managerial skills. We find that it is important for founders to assess their own skills and                  

come to terms with whether they want to remain leaders of their organisations or if they want to                  

prioritise the artistic aspects. What is important are the narratives they tell their employees that will                

contribute to their collective sense-making, which is also suggested by Ravasi and Schultz (2006). If               
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organisational members receive signals of doubt or lack of passion from Andersen, the stories              

members tell will not contribute to coherent stories that will legitimise the organisational identity.              

This is to say that the founder’s narrative would affect the collective identity, although as argued Wry                 

et al. (2011) this would be more affected by all organisational members in conjunction and hinder the                 

coherence of past, present and future narratives as suggested by Kaplan and Orlikowski (2014). If the                

organisational members have an idea of what is central and enduring, but their leader tells the                

opposite, we suggest that the founder should attempt to evoke past narratives from the founding phase                

to validate the narratives in social interactions as is also proposed by Schultz and Hernes (2013). 

5.2. Creative Entrepreneurs and Generic Narratives 

This section will discuss how creative entrepreneurs use narratives through generic stories. As             

proposed by O’Connor (2002) and Lounsbury and Glynn (2001), generic stories or the ultimate object               

are those that display the business model, where investors expect to hear stories about the market                

position and strategic direction of the company. An extension of this, we argue that creative               

entrepreneurs use the consumers as an important part of their business model as well as a way to                  

legitimise their brands by addressing societal issues. Finally, we suggest that the pursuit of              

professionalism and opportunities for internationalisation are linked to their artistic integrity. 

5.2.1. Business Modelling Through Customer Engagement 

Within Lind’s stories he talks about a business model through which he focuses on innovation. What                

Lind finds innovative in his business model is the ability to create a business that barely depends on                  

resources that make his expenses far lower than his income and less dependent on external funding. It                 

further mirrors how he has made a strategy benefitting his own creative integrity as claimed by                

Svejenova et al. (2015). During his pitch at CBC, he in particular highlighted the innovative aspects of                 

having an event in a box, which adds to the notion of Elsbach and Kramer (2003) that creatives                  

present according to expectations. Further, Ojasaar amplifies that pitches can help the individual             

entrepreneur to understand why they exist, which Andersen experienced during CBC. 

 

When Andersen narrates his business model, he puts great emphasis on the creative conceptualisation.              

However, the general business model mimics that of other restaurants, and thus it is not distinct in                 

itself. Egebjerg stresses the simplicity of their business model, and unlike Lind but similar to               

Andersen, he rather emphasises that they have more or less copied the business model already used                

for male urinals. Lastly, Lauritsen’s business model is similar to other business models as well and                

builds on his past experiences with his organisation and network. Due to a focus on sustainability and                 

social impact, they plan to use blockchain to verify their leaves and control the process. This shows an                  
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attempt to legitimise their sustainable narratives through their supply chain, mirroring what Navis and              

Glynn (2011) propose. By considering a QR-code that stakeholders can use to follow the leaves, they                

invite them on their journey that further shows how widely acceptable narratives are used as a form of                  

strategy to verify business processes for future claims, as is also proposed by Kaplan and Orlikowski                

(2014). 

 

We find that all entrepreneurs address their customers while they present their business model. Lind               

sees customers as an essential part of Mystery Makers, and by integrating them into their culture and                 

identity it enriches O’Connor’s (2002) notion of intertextuality as it shows how a story clashing with                

customers can be prevented. Hence, it is a core value to listen to customer feedback and do testing of                   

escape rooms or treasure hunts. This further adds to Kaplan and Orlikowski’s (2014) theory on               

acceptable and plausible narratives, as Lind fulfils these in the way he brings customers into present                

business planning as to concurrently deal with external conditions and reducing future conflicts.             

Egebjerg also expresses their strategy as distinctive in the way they include interaction with women,               

which they highlighted during the pitch presentation at CBC. Cosper and Jaén were especially              

impressed by their pitch because of its clarity and the way they engaged with the target audience,                 

again highlighting an implication of intertextuality, as the consumers become an important part of the               

narratives (O’Connor, 2002). Moreover, Egebjerg also explains how they had pitched themselves as             

moving the queue from the toilets to the bars which attract stakeholders such as festivals or similar                 

events, giving an example of O’Connor’s (2002) notion of marketing stories. 

 

However, Lauritsen reveals that their drink could be consumed by everyone, they have chosen to               

brand it as a feminine drink, as they see more potential in this target group. He explains that it is a                     

light and refreshing drink less sugary and heavy than other alcoholic drinks, hence aligning stories               

with women while being distinctive from competing narratives. This shows an alignment with the              

ideas by Barry and Elmes (1997), Martens et al. (2007) and O’Connor (2002) in the interweaving of                 

intertextuality in their strategy. 

5.2.2. Legitimising the Brand 

As argued by Svejenova et al. (2015), creative entrepreneurs might tell stories about themselves and               

their brand in order to create an organisational identity. However, to this, we find that creative                

entrepreneurs also seem to brand themselves on the values they each believe make them special in                

comparison to other alternatives. Taking up issues that people currently care about, as Jaén mentions,               

is also a brand value for the entrepreneurs. 
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The founders who primarily see themselves as creatives or innovators are promoting their artistic              

integrity and claim that their products and services distinguish them from other entrepreneurs. They              

all brand themselves on having invented something completely new and different, by tapping into the               

creative process and subsequently the innovative process when they put it into use as mentioned by                

Bilton (2007). Thereby, they all refuse to classify themselves as making something seen before as is                

commonly the case for familiarisation as a legitimisation of strategic narratives according to Martens              

et al. (2007), and Navis and Glynn (2011). Instead, they narrate about their unique characteristics,               

what Lounsbury and Glynn (2001) propose can legitimise the identity. Paradoxically, by claiming to              

have invented something entirely new, they appear familiar to consumers who are accustomed to              

entrepreneurs who tell narratives about brand new products. Inherently all their narratives concerning             

their products or services are distinctive, yet familiar since they all base their ideas on concepts known                 

to customers: treasure hunts, porridge and restaurants, alcoholic and/or sustainable beverages and            

urinals. Hence, we see that they tell narratives that introduce an inventive element in a familiar frame,                 

which is what Bilton (2007) refers to, and what the creative process is about. 

 

Lauritsen and Twisted Leaf, who brand themselves on improving the lives of those less fortunate can                

be seen as a way of strategically using narratives to construct a favourable organisational identity as is                 

also proposed by Lounsbury and Glynn (2001). By adding that consumers can enjoy life with a good                 

conscience, they can perceive themselves as making a difference with Twisted Leaf as a valid method                

of doing this. Entrepreneurs’ ability to make a difference in the world is also something highly valued                 

by investors. Nevertheless, we believe Lauritsen and Twisted Leaf to move within Barry and Elmes’               

(1997) communication perspective, as they allow their users to place themselves within the big picture               

and make meaning of it by feeling a contribution to the improvement of life for poor Kenyan farmers.                  

Andersen also mentions sustainability as GRØD brands itself on being delicious, healthy and             

sustainable, which are attractive values for consumers. As a food product, it needs to be delicious,                

which is what will likely be the primary reason for consumers to purchase the products. However, as                 

the products are also branded as healthy and sustainable, he taps into what O’Connor (2002) suggests:                

that entrepreneurs must also consider the stories consumers tell or wish to tell about themselves. 

 

Egebjerg and Periér further contribute to a current societal topic, namely that of gender equality.               

While they narrate how they are simply fulfilling a basic need, they have also chosen their design                 

carefully. They choose the bright pink colour of their urinals, where it is up to the receiver, how they                   

will interpret this and make meaning of the colour and accompanying narrative. This is reflecting               

Barry and Elmes’ (1997) materiality and readership of narratives within their communication            
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perspective and Egebjerg admits that it is also meant as relatively provocative and a loud and festive                 

colour to brand the product. This narrative also contributes to a change in norms and an equalisation                 

of women, which seems plausible in the eyes of users, and as such, they manage to match the                  

perceptions of their stakeholders, as suggested by Martens et al. (2007). Finally, Lind rather brings               

narratives of distinctive claims with zero technology to deviate from institutionalised conventions of             

tech while he provides intimate and authentic experiences that are impossible to get anywhere else.               

We argue, that this shows how he abstains from the familiar and focuses on what is distinctive about                  

his experiences, deviating from the notion put forth by Navis and Glynn (2011) to familiarise the                

narratives. However, Lind has already compromised his original product, as he reveals how he added               

escape rooms into Mystery Makers, which he narrates as a pure strategic attempt of branding. It would                 

gain the attention of the public to legitimise his narratives, as escape rooms would be more familiar to                  

stakeholders than his treasure hunts because they were internationally known but not yet introduced in               

Denmark. 

5.2.3. Professionalism and Internationalisation 

Professionalism is an important narrative for entrepreneurs to talk about and prove. Furthermore, they              

all have dreams of internationalising their organisations in the future, to build on their organisational               

identities. 

 

We argue that Lind’s control stems both from his creative integrity but also from his desire to appear                  

professional and perfect to consumers. His narratives of receiving a perfect product by best practice               

show the credibility and plausibility of perfectionism. This further provides sense-making for            

stakeholders through Mystery Makers’ identity of being professionals, which sustains the research by             

Navis and Glynn (2011). Narratives of securing professionalism are evident from Lind and as he               

explains the need for perfection, he also provides a reason why he has not been able to internationalise                  

yet, as daily operations take up many resources. This has resulted in a need for investment or a loan,                   

but here he tells clashing stories of art and commerce because he wants to retain his authentic                 

experiences and not let them be tampered by commercialisation into apps. Hereby he aligns with               

Lampel et al.’s (2000) suggestion of artistic needs for own expression, although this does not appear                

to be the case with all the creative founders, proving that the creative industries are becoming more                 

‘commercial’ along with the shift from artist to an entrepreneur as proposed by Deresiewicz (2015).               

As Maltsev says, an investor and an entrepreneur would ideally be aligned on their incentives but that                 

it is not always the case and he shares Lind’s opinion that investors often want to go for the money                    

and thereby use a secure way such as apps to make that happen. 
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If Lind will accept a change into apps, he will distress his temporal narratives and they will appear                  

neither coherent, plausible nor accepted among his stakeholders, to paraphrase Kaplan and Orlikowski             

(2014), because he then compromises his authenticity narratives. However, to further professionalise            

his organisation, an investor can help in different areas and it will benefit his future expansion if he                  

finds one with the same ideals as him. This is also the case for Andersen who believes the creativity of                    

inventing the recipes is important to maintain quality and thereby change the minds of people who                

find it boring. He seemingly has not had much help from experts or investors but has now changed the                   

mission to make the world a better place with porridge. This means that he must now also approach                  

and rely on the help of others. We believe that it shows how the two founders must now interweave                   

the narratives of stakeholders and include them in their own narratives. O’Connor (2002) also              

suggests that it might threaten the business in the short term and long run if they do not consider                   

stakeholders. According to Kaplan and Orlikowski (2014), the narratives they tell do not need to               

forecast the future but must allow the company to move forward. We consider this to show why they                  

are now close to reaching the limits of own skills and must start to tell narratives that include other                   

stakeholders. This, in turn, will add to their identity process as they will evolve as organisations and                 

pursue their ambitions, mirroring previous literature (Gioia and Hamilton, 2016) but also adding an              

empirical finding on how identity can be intangible and always in the making. 

 

As pointed out by Ojasaar, Cosper and Haulund, creatives often lack experience in the business part.                

This is why they team up with others who can help them, and in this case, Egebjerg and Periér mirror                    

creatives without business knowledge. Nonetheless, from advice given by venture cups, they have             

managed to establish the business themselves, as they are eager to learn, but also sceptical of losing                 

control over their product, again adhering to the theory of Svejenova et al. (2015). Consequently, they                

still keep in close contact with the distributors and handle the sales part themselves, as they believe                 

others still do not fully understand their products enough to sell them. This further shows how they                 

want to construct a professional and legitimate image of their organisation. 

 

Investors and professionals are highly used within Lauritsen’s organisation and he views it as a crucial                

step into professionalising and internationalising. The same goes for Egebjerg and Lapee and their use               

of professional distribution agencies for their products. Their ambitions and willingness to accelerate             

fast would likely appear very attractive to many investors if they like Ojasaar prioritise startups that                

aim to become global, which has always been the ultimate goal for Twisted Leaf and Lapee. Lauritsen                 

willingly shares the control of his company to expand and internationalise but without compromising              

with the quality of his products. Their professional appearances do not only stem from the advice of                 
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experts but also from the two founders’ backgrounds and Lauritsen’s contacts and distribution             

channels, i.e. the student bars he sells to. He tells these narratives to gain shareholder trust and prove                  

to them that they run a highly professional and ambitious organisation, reflecting the strategic use of                

narratives as per Barry and Elmes (1997). We thereby see growth and expansion as core parts of the                  

organisational identity of both Lapee and Twisted Leaf and they actively narrate stories of              

intertextuality, as they consider stories told by investors and professionals in their own narrative.              

According to O’Connor (2002), synergising narratives with those of stakeholders will provide            

opportunities for them, and here our research contributes with another empirical example. We see that               

because they are willing to accept advice and strategise with stakeholders and not merely keep               

individual control, they are presented with opportunities to internationalise. 

5.3. Creative Entrepreneurs and Situational Narratives 

Situational narratives consider the societal environment in which the narrative subject is situated and              

further reflect how the individual entrepreneur acts as a minor player within broader plots of history                

and conventions (O’Connor, 2002; Lounsbury and Glynn, 2001). Even though situational stories such             

as industry dynamics are hard to act upon, we find that all entrepreneurs attempt to change the norms                  

for the industries they are operating in, as to legitimise their narratives according to societal demands. 

5.3.1. Industry Dynamics: Changing the Norms 

Demand uncertainty and volatility have influenced Lind’s expansion strategy with Mystery Makers.            

We find it evident how situational stories become embedded in entrepreneurial narratives, and in this               

case distinctively for the creative industries as per Caves’ (2000) nobody knows property in creative               

industries. Lind narrates how museums are slow in their operation as they initially did not see the                 

value in his creative idea, and they were reluctant to cooperate. Thus, the way his business serves                 

different industries with institutionalised rules and norms has prevented the business to grow faster              

than intended. Similar, Lauritsen tells the story that Twisted Leaf had to get the coffee leaf officially                 

approved as a food product and therefore they had to change the conditions for which they were                 

operating in, as they had to get permission from the EU. This process lasted two and a half years                   

before they could launch their product. This gives a new perspective on O’Connor’s (2002) reflections               

of situational stories as Lauritsen’s story reveals that the conditions and norms can be changed and                

that not all conditions are some entrepreneurs can hardly act upon. For Egebjerg and Lapee, they are                 

situated within an old and conservative mobile toilet industry in which they face a challenge in                

disseminating Lapee’s potential to distributors. According to O’Connor (2002), this exposes a story             

clash which Egebjerg himself believes would be aligned over time, even though it hinders the               

business from evolving. Additionally, Andersen narrates how his creative conceptualisation          
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continuously fights negative preconceptions about porridge as people connote it with something            

boring and inexpensive thus simultaneously showing a clash with customers and potential investors. 

 

These aforementioned challenges characterise creative endeavours, as creative entrepreneurs have a           

tendency to build up businesses that exploit opportunities and disciplines that come across multiple              

fields, as proposed by Deresiewicz (2015). This, in turn, is also pointed out by Haulund and Frisemo,                 

as they explain how cross-sector innovation is a unique characteristic for creative entrepreneurs.             

Moreover, the founders’ narratives expose how situational stories unfold over time as per Lind who               

explains that museums now have realised his business’ potential and Lauritsen who reveals that they               

have been granted the permission from the EU. This shows how all entrepreneurs are coping with                

industry dynamics where time emerge as a crucial obstacle. Thus, it demonstrates how entrepreneurs              

in the creative industries, in particular, operate within a process view of identity, as reflecting by Gioia                 

and Hamilton (2016). Their stories are continuously told in flux as they are subject to changes and                 

uncertainties to which they need to adapt. 

 

However, these challenges should not be seen as completely out of their hands in the sense that their                  

narratives focus on being overly distinctive and consequently more or less unfamiliar to stakeholders.              

Lind, Egebjerg and Andersen could, in fact, have compromised with their creativity and adjusted their               

stories to those of stakeholders in the initial stages, adding a novel (creativity) perspective to Martens                

et al.’s (2007) study. Thereupon they would possibly have legitimised the narrative by further              

increasing its plausibility as to grow faster within an earlier stage (Kaplan and Orlikowski, 2014). As                

for Lauritsen, he realised that he had to change the conditions, however, time still proved an obstacle                 

in order for him to legitimise his narrative. This is shown in his continuous fight to brew on the coffee                    

leaf, and thus he does not compromise with his creativity either. 

 

Consequently, this shows how all entrepreneurs consider normative appropriateness and show traits of             

an institutionalised stance towards identity, although they refuse to adapt completely to external             

conditions. This induces new knowledge on the studies of Lounsbury and Glynn (2001) and Gioia and                

Hamilton (2016), as we propose that even though creative entrepreneurs are influenced by external              

forces, they are still directed towards their passion and goals which show aspects of internal               

sense-making as prevalent in the social constructionist perspective. 

5.3.2. Societal Demands and Trends 

As previously revealed, investors expect entrepreneurs to make a difference in the world, which is               

why they prefer to hear stories that correspond to societal demands and trends. We argue that creative                 
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entrepreneurs must, therefore, pay attention to issues that society is currently concerned about, and              

thus their entrepreneurial businesses should not solely comply with internal values. Narratives used by              

the respective entrepreneurs turn out to care about their impact concurrently interwoven with topics              

and trends that society is presently attentive to. 

 

As discussed before, Lauritsen’s stories distinguish how Twisted Leaf is built from the mission to               

make a difference in the world while adhering to the current societal issue of sustainability. Not only                 

do these narratives address investors, but he also emphasises how they caught the attention of the                

modern consumer who cares about the environment. This shows an intertextual competence in             

aligning stories between different components, which is suggested by O’Connor (2002). However,            

while Lauritsen presented his narratives as internally driven, the sustainability focus and industry             

dynamics can likewise give rise to how narratives are constructs of broader social contexts implying               

that organisational identities are enforced to respond to external forces (Gioia and Hamilton, 2016).              

As pointed out by Jaén, all businesses and industries today are required to adopt a stance towards                 

sustainability, which is why it appears obvious that creative businesses should do the same. Thus,               

Lauritsen’s narratives of sustainability may also be a result of responding to external norms and               

requirements that bring about another implication on the institutional perspective on identity. 

 

Similar to Lauritsen, Egebjerg’s stories with Lapee taps into the societal issue of gender equality, and                

here Frisemo in particular addresses how companies should be financially equipped to deal with such               

an issue. Gender equality was not a primary focus during their initial problem-solving, as this value                

was rather added to enhance and legitimise their brand. While strengthening their interaction with              

women, they create a synergy that brings them the opportunity to scale, proving that synergies will                

create opportunities as proposed by O’Connor (2002). As Egebjerg further narrates how Lapee resides              

a value of safety and that they are planning to focus on refugee camps in the future, it portrays how                    

the identity is constructed through a process that is subject to an ongoing development where multiple                

narratives add to each other over time. Hence, Lapee is continuously evolving as Egebjerg and Periér                

exploit new opportunities and in relation to this, we then propose that a process view of identity can                  

be a result of a scaling opportunity created through intertextuality. Thereby we see a relation between                

the situational narrative studies by O’Connor (2002) and the identity studies by Gioia and Hamilton               

(2016). 

 

In addition to the negative connotations of porridge, Andersen sees an opportunity to eliminate these               

amongst Danes and the world by tapping into New Nordic Cuisine. Haulund reflects on GRØD as                

having a strong narrative due to Andersen’s strategy of adhering to such a trend. It is noteworthy that                  
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he refers to Claus Meyer, who similarly draws on personal experiences in his past and explains that                 

these have triggered him to become a culinary entrepreneur (Heartbeats, 2017). We believe that this               

could show an attempt to replicate Meyer’s success story in order to legitimise his own narrative.                

Moreover, in line with GRØD’s reformulation of its mission that intends to gain a broader appeal, it                 

displays how Andersen is planning to scale and increase his impact. This could likewise justify the                

reason to incorporate sustainability into the brand, which shows another attempt to legitimise through              

societal trends as well as aligning his stories with new stakeholders and modern consumers as               

Lauritsen does. Furthermore, this gives a more concrete example of how Kaplan and Orlikowski’s              

(2014) notion of a compelling narrative can be pursued and in this case by having sustainability as a                  

value, as this could likely strengthen its acceptance and resonate with the majority of stakeholders.               

Similar to Egebjerg, this further portrays how situational stories over time become embedded in his               

narratives that further build identity through a process. Finally, the change in GRØD’s mission shows               

how narratives develop depending on the organisational life cycle, as is also a point by Barry and                 

Elmes (1997). While the company has matured, Andersen is telling a story that is different from the                 

one during the entrepreneurial phase. 

 

Cosper argues that several creatives initiate the use of tech, but Lind still chooses to avoid this. As                  

previously indicated, Lind used narratives of Mystery Makers with an emphasis on authenticity and              

originality to describe his real-life experience with treasure hunts. We suggest that this further gives a                

picture of an identity constructed in opposition to industries that focus on technologies and apps, as he                 

consciously separates himself from this widespread trend. Contrary to the other founders, Lind thus              

shows an attempt to legitimise his narratives while making a movement against societal demands,              

which is also why he hesitates to take in investors, as he believes they will mislead Mystery Makers                  

into technological fields. These endeavours are highlighted by Haulund who reveals that tech is a               

large concern for many entrepreneurs in the creative industries, as tech companies often garner the               

investments because creative businesses are often judged as cultural projects that are financially less              

successful. However, we see that Lind sticks with his ambitions and creative values, and it again                

demonstrates how he creates an identity in opposition to institutional forces. 

5.4. Model of Entrepreneurial Narratives and Identity-Building in Creative         

Industries 

Our above findings have shown how entrepreneurial narratives have been used in the creative              

industries, with three overall types of narratives as put forth by O’Connor (2002): Personal, generic               
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and situational. We hereby connected the empirical findings with theoretical notions and perspectives,             

and the interrelations between these are now presented in the model below: 

 

  

 

Figure 1. Model of Entrepreneurial Narratives and Identity-Building in the Creative Industries 

 

The model portrays narratives that entrepreneurs tell, which are influenced and mainly revolving             

around being a creative, operating in the creative industries, including intertextuality, establishing            

legitimacy, keeping it distinctive, yet familiar and finally temporality as narrating the past, present and               

future. Overall, these narratives contribute to the organisational identity-building. The linkages of our             

findings are explained below and showcase how our findings contribute to the existing literature by               

connecting creative entrepreneurs with strategic narratives and identity. 

 

Creatives 

The personal narratives of the founders revolve around their own experiences of being entrepreneurs              

within the creative industries. It shows how they use their own artistic integrity to excuse the need for                  

control and portray their struggles of changing roles while their businesses expand. The notion of               

creatives is also evident throughout the generic narratives that are told by the founders as they all seek                  

to strategically brand themselves. Here they all believed they had introduced something unique that is               
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never seen before, although their ideas have their origin in recognised products or services. Hereby,               

the “creatives” in the model is prevalent in both types of narratives as their own perceptions of being                  

creatives are on one hand a personal trait of each individual but also something their business model                 

and strategy are affected and operating by. 

 

Creative Industries 

Situational narratives are reflected as the creatives cope with industry dynamics and societal trends              

that further induce a process view on identity. External conditions affect how the founders were               

conducting their business because it could hinder or decelerate their intentions, showing the dynamics              

and challenges of and for creative industries. This further shows the link to personal narratives taking                

place in the creative industries because they as individuals contemplate their own role in this and want                 

to prove that they as entrepreneurs in creative industries can generate value. However, many              

prejudices prove to affect the creative industries as these minds and projects are considered “light” by                

some stakeholders. Thereby, all entrepreneurs attempt to change the norms for the industries they              

were operating in to stick with their internal values and ambitions and thus avoiding institutional               

claims to strengthen internal sense-making. 

 

Intertextuality 

A common endeavour for creative entrepreneurs is their involvement of users and consumers through              

which they recognise current societal trends to legitimise the identities of their organisations. All              

founders consider the use of external stakeholders as a means to scale globally, and while some feel                 

that internal perfection and control are the core values of appearing professional, others rely on the                

help of experts to accelerate the growth. Again, it is the founders who separated from their co-founder                 

early on, who fear the external stakeholders and while they lack experience within scaling, they were                

reluctant to transfer control to professionals. Nevertheless, intertextuality is thus evident in both             

generic and situational narratives because founders are affected by stakeholders both in terms of              

situational and external trends but also internally in the organisation in order for it to grow and                 

internationalise. 

 

Legitimacy, Distinctive, Yet Familiar, Temporality 

The three last narrative components are revealed throughout all types of narratives told by creative               

entrepreneur and stakeholders. 

 

Legitimacy appears across all stories as the founders attempt to, first of all, legitimise their own                

person and journey to becoming a creative entrepreneur. While some narratives are more personal              
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than others, they all express clichés about their hero stories of bravery to become entrepreneurs in                

such an “underdog” industry. It is also reflected in their way of legitimising their brands and strategies                 

to seem plausible to stakeholders. Here again, it further connects to the situational factors where they                

legitimise their identity to prove consideration of external conditions and adhere to institutional             

sentiments. Further, they believe that this legitimisation will enable them to expand and             

internationalise. 

 

Especially in their generic narratives, the founders narrate how they consider themselves unique,             

although still presenting familiar products and services created in a new way. However, it did also                

show in their personal stories because they all contemplated whether their journey had been a ‘typical’                

journey for entrepreneurs. While some creative entrepreneurs follow a typical entrepreneurial path,            

they still prove to have distinctive backgrounds, which affects their further growth path and creation               

of their organisations. Finally, the societal issues they each must relate to are familiar challenges that                

the majority of entrepreneurs and organisations have to confront and overcome, yet how each              

entrepreneur responds to these, is very distinct and individual. 

 

Temporality appears as a recurring aspect throughout the stories of the founders as they reflect on                

their origin and how they have used narratives to arrive at their present situation. Furthermore, they all                 

want to use narratives to move ahead and create future success for their organisations. They do this by                  

drawing on their own personal pasts to create narratives that resonate with stakeholders and with               

themselves so they can establish an organisational identity while maintaining their integrity. Finally, it              

shows that several founders attempt to create growth-oriented coherent, plausible and acceptable            

narratives to connect past, present and future, while others are reluctant to change the narrative they                

are telling in order to grow for the future. 

5.5. Concluding Remarks on Discussion 

Although it became apparent that founders tell narratives that are personal, generic and situational, all               

of these prove to be overlapping and intertwined. The narratives they tell do not merely belong to one                  

of these categories and when they narrate about personal experiences, these are further used in the                

strategy-making and self-branding as well as when they integrate the situational conditions in             

branding. They are furthermore concerned about the situational issues because of their personal             

backgrounds and interests, and they know that they must also address current issues to include their                

stakeholders and thereby legitimise themselves and their identities. These situational factors that can             

be difficult to manage also influence the pace in which their organisation can move forward, which is                 

why it highly affects their operation and preferred identity-construction. External stakeholders thereby            
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affect the identity-building of organisations without knowing it, and it is up to the entrepreneurs to                

decide which narratives must include the narratives of their stakeholders and thereby how they let               

them affect their organisational identities. Regardless of their choices, these will result in either              

challenges or opportunities as consequences hereof. 

 

Although they cope with prejudices about the creative industries, they all seek to change the norms of                 

the external conditions rather than conforming to them and mould their organisations from what              

society expects. Changing norms is part of their values and beliefs, and since they all regard their                 

businesses to offer unique products and services, they tell narratives of how they are changing               

people’s perception of what they present. These values stem from their artistic integrity that ensures               

that they strategise to maintain this as part of their value-set and thereby proving that creatives have a                  

place in the economy while changing the perceptions of society. The integrity they possess also               

influences the amount of control they feel comfortable with, which further affects narratives about the               

ambitions and realistic views on how the organisation and its identity will unfold in the future. As                 

they do not all possess managerial skills, they have to draw on their artistic vision and brand                 

themselves on the creativity while drawing on personal pasts to create coherent narratives for the               

present and future in order to legitimise an organisational identity. 

 

The constant interweaving of narratives to function in several settings further appears as processual as               

their organisational identities continuously evolve through both a social constructionist view as well             

as social actor and institutional perspectives. Thus, their narratives contribute as constant influences of              

what is central and enduring in their identities, although these will not be set in stone but rather evolve                   

as a result of their own past experiences, present learnings, future visions and external conditions and                

demands. 

5.6. Theoretical Implications 

The contribution of this thesis has been to broaden the theoretical field on strategic narratives (Barry                

and Elmes, 1997) that entrepreneurial actors in creative industries use to attract stakeholders and to               

convey an organisational identity. Specifically, our focus on creative entrepreneurs adds to the             

existing literature as little attention has been paid to strategic narratives of these. Clearly, different               

industries are characterised by different dynamics which brought up the basis for exploring how              

different narrative and identity domains link to different kinds of industries (Navis and Glynn, 2011).               

Thus, by using creativity to illuminate uniqueness for entrepreneurs in creative industries we do not               

seek to detract value from the engagement and passion that entrepreneurs within other industries              

reside. Rather we hope that the extended understanding of entrepreneurial narratives in the creative              
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industries will be of further interest to bolster that narratives within different industries arise through               

particular endeavours that affect stakeholder engagement and the ongoing identity of entrepreneurial            

businesses. 

 

Because time and temporality play key roles for narratives and identity construction, we reveal that as                

creative entrepreneurs cannot draw on an organisational past, they draw on their personal pasts while               

using their artistic integrity and branding themselves on the creativity to create coherent narratives for               

the present and future. This aspect adds to several previous studies, e.g. Gabriel (2000), Svejenova et                

al. (2015) and Kaplan and Orlikowski (2014). What we also found specific for creative entrepreneurs               

is that their narratives are influenced by prejudices towards their creativity. Although this proves as a                

challenge, it also shows to be an opportunity to change the norms and expectations of society which                 

altogether stem from their artistic integrity. 

 

Moreover, we contribute with an implication that situational narratives, or so to speak the broader               

cultural environment appear as a variable to determine how institutional sentiments widely shared in              

society, such as sustainability and gender equality, construct narratives that can shape an             

entrepreneurial identity. This has further appeared as a research area requested by Navis and Glynn               

(2011) and we hereby add to this. In addition, we reveal that situational narratives of institutional                

sentiments come to generate a process view on identity as these will continuously evolve where               

entrepreneurs are expected to respond. 

 

Finally, although we separate strategic narratives into, respectively, personal, generic and situational            

narratives inspired by O’Connor (2002), it does not mean that we exclusively use these. An interplay                

among these typologies is prevalent, and to this, we further reckon that creative entrepreneurs, in               

particular, show traits of interweaving all typologies while using narratives to attract stakeholders and              

to convey their identities. Furthermore, we clarify and strengthen the link between temporality and              

legitimacy, which has previously not been thoroughly explored. To illustrate this, we contribute with a               

model that determines how different components add up to strategic narratives used by creative              

entrepreneurs and further how these on a wider level build an organisational identity. This              

combination of narratives and identity in the creative industries has not been researched before and               

our model incorporates and merges several theoretical fields in a new construction. 

5.7. Practical Implications 

Our findings result in some takeaways for founders of creative startups and stakeholders to these.               

What founders must understand is that narratives of integrity to conceal their need for control do not                 
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pave the way for further professionalisation or growth. First, due to situational conditions, it will not                

be possible to control everything as there will be push factors out of their reach and industries that                  

have not yet matured. Second, entrepreneurs must acknowledge that they cannot perform every task to               

perfection and that they would benefit from distributing responsibilities and assemble a diverse team              

to perform other tasks within their specialities. Third, integrity and control need not be viewed as                

‘either-or’ but rather as ‘both-and’. Entrepreneurs must choose how they want to narrate the balance               

of integrity and control to show that they care about sustaining their integrity but are not afraid to let                   

go of some control to help them move forward. This would be more feasible if stakeholders are                 

responsive to their core value narratives and competencies of creatives. They must also understand the               

importance of their contribution to the industry and economy. It is, however, also evident that creative                

integrity can contribute to a professionalisation of startups to follow the vision of the founder and                

being able to change societal and operational norms. 

  

It is evident that investors are used to a certain type of pitches from especially tech companies, and                  

while they believe creatives to be better conversationalists, they do not believe them to be better at                 

pitching. Hence, there is a gap in the perceptions of investors, and because there is more focus on                  

numbers and the business model in the pitch rather than in a conversation, founders must learn how to                  

pitch in different contexts. They should do this by excelling in the inclusion of numbers and strategy                 

in formal as well as informal meetings but maintain their ability to narrate more intriguing stories and                 

depict their inner fire and passion. Furthermore, they should structure their narratives and tell stories               

that spawn legitimacy in the eyes of not only investors but also other stakeholders, such as consumers.                 

This is especially what competitions such as CBC can help with, and it is noteworthy how additional                 

training for entrepreneurs would add to their professionalisation and future success. But investors who              

have not previously invested in the creative industries could also gain from discovering and learning               

the values of these. Here again, creative integrity comes to show that it has a purpose of operating                  

outside institutional norms, and investors must be aware of this to appreciate the potential for               

changing the world. 

 

The gap between especially investors and creative entrepreneurs should be addressed and work             

towards meeting in the middle to foster mutual learning processes. Creatives must embrace financial              

and commercial concerns, either themselves or teaming up with experts in order to legitimise the               

preferred organisational identity. They must do this and prove to investors that they are passionate,               

ready to change the world and that they carry a lot of artistic integrity. Investors, on the other hand,                   

must learn to see the artistic values and learn about the economic value creatives can contribute with.                 

This, in turn, addresses educational systems in general, where more emphasis could be put on               
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cross-sectional education that can elucidate the benefits of working across multiple industries and             

educational institutions with creative mindsets that can change norms. Thus, it will become easier to               

connect and bridge the knowledge-gap for creative entrepreneurs, and by teaching them how to              

strategically tell attractive narratives to stakeholders, they can form their organisational identities with             

less external hindering. 
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6. Conclusion 

The thesis started out posing the research question: How do entrepreneurs in the creative industries               

strategically use narratives to convey an organisational identity? 

 

The focus of our study has been to explore the ways in which creative entrepreneurs with previous                 

participation and victory in the Danish startup competition, Creative Business Cup, interact with             

stakeholders and use narratives to build an identity. Through a qualitative study with an interpretivist               

stance, we aimed to co-construct meanings and knowledge between us as researchers, the individual              

entrepreneurs and stakeholders. Four creative startups (Mystery Makers, GRØD, Twisted Leaf and            

Lapee) were selected and hereupon we conducted a multiple-case study research wherein our primary              

data was collected through semi-structured interviews with the founders of the four startups as well as                

investors and employees from CBC. 

 

Our findings and discussion showed that entrepreneurs in the creative industries use strategic             

narratives within three domains, namely, personal, generic and situational narratives. We discovered            

linkages and intertwinement among these spheres and illustrated them through a model where we              

propose that narratives are determined by intertextuality, legitimisation, distinctiveness vs. familiarity           

and temporality. 

 

First and foremost, we revealed that creative entrepreneurs are often challenged when they switch              

roles from creatives to founders and thereby entrepreneurs. However, CBC is evidently a professional              

platform and event that helps these entrepreneurs to get insight to important learnings needed to               

navigate in a competitive startup environment. Furthermore, CBC is able to help them focus on which                

values are important and how to present their startups in front of an audience and thereby how to                  

narrate their stories. 

 

We further conclude that it is a common endeavour for creative entrepreneurs to use narratives that                

interact with consumers. This interaction is influenced by situational narratives that determine            

institutional sentiments, such as gender equality and sustainability. Through generic narratives,           

creative entrepreneurs use their creativity to legitimise their brand as something distinctive but within              

a familiar frame as they respond to trends and issues put forth by society. Moreover, the creative                 

founders find external stakeholders important for scaling, however, while some may actively engage             

them in their storytelling, others are reluctant of letting them rewrite their story due to fear of losing                  
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internal control and artistic integrity. 

 

In addition, we found that creatives are faced with prejudices and industry dynamics influencing their               

strategies. Although this proves to be a challenge, their narratives rather engage in these as               

opportunities to change the norms and expectations of society, which proves to be rooted in their                

artistic values and personal aspects of their business. Moreover, temporality plays a key role in the                

narratives used and identities constructed by creative entrepreneurs. As they cannot use narratives that              

draw on an organisational past, they have to legitimise themselves through personal narratives of their               

past experiences and individual creativity. Through this, they create coherent narratives that link to              

present and future endeavours as an attempt to further legitimise an organisational identity. 

 

Overall, we found that entrepreneurial narratives in the creative industries take their form through              

multiple spheres and aspects that merge business, creativity and societal domains. This leads to an               

organisational identity that is influenced by several forces, and here a gap occurs between the               

perceptions of stakeholders and entrepreneurs. The gap affects creative entrepreneurs’ chances of            

investment, where elucidation for both groups could decrease the gap and create collective             

meaning-making. This will help the creative entrepreneurs grow and evolve their narratives to future              

means, of which they can expand and evolve as organisations. To this, we can conclude that                

identity-building in creative startups is processual as creative founders are continuously exploring new             

opportunities and they are met with uncertainties and challenges. 

6.1. Limitations and Further Research 

While we have sought to discover how narratives told by entrepreneurs convey organisational             

identity, we have merely discovered this from the present time. We argue that identity is processual                

but have not been able to discover a process of time in which the organisational identity has emerged.                  

Rather we have investigated in how entrepreneurs’ present perception of their identity has evolved              

from the founding phase without security that these reflect the actual truth. Further, we have sought to                 

discover how organisational identities have formed through the founder’s narratives, but as we have              

explored several cases with multiple founders, we have merely heard the perspective of one of these.                

It is also evident that organisational identity is formed on lower levels, but our scope did not allow us                   

to further include the perceptions of lower-level employees. It would nevertheless not be replicable in               

all cases because some startups did not yet have employees. 

 

In our thesis, we have found implications for how creative entrepreneurs narrate their stories to attract                

stakeholders and how these simultaneously form their identity. For further research, it would be              
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interesting to conduct a longitudinal study, in which it would be possible to follow and explore how                 

entrepreneurial narratives unfold over time as part of a processual identity-building. Hereby the             

temporal aspects would become clearer and portray how entrepreneurs connect past, present and             

future through narratives. Within such a study we would gain a fuller view of the interaction between                 

founders and stakeholders. In further research we recommend to include perceptions and            

interpretations from more employees or partners in the organisations to unveil whether their             

meaning-making occurs collectively and mirrors the founder’s intentions. Further, their          

meaning-making contributes to the organisational identity, as it cannot merely be said to emerge              

solely from the founder. Another group of stakeholders that would be relevant to investigate would be                

that of consumers. They are one of the main stakeholder-groups the founders and organisations need               

to address, and it is their engagement in society that creates trends and demands. 

 

Lastly, it could be of interest to compare the narratives told by entrepreneurs within the creative                

industries with those of other industries. This could present differences and similarities told in the               

founding phases of the startups to learn how distinct industries tell narratives to receive investments,               

lure in consumers and address their employees. Thereby, it can be determined whether narratives              

within different industries arise through particular endeavours that further come to affect stakeholder             

engagement and the ongoing identity of entrepreneurial businesses. 
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